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5 

A Rene Lalique glass ‘Coqs et Plumes’ vase, design introduced 1928, of tapering cylindrical form moulded 
with cockerels, heightened with cobalt blue staining, impressed signature ‘R. Lalique’, to base, etched 
‘France’ to foot rim, 6.1” (15.5cm) high. 
£500-700

6 

A Lalique ‘Gros Bourdon’ moulded glass seal , model 208, introduced 1910, moulded in high relief with a 
cicada, etched signature R ‘Lalique France M. 208’, 3” x 2.5” (7.5cm x 5cm). 
£300-500

3 

A Lalique ‘Clairefontaine’ scent bottle, of spherical 
form, the stopper modelled as small Lily of the 
Valley fl owers, with etched mark to base, 5” 
(12.5cm) high. 
£50-80

4 

A modern Lalique glass ‘Nymphae’ bud vase, 
the body of ovoid form with moulded decoration 
depicting dancing nude female fi gures, with frosted 
and beaded surround, marked Lalique France to 
base, 5.5” (14cm) high. 
£100-150

GLASS & CERAMICS

1 

A Lalique glass Poissons dish, of shallow circular 
form, the underside moulded with fi sh in a spiral 
design surrounding bubbles in the centre, raised 
mark R. Lalique to centre, 10” (25.5cm) diameter. 
£250-350

2 

A rare Rene Lalique ‘Moineaux’ pattern glass mantel clock, of semicircular section, decorated with two pairs 
of birds, fl anking original 4.5-inch Arabic dial marked “ATO ELECTRIQUE BREVETE S.G.D.G.DEPOSE”, 
numbered 12045, 8.5” wide x 6.25”, (21.5cm x 16cm), (s/d). 
£800-1,200
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13 

A Swarovski crystal steam train with three separate 
Swarovski carriages, train 2.5” (6.5cm) long. 
£60-90

14 
A Swarovski crystal horse fi gurine, modelled with 
one foreleg raised on an integral naturalistic base, 
5.75” (14.5cm) length and height, in fi tted box of 
issue with papers. 
£40-60

15 

A glass scent bottle, with base metal hinged lid and 
suspension loop, hour glass shaped body with blue 
and latticino stem decoration, 2.5” (6.25cm). 
£80-120

10 

A John Ditchfi eld Glasform paperweight, of 
iridescent blue glass, decorated with painted lily 
pads and a small applied silver frog, hallmarked 
Sheffi eld 2003, with etched signature beneath, 5” 
(12.75cm) diameter. 
£100-150

11 

A group of John Ditchfi eld glasform glass 
paperweights, comprising a set of three graduated 
iridescent blue examples modelled as mushrooms, 
largest 6” (15cm) high, another paperweight of 
the same iridescent blue modelled as an apple, 
together with two darker iridescent examples, the 
fi rst modelled as a mushroom, the other as a pear, 
plus a white iridescent paperweight in the form of 
an apple. (7). 
£120-180

12 

A Bohemian overlay glass vase, circa 1900, the 
white-on-green castellated ovoid body with shaped 
fl ower panels over knopped panel-cut stem on 
spreading foot, 4.5” x 11.75” (11.5cm x 29.5cm), 
together with a 19th century etched clear glass jug 
decorated with lovebirds and hearts, and a ruby-
fl ashed decanter jug, the facetted clear stopper and 
spiral twist handle over bulbous body etched with 
stars and quatrefoils. (3). 
£50-80

7 

A vintage bottle of French Sauze Freres perfume, 
having a frosted glass stopper decorated with 
three dragon fl ies and the faceted glass body with 
label detailed ‘Parfum Fleuris Sauze Paris’, 4.5” 
(11.5cm) high, in original box with further detailed 
label. 
£120-180

8 
An Orrefors glass vase with wheel engraved 
decoration to front depicting a nude female, 8.5” 
(21.5cm) high. 
£60-90

9 

A graduated set of three John Ditchfi eld Glasform 
frog paperweights, each of iridescent green glass 
and stylistically modelled in seated pose, with 
etched signature beneath, largest 5” (12.75cm) high. 
£80-120
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23 

A Royal Doulton fi gurine, Here a little child I stand, 
HN1546, 6.25” (16cm) high. 
£50-80

24 
Two Royal Doulton fi gurines, the fi rst Top o’the Hill, 
HN1849, 7” (18cm) high, plus Veronica Rd. No. 
773349, 4.5” (11.5cm) high. 
£30-50

25 
A group of nine Royal Doulton fi gurines, comprising 
Lorraine HN3118, Top O’The Hill HN1834, Gift 
of Love HN3427, Yours Forever HN3354, Cookie 
HN2218, Flower of Love HN2460, Fair Lady 
HN2193, Pretty Ladies fi gure of the year 2006, Mary, 
Pretty Ladies best of the classics, Top O’The Hill. (9). 
£50-80

26 

A group of Royal Doulton fi gurines, comprising This 
Little Pig HN1783, Micawber, Falstaff HN2054, Omar 
Khayyam HN2247, Puppeteer HN2253. (5). 
£80-120

19 

A set of six cut wine glasses, each having hobnail 
cut panels to the glass bowls of varying colour, 
raised upon knopped and facetted stems leading to 
the spreading circular bases, each 7.75” (20cm). 
£50-80

20 
A Waterford crystal bowl of circular form with panel, 
hob-nail, strawberry and star cutting, 10” x 4” 
(25cm x 10cm), in card box of issue. 
£30-50

21 
An unusual glass vase, the cut cylindrical sleeve 
within a bronzed base modelled as the trunk of a 
tree, the supporting legs modelled as branches, 
16.5” (42cm) high. 
£50-80

22 

A Royal Doulton fi gurine, Kate Hardcastle HN1919, 
8” (20.5cm) high. 
£100-200

16 

A Victorian circular blue glass bodied scent bottle 
with hinged cover and fi tted suspension chain, the 
overlaid pierced gilt metal decoration depicting 
lovebirds, 2.5” (6.5cm) high. 
£60-90

17 
An early 20th century cased set of scent bottles, 
the outer green leather covered cylindrical case with 
removable cover, lifting to reveal four glass scent 
bottles, each with screw on metal covers and inner 
glass stoppers, 5” (12.5cm) high. 
£50-80

18 

Polar Exploration interest: An unusual Victorian 
painted glass vase, of fl ask form with tall fl ared 
neck, upon a knopped stem and circular stepped 
base, the body decorated with a painted Arctic 
scene of boats at sea beside an iceberg, 12.75” 
(32.5cm) high. 
£80-120
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32 

A Royal Copenhagen fi gure, modelled as the infant 
Pan playing his pipes, with marks to base, No. 1736, 
5.5” (14cm) high. 
£50-80

27 
A group of four Royal Doulton fi gurines, to include 
Fair Lady HN2193, Clarissa HN2345, Valerie 
HN2107, and Monica HN1467. 
£50-80

28 

A group of six Royal Doulton fi gurines, to include 
Sweet Anne HN1330, Monica HN1467, Miss 
Demure HN1560, Suzette HN1487, Janet HN1537, 
and Day Dreams HN1731. (6). 
£80-120

29 
Three Royal Worcester Impressionist Series 
fi gurines, comprising ‘Camille’ and ‘Germaine’ each 
after Monet, and ‘Alphonsine’ after Renoir, each with 
certifi cate, (one a/f). 
£40-60

30 
Ten modern Royal Worcester fi gurines, to include 
Susannah, Figure of the Year 2001, and Les Petites 
fi gures Amelia, Grace, Victoria, Isla Scotland, 
Pisces, Holly, Sarah, Zara, and Wedding Day. 
£50-80

31 

A group of four Lladro fi gurines, the fi rst example 
modelled as the bust of a sad clown resting his head 
upon his hands, 12.5” (32cm), another modelled as 
a young woman feeding a deer, 18” (46cm) high, 
plus two other smaller fi gurines, all with printed 
marks to base. (4). 
£80-120

34 

A Goldscheider fi gurine, modelled as a young woman in green fl oral dress, dress marked ‘Claire Weis’, on 
circular base, with marks beneath, 11.5” (29cm) high overall. 
£400-600

33 
Three Continental fi gure groups, the fi rst example 
modelled as an elderly gentleman with shotgun 
slung over shoulder, 12” (30.5cm) high, the second 
modelled as a young boy and girl sat against a 
wall eating grapes, and the third as two elderly 
gentlemen in conversation. 
£40-60

35 

A Royal Worcester plate, of oval form with gilt lobed 
edge, having hand painted design depicting a still 
life of fruit, signed Freeman, with mark to base, 
11.75” (30cm) diameter. 
£100-150



36 
A fi ne large pair of Royal Worcester porcelain vases, each of baluster 
form having waisted neck and twin scrolled handles, with hand painted 
decoration, the fi rst depicting a still life of apples, plumbs and cherries, 
signed P. English, the second depicting a still life of apples, plumbs and 
blackberries, signed D Fuller, each raised upon a circular stepped base 
with marks beneath, 21” (53.5cm) high. 
£4,000-6,000
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42 

A small group of assorted ceramics, to include early 
19th century Derby-style coffee cans and other 
teacups, an 18th century blue and white Derby tea 
pot (s/d) and jug, a Royal Worcester blush ivory pin 
box and miniature coffee can, blue and white fl uted 
coffee can, christening mug, etc. 
£100-150

40 

A Royal Copenhagen porcelain full lace part dinner 
and tea service, principally assembled circa 1900-
1930s, comprising: twenty-one dessert plates, 
6.75”, (17cm) diameter; twelve teacups of shallow 
form; thirteen lobed saucers; four serving dishes 
(one lidded), shell dish, sugar bowl, three different 
oval platters and two biscuits stands. (57). 
£200-300

37 

Two 19th century Meissen porcelain dishes, each 
decorated with central fi gural scenes, plus a pot and 
cover, having fl oral spray decoration and applied 
rose handle to cover, all with marks to base. 
£120-180

38 

A large collection of Royal Copenhagen porcelain 
‘blue fl uted plain’ dinner and tea wares, principally 
1920s and 1930s, comprising: ten 10-inch dinner 
plates; ten lunch plates; four cake plates; three side 
plates and two cheese plates plus two further fl at 
plates; twenty assorted cups (chocolate, tea and 
coffee) plus twenty-two assorted saucers; lidded 
coffee pot; tea pot; water jug; square dish; two 
gravy boats (one tricorn) on integral base; sugar 
bowl; water jug; sauce boat; square bowl, and salt 
cellar, in total 82 pieces. 
£100-150

39 

An extensive collection of Royal Copenhagen 
porcelain half-lace dinner and tea wares , principally 
1900-1930s, comprising: Twenty-seven 10-inch 
dinner plates; fi fteen 8.75-inch plates, two dessert 
plates; thirteen dessert bowls; eighteen soup bowls; 
nine fruit plates; sixteen cake plates; twelve shallow 
teacups and twelve saucers; thirteen large cups 
and thirteen saucers; a large cup; fi ve oval platters; 
lidded coffee pot; three various cream, milk and 
water jugs; triangular dish; two leaf dishes; two 
diamond-shaped dishes; two crescent dishes; round 
bowl and two platters; two gravy boats; two tureens; 
two lidded vegetable dishes; two salt and two 
pepper casters; long tray, etc. (full list on request), in 
total 192 pieces. 
£200-300

43 

A Wedgwood ‘Fairyland lustre’ pedestal bowl, designed by Daisy Makeig Jones, the iridescent green and 
blue glazed ground having heavy gilt detail to the whole, the interior depicting dancing fairies, with Mermaid 
medallion to the centre, the exterior depicting Poplar Trees and bridges, raised upon spreading circular foot, 
printed Portland vase mark over No. Z4968 to base, 10.75” diameter x 5.75” high (27.5cm x 14.5cm). 
£1,500-2,000

44 
A group of Wedgwood ceramics, comprising: a ‘Philadelphia’ bowl, designed for Bailey, Banks & Biddle Co., 
12.25” (31cm) diameter; a boxed pair of blue jasperware ‘Dancing Hours’ candlesticks; four Limited Edition 
collector’s plates, ‘Woburn Abbey’, Harlech Castle’, ‘Warwick Castle’ and ‘Ashdown House’; a ‘Kashmar’ 
pattern ice bucket and cover, a ‘Turquoise Columbine’ two-handled covered sucrier, and ‘Canberra’ coffee can 
and saucer. (11). 
£50-80

41 
A suite of Coalport ‘Strawberry’ pattern tableware, to include: a pair of comports, an oval platter, 17” (43cm), 
a ginger jar, jug, bowl, two vases, sugar basin, tray, bell, etc, together with a Coalport ‘Caughley Mask-Head’ 
jug. (14). 
£50-80
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50  

A collection of sixteen Wedgwood jasperware 
cigarette lighters, to include an unusual three-
section black basalt example of cylindrical form with 
gilt frieze decoration to cigarette pot, lighter and 
cover, 6” (15cm) high, Churchill and Royal examples, 
etc., plus three other lighters. (19). 
£50-80

51 

An Upchurch Pottery tea service in celadon green 
glaze, comprising a teapot, hot water jug and cover, 
milk jug, sugar bowl, six cups and saucers, six side 
plates, another plate and two small bowls, together 
with an associated cream jug and further bowl in a 
similar glaze plus another bowl in blue glaze. 
£50-80

52 

A Royal Worcester model of a seated fox, 7.5” 
(19cm), together with a Beswick bay horse, Arkle 
Champion Steeplechaser, on an oval wooden plinth, 
11” (28cm) high. 
£80-120

53 
A group of four Beswick birds, comprising a Kestrel, 
a Woodpecker, a Barn Owl, a Stonechat (a/f), and a 
Goldfi nch, largest 7” (18cm) high. 
£50-80

49 

A rare Wedgwood Royal commemorative blue 
jasperware trial vase and cover, made as a 
prototype for the Limited Edition vase subsequently 
issued to celebrate the marriage of HRH Prince 
Charles to Lady Diana Spencer (1981), the pierced 
domed cover on ovoid body with jasper dip ram’s 
head mounts, ribbons, fl oral swags and pendants 
framing four bead-edged oval medallions, two with 
profi le portraits, the third Prince of Wales feathers, 
the fourth vacant (wedding date unknown at time 
of manufacture), above anthemion, bellfl ower 
and palmette decoration on square base, 12” 
(30.5cm) high. 
£100-200

45 

A group of Wedgwood black basalt wares, 
comprising: a ‘Venus and Cupid’ oval tray, from 
the Noble Line of Wedgwood series, with white 
jasper dip fi gures on oval terracotta pad and fl uted 
surround with anthemion border, Ltd Edn 1000, 
10” x 7.5”, (25cm x 19cm); a ram’s head design 
bowl, the reeded body on pedestal foot; two coffee 
cans, with fi gural decoration, and two matching 
fl uted saucers. (6). 
£50-80

46 

An impressive Wedgwood Queensware ‘Naiads’ 
dessert bowl or table centrepiece, after the 1778 
original, modelled as two water-nymphs holding a 
net, 16” wide x 11” high, (40.5cm x 28cm). 
£120-180

47 
A Wedgwood Queensware ‘dolphin’ candlestick, 
on integral shell-moulded rectangular base, 9.75” 
(24.5cm), together with a ‘Nautilus’ shell bowl. (2). 
£50-80

48 

A superb pair of Wedgwood three-colour jasperware fi gural candelabra, respectively modelled as Minerva and 
Diana, each modelled seated, the former with shield, the latter with hound, each holding tinted twin sconces, 
on canted oblong black basalt base with jasper-dip palmette border, 13.5” (34cm) high. (2). 
£300-500
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59 

Eight various Poole pottery Delphis pattern vases, 
largest 9.25” (23.5cm) high. 
£80-100

58 

A Poole pottery Delphis pattern circular wall charger, 
with artists monogram to back Cynthia Bennett, 
13.75” (35cm) diameter, together with four Poole 
pottery Delphis pattern bowls. (5). 
£80-100

54 

A Royal Doulton study of a bulldog seated and 
draped in the Union fl ag, being a caricature of 
Winston Churchill, printed marks and registered 
number 645, 658 to underside. 
£40-60

55 

A pair of Fieldings Crown Devon lustre vases, of 
trumpet form on spreading circular foot, each with 
deep blue lustre ground having gilt detail and central 
depiction of a galleon at sea, marks to base, 9.25” 
(23.5cm) high. 
£60-90

56 

Three Poole pottery Delphis pattern spear shaped 
dishes, each 17” (43.25cm) long, together with two 
similar tear shaped dishes, each 12” (30.5cm) long. 
£80-100

57 

Fourteen various Poole pottery Delphis pattern 
trinket dishes of assorted shape, largest example 
6.5” (16.5cm) wide. 
£80-100

60 

A 19th century porcelain box, of rectangular form, the dark blue glaze decorated with four fl oral panels and gilt 
detailing, the hinged cover having a central panel depicting a courting couple, with crossed swords mark to 
base, 2” x 3.5” x 2.5” (5cm x 9cm x 6.5cm). 
£220-320

61 

A large group of Continental cabinet porcelain, to 
include two Helena Wolfsohn cups and saucers, 
other similar with crossed sword marks, beehive 
marks, a pair of miniature Limoges vases, fl ower 
encrusted miniature dining suite, etc. 
£50-80

62 

A large group of willow pattern miniature teawares, 
to include Coalport teasets in blue, green and 
burnt orange respectively, plus sundry blue transfer 
printed wares. 
£40-60

63 
A large group of miniature 
teawares, to include a Coalport 
Imari pattern teaset with tray, 
a fruit printed service, another 
Coalport service, etc. 
£40-60
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72 
A group of Royal commemorative wares, 
comprising: a Coalport plate made for a dinner 
celebrating the visit of HRH Prince Charles to 
Ironbridge, 5th July 1979 (for the bicentenary of 
the bridge); four Wedgwood 1969 Investiture black 
basalt and gilt mugs designed by Norman Wilson; 
and a 1977 Queen Elizabeth Silver Jubilee plate by 
Coalport. (6). 
£20-40

73 
A Royal Worcester dinner service in Viceroy print, 
comprising three tureen and covers, an oval serving 
platter, twelve dinner plates, nine desert plates, ten 
side plates, eight soup dishes, two gravy boats with 
platters, (one a/f), a cheese board, eight saucers, 
ten smaller saucers, ten coffee cups, a milk jug, and 
a sucrier. 
£40-60

74 
An Old Hall pottery vase in the manner of 
Christopher Dresser, 13.25” (33.25cm) high, a 19th 
century Staffordshire pottery Toby jug modelled as 
a seated portly gentleman dressed in jacket and 
tricorn hat, drinking from a foaming quart, 9.5” 
(24cm) high, a Royal Doulton fi gurine Janet HN1537, 
an Italian Capodimonte pottery fi gure depicting a 
boy fi shing, etc. 
£80-100

75 

A pair of ornamental ewers, each having moulded 
decoration depicting a cherubs, seahorses 
and mythical fi gures in pastel colours, 15.5” 
(39.5cm) high. 
£100-150

76 

An extensive late Victorian Copeland transfer printed 
dinner service, comprising a well and tree turkey 
plate, nine assorted oval platters, six assorted 
tureens with three covers and fi ve stands, nine soup 
bowls, fourteen lobed 10” plates, and twenty four 
8.75” similar, each with foliate scrollwork printed 
design and apricot lustre decoration, pattern 1539, 
impressed marks including design registration 
lozenge. (68). 
£50-80

68 

A second quarter 19th century John Ridgway 
Ironstone China part dinner service, comprising: 
twenty-fi ve 10-inch plates, a large soup tureen, 
cover and stand, two sauce tureens and covers, 
six graduated platters and a well-and-tree dish or 
turkey plate, all with decoration in the Imari palette, 
blue printed square mark ‘Iron Stone China’ plus 
painted number 995 beneath, (some a/f). 
£150-250

69 
A group of fi ve Staffordshire pottery fi gures or 
vases, modelled as a building, highland couple, 
young shepherd boy plus two bud vases, tallest 
8.75” (22cm), (a/f). (5). 
£60-90

70 

A 19th century blue transfer-printed ‘Aesop’s Fables’ 
meat plate, 18.5” x 14” (47cm x 35.5cm), together 
with six lobed shallow dishes, each having blue 
and white printed central design. depicting vase of 
fl owers, 7.75” (19.5cm) diameter. 
£50-80

71 

Two unusual 19th century Staffordshire(?) pottery 
tobacco jars and covers, each modelled as a lady 
dressed in bonnet and apron, the apron moulded 
with pockets, possibly for matches or spills, 12” 
(30.5cm) high. 
£200-300

64 

A pair of porcelain oval plaques, one depicting a 
young female holding a small dog before a green 
ground, the other a young female dressed in a 
white scarf, each signed Lucien G Boullemier, 4.75” 
(12cm) long, in fi tted frames under glass. 
£150-200

65 
Two terracotta tiles, possibly 17th century, the fi rst 
with stylised interlocking pattern with foliate motifs, 
of blue, orange and green glaze on a cream ground, 
5.5” x 11” (14cm x 28cm), the second with lozenge 
and foliate pattern, 4.75” x 10” (12cm x 26cm). 
£30-50

66 

A German KPM style oval porcelain plaque, hand 
painted with a head and shoulder portrait depicting 
Anne Boleyn, 3” (7.5cm) high. 
£100-150

67 

An 18th century English Delftware plate, possibly 
Wincanton, decorated in manganese with a fi gure in 
a landscape, old handwritten label verso, 9” (23cm) 
diameter, (s/d). 
£100-200
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83 

A Chinese porcelain vase, the baluster shaped 
body with famille verte panelled decoration upon 
a mottled green glazed ground, with Yongzheng 
six character mark to underside of base, 15.25” 
(38.5cm). 
£250-350

84 

A Chinese pottery vase of bottle shaped form, 
fi nished in a yellow glazed ground, 8.25” (21cm) tall, 
together with two similar smaller examples each 
fi nished in a turquoise coloured glazed ground. 
£40-60

79 

A large Japanese Satsuma pottery vase of baluster 
form, the white glazed ground decorated in blue 
with trees and buildings, 14” (35.5cm) high. 
£20-30

80 
A 19th century Chinese blanc de chine fi gure, 
modelled as Guanyin stood in fl owing robes upon a 
wave or cloud domed base, (a/f), 10.75” (27.5cm). 
£30-50

81 
A Chinese porcelain vase or pot, modelled as an 
open coin purse with low relief moulded draw string, 
seal mark beneath, 3.25” (8cm) high. 
£80-120

82 

A Chinese porcelain vase, the ovoid shaped body 
with famille rose decoration detailed with fi gures, 
elephant, monkey and lion, with ‘Jiaqing’ character 
mark to base, the whole upon carved hardwood 
stand, 15” (39cm) high. 
£300-400

ORIENTAL

77 

A Chinese bottle vase, of bulbous form with tall 
slender neck, decorated with a dragon amongst 
clouds and fl ames above breaking waves, 13.25” 
(33.5cm) high. 
£300-500

78 

A pair of 20th century Oriental porcelain Dogs of 
Fo, male and female, each modelled in seated pose 
upon plinth, one with one paw resting upon an 
embroidered ball, the other upon smaller Dog of Fo, 
largest 18” (46cm) high. 
£50-80
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88 

A Chinese Junyao style vase, the body of baluster 
form with waisted, fl ared neck, having v-shaped 
cutaway to one side and pierced detail above an 
applied model of a dragon, the merging dark and 
light blue glaze with textured decoration depicting 
foliage and dragons, 17” (43cm) high. 
£80-120

87 

A large Chinese Republican vase, of bulbous form 
with tall tapering neck and fl ared rim, the white 
glazed ground decoration with two phoenix amidst a 
blossoming tree, 17.5” (44.5cm) high. 
£100-150

85 

A matched pair of Japanese Ko-Kutani fi gures, each 
modelled as a geisha in fl owing blue robe with fl oral 
print, (one a/f), largest 13.75” (35cm) high. 
£80-120

86 

A Chinese blue and white bottle vase circa 17th/18th 
century, the bulbous body with tall knopped neck, 
having fl oral design, 9.25” (23.5cm) high. 
£150-200

89  

A good mid 20th century Chinese silver, jade, coral, turquoise and enamel model pagoda, the removable 
cover modelled as a six-panel roof with wire ‘tiling’ and beaded edge, over six further canopies, with turquoise 
droppers (three detached but present) enamelled windows, jade lower section enclosing a second container, 
and fi ligree double frill ornament on turquoise and coral cabochon-set base, marked beneath SILVER MADE 
IN CHINA, 10.5” (26.5cm) high, in fi tted silk box of issue with sliding cover.
Provenance: bought in Hong Kong in the 1960s by the parents of the current owner. 
£400-600
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92 

Two Chinese Nanking Cargo porcelain ‘Peony Rock’ pattern rice bowls, each 
of hemispherical form on foot, with underglaze blue and iron red landscape 
decoration, Christie’s Nanking Cargo sale circular label with lot number 
3149 beneath, and additional rectangular lot label 3149 to interior, 5.75” 
diameter x 3” high, (14.5cm x 7.5cm). 
£150-200

93 

Two Chinese Nanking Cargo porcelain ‘Peony Rock’ pattern rice bowls, each 
of hemispherical form on foot, with underglaze blue and iron red landscape 
decoration, Christie’s Nanking Cargo sale circular label with lot number 
3149 beneath, and additional rectangular lot label 3149 to interior, 5.75” 
diameter x 3” high, (14.5cm x 7.5cm). 
£150-200

94 

Two Chinese Nanking Cargo porcelain ‘Peony Rock’ pattern rice bowls, each 
of hemispherical form on foot, with underglaze blue and iron red landscape 
decoration, Christie’s Nanking Cargo sale circular label with lot number 
3149 beneath, and additional rectangular lot label 3149 to interior, 5.75” 
diameter x 3” high, (14.5cm x 7.5cm). 
£150-200

95 

Three items of Oriental red lacquer ware. Comprising: a toiletry box, the hinged 
brass strapwork-mounted square cover enclosing a circular mirror within carved 
gilt foliage, the front having conforming double doors enclosing two drawers on 
a wavy apron with ogee bracket feet, 10”, (25cm) high; a Japanese table-top 
cabinet (a/f) and a circular bowl. (3). 
£80-120

96 
A group of Oriental cabinet items, comprising: two soapstone fi gures, the larger 
carved as Kwanyin/Guanyin, Goddess of Mercy, 8”, (20.5cm) high including stand; 
two hardstone seals, the smaller with temple lion dog surmount, a small wooden 
fi gure of Hotei/Budai, and two resin netsuke, one a lion dog, the other with Noh 
mask decoration. (7). 
£40-60

90  

A good mid 20th century Chinese jade, enamel and silver-gilt fi ligree box and 
cover, the domed quatrefoil cover with ball fi nial, enamelled with fl oral sprays, 
the conforming body mounted with a white jade bangle to collar, over birds 
amidst blossoming branches, the base stamped “SILVER MADE IN CHINA”, 7.5” 
(19cm) high, in fi tted silk box with sliding cover.
Provenance: see previous lot. 
£600-900

91 

A mid 20th century Chinese silver-gilt, turquoise and enamel clock, of two-tier 
pagoda form with blue enamel stripes and turquoise droppers (some detached 
but present), the 2.25-inch black Arabic dial with 8-day movement, the sides with 
enamelled bi discs, the twin rear doors each of bi-fold form, on enamel-topped 
balustrade and frieze, 8” (20cm) high.
Provenance: see previous two lots. 
£700-1,000
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104  

A Chinese carved jade fi gurine modelled as a sage 
with dragon, 4.5” (11.5cm). 
£200-300

105  

A Chinese carved jade fi gurine, modelled as an 
elderly bearded male stood behind a dragon, 
holding phoenix in the one arm and staff modelled 
as a dragon in the other, 8” (20.5cm), with hardwood 
stand. 
£300-500

106  

A Chinese carved jade fi gurine, modelled as a large 
Koi fi sh with young child, surrounded by smaller 
jumping fi sh, 5.25” (13.5cm), with hardwood stand. 
£300-500

100  

A Chinese white jade bi disc pendant, of typical 
circular form with carved decoration, 2” (5cm) 
diameter. 
£1,200-1,800

101  

A Chinese carved yellow jade pendant, modelled as 
an apsara, 2.5” (6.5cm) long. 
£1,500-2,000

102  

A Chinese carved white jade study, modelled as a 
coiled squirrel resting upon a branch, 2.5” (6.5cm) 
long. 
£1,800-2,400

103  

A Chinese carved and pierced white jade pendant, 
of rectangular form, depicting two seated fi gures, 
2.5” (6.5cm) long. 
£2,000-2,500

97  

A carved jade pendent, of tear drop form having 
a chrysanthemum within a lobed panel and four 
character marks verso, 3” (7.5cm) long. 
£100-150

98  

A Chinese carved white jade pendent of naturalistic 
form, 2.25” (5.5cm) high. 
£300-400

99  

A Chinese carved white and russet jade pendent, 
modelled as a mythical beast in seated pose, 1.25” 
(3cm) long. 
£800-1,200



10299

101

100

103

98
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113 

A Chinese bamboo box and cover, the whole with 
carved decoration depicting elderly male fi gures 
seated amongst bamboo trees, 6.25” (16cm) high. 
£150-200

114 

A Chinese bamboo brush pot, the front with carved 
panel depicting a sailing junk, the reverse panel 
carved with trees, 6” (15.25cm) high. 
£100-200

115 

A pair of Chinese bamboo brush pots each with 
carved fronts depicting fi gures gathered beneath 
prunus trees, 5” (12.5cm) high. 
£150-200

110 

A group of six framed Japanese woodblock prints, 
to include fi ve similar sized examples each depicting 
head and shoulder portraits, together with another 
larger example, 27.25” (16.5cm). 
£120-180

111 

A Chinese cast mirror. Of eight-lobed petal form, the 
slightly dished fi eld decorated in relief with birds and 
animals, 4.75”, (12cm) diameter. 
£50-80

112 

An oriental Satsuma Koro and cover, the body of 
ovoid form raised on three feet, with two handles 
modelled as Foo dogs, the cover with conforming 
Foo dog fi nial, the whole having gilt decoration 
depicting two fi gural panels and fl oral surround, 
15.5” (39.5cm) high. 
£40-60

107  

A Chinese carved jade fi gurine, modelled as a 
reclining Buddha, 4.25” (11cm) high. 
£200-300

108 

A Japanese carved boxwood netsuke, modelled 
as a small oni or monkey, wearing a tortoise 
carapace disguise and clutching an egg, perched 
atop a tortoise or turtle, with mark to base, 1.75” 
(4.5cm) high. 
£80-120

109 

A small Chinese hardstone fi gure, modelled as a 
male in traditional dress, 2” (5cm) high. 
£50-80
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122 

A small group of oriental miniature items, to include 
a Chinese Canton famille rose teapot of bulbous 
form, a similar guglet, tea bowl with gilt interior, 
three miniature Japanese Satsuma vases, cloisonné, 
etc. 
£40-60

123 

A Chinese bamboo brush pot, circa 1900, of 
tall cylindrical form incised with fi ve columns 
of script, plus a seal-type mark, 2.25” x 5.75” 
(5.5cm x 14.5cm). 
£50-80

124 

A pair of unusual large Chinese red lacquered vases, 
each of slender baluster form, with compressed 
fl ared collars, the red coloured grounds decorated 
with scaly dragons and birds, raised upon carved 
hardwood stands terminating in scroll feet, 48.75” 
(124cm) high. 
£300-500

119 

A miniature Japanese Meiji period satsuma vase, of 
slender baluster form, having painted decoration of 
birds in fl ight amongst blossoming trees, the neck 
with gilt detail, with marks to base, 5” (12.5cm) high. 
£40-60

120 

A Chinese Canton carved softwood jewellery box. 
Circa 1900, the hinged rectangular cover carved 
in deep relief with fi gures beside vases upon altar 
tables amidst pavilions and trees, the sides with 
smaller panels, on ogee bracket feet, four-character 
Chinese mark in in beneath, 7.25” x 5.75” x 5” high, 
(18.5cm x 14.5cm x 13cm). 
£120-180

121 

A Chinese reverse painting on glass panel, interior 
scene with fi gures gathered before an elder, 
17.5” x 25” (44.5cm x 63.5cm). 
£50-80

116 

A Chinese carved bamboo bitong or brush pot, the 
carved panelled decoration to the front depicting 
a group of elders gathered beneath bamboo trees, 
11.5” (29cm) high. 
£40-60

117 

A Chinese carved bamboo fi gure of Hotei/Budai, in 
traditional seated pose, upon an associated carved 
hardwood stand, 5.5” (14cm) high. 
£80-120

118  
A small group of oriental cabinet items, to include a 
cloisonné vase of baluster form, decorated with an 
oriental dragon, a blue and white box, the cover with 
landscape scene, assorted ivory pieces including 
two models of cattle, etc. 
£50-80



Collectors’ Items
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135 

Five Sampson Mordan & Co pencils, comprising a 
silver drop action pencil, the hexagonal body having 
engine turned decoration, central calendar detail, 
and suspension ring, hallmarked London 1931, a 
telescopic pencil, the cover having brooch fi xture, 
a push action pencil modelled as a cross, the body 
with engine turned design and suspension ring, a 
bullet shaped telescopic pencil with hallmarked 
cover, plus another push action pencil, the 
rectangular body with engraved design. (5). 
£80-120

136 

Five Sampson Mordan & Co items, comprising: a 
pen and pencil set, each of tapering form with spiral 
twist grip; a sterling silver pencil with plain body; 
a drop action silver pencil, the body with engine 
turned decoration and engraving, hallmarked 1927, 
plus a silver slide action pencil, having textured 
body together with an Asprey silver pencil, the plain 
body hallmarked 1928, (6). 
£80-120

137 
Six pencils, to include a Sampson Mordan & Co 
silver pencil, the hexagonal plain body hallmarked 
Birmingham, 4” (10cm) long, a gold plated 
retractable pencil, the hexagonal body with foliate 
engraved decoration and inset gem terminal, 4.25” 
(11cm) long, a silver pencil, of cylindrical form with 
engine turned decoration, 3.5” (9cm) long, etc. 
£30-50

138 

A Montblanc Meisterstuck mechanical pencil, the 
black resin body with yellow metal banding and clip, 
with white star emblem terminal, 5.5” (14cm) long, 
together with refi lls. 
£50-80

131 

A Sampson Mordan & Co. retractable pencil holder, 
having textured cylindrical barrel and bloodstone 
inset terminal, 10.25cm long. 
£60-90

132 

A Sampson Mordan & Co 9ct gold drop action 
pencil, hallmarked London 1928, with engraving 
to body, together with another, hallmarked London 
1923, each 4.5” (11.5cm) long extended. 
£100-150

133 

A yellow metal push action pencil with engine 
turned ribbed body, enclosed by yellow metal cover 
having precious stone fl oral design and suspension 
ring, together with another push action pencil, the 
yellow metal hexagonal body, with engine turned 
design and inset hard stone seal depicting a bird 
to terminal, plus a combination pencil and fountain 
pen, the horn body with bloodstone terminal. 
£120-180

134 
A Thomas Lyte sterling silver and lacquer ballpoint 
pen. The body and cap with mustard yellow lacquer 
and silver fl uting, stamped ‘925’ and named to 
collar, in fi tted card box. 
£40-60

COLLECTORS’ ITEMS

125 

Three yellow metal mechanical pencils. Comprising 
a pair of Cross gold plated examples, each of similar 
tapering form with ribbed bodies, plus another 
example of plain form marked 9ct, longest 5” 
(12.75cm). (3). 
£150-200

126 

A late 19th century Sampson Mordan & Co. 
combination fountain pen and pencil, the cylindrical 
case, with grooved terminals and push slides for 
fountain pen and pencil fi ttings, (pencil fi tting a/f), 4” 
(10.25cm) long. 
£400-600

127 

A 9ct gold mechanical pencil, the body having 
engine turned decoration and vacant cartouche, 
4.5” (11.5cm) long. 
£40-60

128 

A yellow metal Sampson Mordan & Co. telescopic 
bodied retractable dip pen, the outer case tests 
as 15ct on metal core, the whole with engraved 
scrolled decoration. 
£150-200

129 

An 18ct gold dip pen, the body having raised foliate design, with inset bloodstone terminal, 5.75” (14.5cm) 
long. 
£200-300

130 

A gold retractable pencil, having inset amethyst terminal engraved with hand presenting fl owers, the octagonal 
barrel with alternating scrollwork and geometric engravings, 2.75” (7cm) long. 
£40-60
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151 

A gold plated Must de Cartier ballpoint pen, the 
ribbed body with Cartier emblem to plain clip, 5” 
(12.5cm) long, in fi tted maker’s box. 
£60-90

152 

A Santos de Cartier ballpoint pen, the red lacquered 
body with personal inscription, having gold coloured 
banding and clip, with Cartier emblem to terminal, 
5” (13cm) long, in maker’s box. 
£50-80

153 

A Cartier Trinity ballpoint pen, having navy resin 
body with gold coloured clip and knot detail, 5.25” 
(13cm) long. 
£70-100

154 

A Cartier ballpoint pen, having burgundy resin body 
with gold plated banding and clip, the terminal with 
Cartier emblem, 5” (12.5cm) long. 
£80-120

155 

A Cartier mechanical pencil, the black lacquered 
body with silver coloured banding, having blue gem 
set terminal, 5.5” (14cm) long, with Cartier box for 
ballpoint pen. 
£50-80

156 

An S T Dupont ballpoint pen, the body having 
engine turned banding, 5.5” (14cm) long, in maker’s 
fi tted case and card outer box. 
£120-180

157 
Two Londinium ballpoint pens, the fi rst with 
simulated hardstone body, having silver banding 
stamped 925, the second with royal blue lacquered 
body, silver banding also stamped 925, each 5.5” 
(14cm) long, in maker’s fi tted boxes. 
£40-60

145 

Two Montblanc pens. Comprising a Starwalker 
black resin fi neliner pen and a Meisterstuck black 
resin ballpoint pen, each in original box. 
£60-90

146 

A boxed Montblanc Meisterstuck Pix ‘Hommage a 
Frederic Chopin’ fountain pen, with 14k bi-colour 
4810 nib, in fi tted box. 
£80-120

147 

A Montblanc Meisterstuck 146 fountain pen, 
the black resin body with white star logo to cap, 
enclosing original 14k gold nib stamped 4810, 5.5” 
(14cm) long. 
£80-120

148 

A Montblanc Meisterstuck rollerball pen, the 
black resin body with white star logo to cap, 5.25” 
(13.5cm) long. 
£50-80

149 

A Must de Cartier ballpoint pen, having black resin 
body with silver coloured banding and clip, 5” 
(12.5cm) long, in fi tted maker’s box. 
£80-120

150 

A Cartier ballpoint pen, the pink body with silver 
coloured banding, having charm to the terminal, 4” 
(10cm) long. 
£90-140

139 

A Montblanc Meisterstuck ballpoint pen, having 
black resin body, silver coloured banding and 
Montblanc emblem terminal, 5.75” (14.5cm) long, in 
maker’s fi tted box. 
£120-180

140 

A Montblanc 300 fountain pen, having steel body 
and Montblanc emblem to terminal, 5.5” (14cm) 
long. 
£60-90

141 

A Montblanc fountain pen and mechanical pencil 
set, each with steel body and Montblanc emblem to 
terminal, each 5.5” (14cm) long, in maker’s case. 
£70-100

142 

A Montblanc Meisterstuck ballpoint pen, having 
black resin body, gold coloured banding and 
Montblanc emblem terminal, 5.5” (14cm) long, in 
maker’s leather case. 
£60-90

143 

A Montblanc Meisterstuck fountain pen, with 18k 
nib marked ‘4810’, large black resin body and gold 
coloured clip and banding, 6” (15cm) long. 
£150-200

144 

A Montblanc Meisterstuck Pix fountain pen, 
with black resin body, the clip ring numbered 
BR1911419, with bi-colour 14K 4810 nib, 5.75” 
(14.5cm) long, unboxed. 
£80-120
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171 

A 9ct gold Dunhill lighter, the body of rectangular 
form with engine turned decoration, 2.5” 
(6.5cm) high. 
£250-300

172 

A hallmarked silver cigarette lighter, of octagonal 
pedestal form upon a footed base, the body with 
engine turned decoration, hallmarked Adie Brothers 
Ltd, Birmingham 1928, 3.75” (9.5cm) high. 
£120-180

173 

A group of assorted cigarette lighters, comprising: 
an Edwardian silver example, of rounded oblong 
vesta case form with ceramic cabochon of a 
gundog, hallmarked Chester, 1906, two Dunhill 
lighters, each of rectangular form having textured 
bodies, 2.5” (6.5cm) long, together with a Ronson 
steel example having a vacant cartouche, a Suwaco 
gold-plated example inset with timepiece; a 
Flamminaire ‘Leader 1914’, boxed, and an oriental-
style lighter, in box captioned ‘Singing Lighter’. (7). 
£120-180

165 
A Parker ‘17’ vintage fountain pen, a Parker ‘61’ 
fountain pen and another Parker pen. 
£40-60

166 
A Sheaffer fountain pen, the blue coloured body with 
plated pen clip and band to removable top, lifting to 
reveal a gold nib marked 585, cased, together with a 
Watermans fountain pen with 14ct gold nib, etc. 
£40-60

167 
Six assorted Parker pens to include ‘17’ Lady, 
Junior with 14k gold nib, etc. 
£60-100

168 
Two Parker fountain pens, each having black resin 
bodies and nibs marked 14k, together with a silver 
plated Wahl Eversharp mechanical pencil. 
£20-30

169  

A novelty brass desk lighter, of oblong form, the 
body with snakeskin overlay, 4.5” (11.5cm) high. 
£30-50

170 

A S T Dupont gold plated lighter, of rectangular 
form with ribbed horizontal decoration, 2.25” 
(5.5cm) high, in black leatherette case. 
£40-60

158 

An S T Dupont ballpoint pen, with gold coloured 
textured barrel and gem set clip, 5.5” (14cm) long. 
£120-150

159 
A Burnham fountain pen and retractable pencil set, 
each with green and grey marble effect body, in 
maker’s box, each 5” (12.5cm) long. 
£40-60

160 
A Montegrappa ballpoint pen, having red lacquered 
body with silver coloured banding and clip, 5.5” 
(14cm) long, in fi tted marker’s case. 
£30-50

161 
A box containing a Parker Duofold fountain pen 
with 14k gold nib, other various pens, an Old hall 
Staffordshire enamels limited edition oval pill box 
decorated with a scene of Rackhams, Birmingham, 
together with three lady’s Stratton powder 
compacts. 
£30-50

162 

A Parker ‘61’ fountain pen in original box, another 
similar example in original box, a Parker ‘17’ black 
bodied fountain pen in original box and a Parker’61’ 
fountain pen and propelling pencil set in original 
box. 
£80-120

163 

A Conway Stewart ‘58’ fountain pen with 14ct gold 
nib, a Conway Stewart ‘Executive 60’ fountain pen 
with 14ct gold nib and two Swan Mabie, Todd & 
Co fountain pens, one with Swan 14ct gold nib, the 
other with Phillips 14ct nib. 
£80-120

164 
A Sheaffer, sterling silver cased fountain pen with 
14k gold nib, together with a Watermans fountain 
pen with plated body and 18k white gold nib. 
£50-80
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182 

A pair of late 19th century yellow metal framed, 
folding lorgnettes, the attached carry handle with 
slide action release mechanism, together with a gilt 
metal Albertina watch chain with attached fob. 
£50-80

183 

A pair of early 20th century white metal framed 
pair of folding lorgnettes, the octagonal lenses with 
pierced, fl oral decorated bridge and conforming 
thumb grip and suspension hoop, attached to a 
white metal chain, 5” (12.5cm) wide. 
£50-80

184 

A pair of late 19th century yellow metal framed, 
folding lorgnettes, the thumb grip and suspension 
with cast decoration depicting the Prince of Wales 
feathers, 5” (12.5cm) wide. 
£50-80

185 

A pair of 19th century white metal folding lorgnettes 
with thumb grip and suspension loop fi tted to end, 
5.25” (13.25cm) wide. 
£40-60

178 

A 19th century coquilla nut snuff box, modelled as 
a male fi gure in overcoat, the jacket tails opening to 
reveal interior, 3.5” (9cm) high. 
£80-120

179 

A 19th century Scottish horn snuff mull, the hinged 
horn panelled cover with white metal collar, hinge 
and ‘thistle’ decoration, 3” (7.5cm) high. 
£100-150

180 
A 19th century turned oak snuff box and cover, inset 
with a white metal panel detailed ‘Fragment of oak 
taken from Leeds Parish Church 1838’, 2.5” (6.5cm) 
diameter, a similar mahogany patch box and cover 
(s/d) and an Anglo Indian carved wooden card case 
decorated with birds, snake and tiger. (3). 
£60-90

181  

A pair of 19th century ivory, gilt metal and enamel 
opera glasses, the fl oral decorated panels within 
applied seed pearl borders, 3.75” (9.5cm) high. 
£150-200

174 

A churchwardens pipe, the meerschaum bowl upon 
a long yellow metal and silver banded stem with 
amber mouthpiece in hinged fi tted case, 16” (41cm) 
long. 
£60-90

175 

Two carved meerschaum pipe bowls, the fi rst 
modelled with a gundog in a landscape, 3.25”, 
(8cm) high, the second with the head of Bacchus, 
3”, (7.5cm), (2). 
£50-80

176   

A late 19th century cigar case, the hinged 
rectangular concertina action case with front and 
back tortoiseshell panels, the front panel with 
inlaid brass and white metal decoration, 5.5” x 3” 
(14cm x 7cm). 
£60-100

177 

Two 19th century treen snuff boxes, each modelled 
as a shoe, the fi rst with inlaid bone roundel 
depicting a gentleman to cover, the second with 
inlaid mother of pearl segment to cover and pique 
work design to body, each 5.25” (13.5cm) long. 
£60-90
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193 
A Queen Victoria 1937-1897 commemorative 
cased bronze medallion. A 1902 King Edward VII 
bronze Coronation medallion in original fi tted case 
and a 1953 Queen Elizabeth II bronze Coronation 
medallion in original box. (3). 
£50-80

194  
A Victorian rosewood needlework sewing clamp 
with red velvet padded pin cushion top, together 
with a 19th century turned ivory pin cushion 
modelled as a pail with looped steel carry handle, 
clamp 4.5” (11.5cm) high. 
£60-90

195 

A Limoges circular enamel box and cover, the 
cover decorated with a head and shoulder portrait 
depicting an attractive female dressing in a fl oral 
decorated side brimmed hat and lace edged gown, 
standing before trees, the base with conforming 
decoration, indistinctly signed Carlia?, 3.25” 
(8.25cm) diameter. 
£300-400

196 

A 19th century pocket watch stand, modelled as 
the head and horns of a stag, upon a marble plinth 
base, 6.5” (16.5cm) high. 
£60-100

190 

A Georgian toleware nutmeg grater, the oval bodied 
hinged case with lifting cover, with applied white 
metal plaque, revealing greater, the base of the case 
with hinged access panel, 1” (2.75cm) high. 
£50-80

191 

An early 19th century carved and stained wooden 
table nutmeg grater, the sectional body united by 
screw threads, 6.5” (16.5cm) high. 
£250-300

192 

A 19th century campaign style leather cased travel 
set, the cylindrical leather case with removable 
cover lifting to reveal metal cup, folding knife, fork 
and spoon, turned bone pipe, etc. 
£80-120

186  

A pair of late 19th century tortoiseshell lorgnettes, 
together with a similar cased oval mirror, the 
pivoting opening cover revealing a bevel edged 
mirror plate. 
£40-60

187 
 A bag containing seven various crown wind, key 
wind pocket watches and fob watches, to include 
some silver cased examples. 
£30-50

188 

A small group of various enamel boxes, comprising 
four Halcyon Days examples to include one 
decorated with a view of The Alexandra Theatre, 
Birmingham, a further Halcyon Days enamel swing-
handled fl ower basket having a pierced cover, plus 
three other enamel boxes to include an ‘Easter 
1986’ example modelled as an egg, largest 2.75” 
(7cm) high. (8). 
£150-200

189 

An early 19th century white metal nutmeg grater and 
cover of egg shaped form, the removable screw on 
cover with impressed makers marks to underside 
(Samuel Merriton)?, lifting to reveal a pierced metal 
grill insert. 
£150-200
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207 
A brand new Apple iPhone 6s, Rose Gold, 128MB, 
(arrived sealed, contents checked), in box of issue. 
£200-300

208 
A brand new Apple iPhone 6s Plus Gold, 128MB,, 
(arrived sealed, contents checked), in box of issue. 
£200-300

209 
Three unused Vestel Venus V3 5570 smartphones. 
For the Turkish market, Android 5, 13MP camera, 
2GB RAM, 4G, each in box of issue (one sealed). (3). 
£80-120

210 
A brand new Apple iPad Pro, 128GB, made for 
the Thai market and with two-pin plug, previously 
sealed (unboxed to check contents) and unused. 
£400-600

211 
A brand new (sealed) Samsung Galaxy S7 32GB 
smartphone, gold platinum colour, shrinkwrapped 
as issued. 
£200-300

212  

A late 19th century tortoiseshell aide memoire, the 
rectangular hinged case with white metal inlaid 
detail to cover, opening to reveal internal ivory page 
and pencil (a/f), together with a similar purse with 
blue silk lined interior containing within fi tted case. 
£50-80

201 

A World War I fumsup good luck charm, with gilt 
metal body, ebonised wooden head and painted 
face, 1.25” (3cm). 
£40-60

202  
A 19th century combination propelling pencil and 
pen, the ivory outer case with engraved divisions 
forming a measure, in original fi tted case (a/f), a 
hallmarked silver cased pocket watch (a/f), Smiths 
pocket watch, Smiths Gentleman’s wristwatch, three 
other watches, etc. 
£30-50

203 
A Georgian quill cutter, with bone veneered handle, 
in fi tted outer case. 
£40-60

204 
A brand new Apple iPhone 6s, Rose Gold, 128MB, 
(arrived sealed, contents checked), in box of issue. 
£200-300

205 
A brand new Apple iPad Air, 128GB, Space Grey, 
Apple SIM, arrived sealed (opened to check 
contents), in box of issue. 
£400-600

206 
A boxed and unopened pair of AKG K450 folding 
mini headphones. 
£20-30

197 

A late 19th century cast metal pocket watch 
stand modelled as a young boy leaping over 
a street bollard, his straw hat resting upon the 
naturalistically- modelled brick effect base. 
£60-90

198 
A 19th century brass scroll shaped pocket watch of 
easel form, 6” (15.25cm) high, together with another 
turned wooden example. (2). 
£50-80

199 

A 19th century pocket watch stand modelled as the 
head and horn of a stag, upon a marble plinth, 6.5” 
(16.5cm) high. 
£60-90

200   

A 19th century journal or page turner with white metal mounts modelled as stags heads with inset red glass 
eyes and handle formed from a deer’s foot, 15.5” (39.5cm) long. 
£60-90
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215  

An early 19th century blond tortoiseshell tea caddy. The hinged spreading cover with vacant central white 
metal cartouche, pewter stringing and metal caps to front corners, enclosing two lidded divisions, the bombe 
body on four brass ball feet, 7.75” x 4.5” x 6” high, (19.5cm x 11.5cm x 15cm). 
£400-600

213  

An Indian Vizagapatam style tortoiseshell and ivory 
jewellery box c.1900, of rectangular form, having 
central inlaid oval ivory panel with stained fl oral 
design, with foliate pierced ivory surround and 
rectangular conforming stained border to the hinged 
cover, lifting to reveal a purple plush lined interior, 
complete with pierced ivory toped compartments 
and mirror, the body with conforming pierced ivory 
panels and studwork detail, upon four ivory pad 
feet, 3.5” x 6.5” x 8.5” (9cm x 16.5cm x 21.5cm). 
£300-400

214  

A tortoiseshell and ‘rose gold’ snuff box, of 
rectangular form, the hinged cover with central oval 
cartouche inscribed S C, 2.75” (7cm) diameter. 
£150-200

216  

An early 19th century blond tortoiseshell tea caddy. The pewter-strung hinged 
spreading rectangular cover, centred by a vacant white metal cartouche, enclosing 
two lidded divisions, the front of unusual ogee form with fl ared upper section and 
cavetto-moulded lower, on fl ared apron and brass ball feet, 7.5” x 4.5” x 6” high, 
(19.5cm x 11.5cm x 15cm). 
£400-600

217  

A small early 19th century blond tortoiseshell tea caddy. The hinged pewter-
strung cover with central cartouche, the front edge of arc-en-arbalete 
outline, enclosing two lidded divisions, over conforming front with kite 
escutcheon, on fl ared apron with compressed bun feet, 5.75” x 4” x 4” high, 
(14.5cm x 10cm x 10cm). 
£400-600
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223   

222  

218  

An early 19th century tortoiseshell tea caddy. The 
rounded oblong cover, with vacant white metal 
cartouche, enclosing two lidded divisions, on 
four fl attened bun feet, 7” x 3.75” x 4.25” high, 
(6.75cm x 9.5cm x 11cm). 
£300-400

219  

A small early 19th century tortoiseshell tea caddy. 
The hinged bowfront cover with canted angles, 
enclosing two lidded divisions, over bowfront 
body with shield escutcheon on fl ared apron 
raised upon bun feet, 5.75” x 4.25” x 4.25” high, 
(14.5cm x 11cm x 11cm). 
£250-350

220   

An early 20th century silver and tortoiseshell boudoir 
clock. The 1-5-inch white dial with cellular Arabic 
chapter ring, the numeral cells of burnt orange 
enamel with spiral engine-turned decoration, 
subsidiary seconds dial to VI, the backwound 
timepiece movement stamped SWISS MADE, 
the canted oblong silver-bound oak case with 
tortoiseshell front having brass bezel over piquework 
swags, ribbon and pendants, the canted silver apron 
hallmarked Birmingham, 1919, sponsor’s mark 
rubbed, 4”, (10cm) high. 
£80-120

221  

A 19th century red boulle desk stand, the body of kidney shaped form, with lower drawer, two glass inkwells 
fl anking a central candle holder raised on rectangular plinth with concealed compartment, and a paper knife 
on stand, 13.5” (34.5cm) diameter. 
£500-800

A silver and tortoiseshell box, the 
hallmarked silver body of square form, 
with hinged tortoiseshell cover inlaid 
with central silver swag and enclosed 
by beaded border, opening to reveal a 
soft wood lined interior, 2” x 3.5” x 3.75” 
(5cm x 9cm x 9.5cm). 
£100-150

A 19th century red boulle box, of rectangular 
form with inlaid foliate scrollwork design to 
the whole, the hinged cover opening to reveal 
a soft wood lined interior, 2.25” x 4” x 4.5” 
(5.5cm x 10cm x 11.5cm). 
£120-180
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234  
A small group of collectables, comprising a carved 
mother of pearl pilgrim pendent, with central panel 
depicting religious scene in relief, an aide memoire, 
the ivory pages with foliate engraved mother of pearl 
cover, plus a small carved ivory lion, an ivory brooch 
modelled as oak leaves and acorns, plus a small 
ivory pot and cover. 
£60-90

235  

An ivory fi gure, modelled as St George staying the 
dragon (s/d), raised upon stepped wooden base, 
fi gure 7.25” (18.5cm) high. 
£100-150

236  

Two 19th century carved and turned ivory pounce 
pots, each with removable cover, raised upon a 
turned and spreading foot base, together with 
another 19th century carved ivory pot and cover, (3). 
£50-80

227   
A 19th century mother of pearl and lace panelled 
ladies folding fan, together with a similar faux 
tortoiseshell and black lace example. (2). 
£40-60

228 
A collection of mother of pearl handled picket 
knives, to include three examples with hallmarked 
silver folding blades, a novelty propelling pencil 
modelled as a rifl e, etc. 
£30-50

229  
A selection of ivory accessories, to include two 
chopstick rests, a pair of pepperettes, the darker 
example carved from vegetable ivory, a group of 
spillikins, etc. 
£20-30

230  
A small selection of various ivory and other items, 
to include four small fruit or pen knives, a toothpick 
holder, a small inlaid urn mount or pendant, a fi ligree 
spool, etc. 
£20-30

231  

An ivory and pique work box, of rectangular form, 
the hinged cover with canted edges and pique work 
design opening to reveal interior compartment of 
two parts, 3.25” (8.5cm) long. 
£80-120

232  

A miniature rectangular bone box with cover, in the 
form of a cassone or sarcophagus, the whole with 
etched decoration, plus central panel featuring bird 
in fl ight, 1.25” x 4.5” (3cm x 11cm), together with 
a bone box of circular form, having mirror to the 
screw cover and inscribed to body Wedding Cake 
of the Duke & duchess of York July 6th 1893, 1.75” 
(4.5cm). (2). 
£80-120

233  
A small group of games pieces, to include ivory 
chequers pieces, some stained red, plus other 
similar smaller ivory examples, etc. 
£40-60

224   

A silver and tortoiseshell box, the silver body of 
circular form hallmarked Birmingham 1945, with 
hinged tortoiseshell cover inlaid with central silver 
swag, opening to reveal a lined interior, raised upon 
three stylised feet, 4.5” (11.5cm) diameter. 
£80-120

225   

A silver and tortoiseshell box, the silver body 
of baluster form hallmarked London 1905, the 
tortoiseshell cover inlaid with central silver swag, 
surrounded by beaded silver border, 4” (10cm) 
diameter. 
£100-150

226  

A silver and tortoiseshell box, the silver body 
of circular form hallmarked London 1920, the 
tortoiseshell cover with silver beaded border, inlaid 
with silver foliate design surrounding a tortoiseshell 
ball handle, lifting to reveal a ceramic liner, 5” 
(12.5cm) diameter. 
£150-200
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243  

An ivory fi gure, modelled as a huntsman with 
bow and arrow, on circular wooden plinth, 6.75” 
(17cm) high. 
£150-200

244  

A Chinese ivory box and cover, of circular form with 
stepped domed cover, having etched and painted 
decoration, the body with central band depicting 
two phoenix, the cover depicting a dragon, 2.25” 
(5.5cm) high. 
£50-80

240  

A group of Japanese ivory netsuke, comprising 
two pairs of fi gures, the fi rst pair modelled as a 
sage with toad perched upon his shoulder, and a 
child with toy cat, the second as a musician and a 
craftsman (both a/f), together with another fi gure 
modelled as a deity and oni. 
£80-120

241  

A Chinese Canton carved ivory snuff bottle, of gourd 
form, carved in relief with panels of fi gures between 
ring handles, 3” (7.5cm) high. 
£80-120

242  

A 19th century Japanese, ivory cylindrical pot and 
cover with shibayama inlaid decoration depicting 
insects and fl owering branches, 2” (5cm) high. 
£80-120

237  

An ivory fi gure, modelled as a female Indian dancer 
with open palm outstretched, on wooden plinth, 7” 
(18cm). 
£150-200

238  

Two Japanese ivory netsuke, the fi rst modelled as 
a group of male fi gures at work, with inlaid mark to 
base, 2.25” (5.5cm) high, the second modelled as 
two rats, 1.5” (4cm) long. 
£80-120

239  

A small group of Chinese Canton carved ivory, 
comprising relief plaque of oval form depicting a 
court scene, on carved hardwood stand, an oval 
ivory brooch depicting fi gures before a pavilion, 
plus a pair of chopstick rests modelled as Chinese 
dragons. 
£80-120
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248  

A Japanese carved ivory okimono, late Meiji/Taisho 
period, modelled as a sage riding upon a mythical 
beast, holding a gourd issuing smoke, on integral 
stylised cloud base, 3.75”, (9,5cm) high, with carved 
hardwood stand, together with an Oriental carved 
ivory desk seal, modelled as a shishi or temple 
dog in reclining pose, the integral semicircular 
base with archaistic script, 1.75” long x 1.35” high, 
(4.5cm x 3.5cm). (2). 
£100-150

249  

A Japanese late Meiji/Taisho period carved ivory 
okimono, modelled as Fukurokuju, the bearded deity 
with high forehead, holding a bamboo staff with a 
deer at his feet, incised leaf/lily pad mark beneath, 
8.75”, (22cm) high. 
£150-200

245  

A good Japanese Meiji period ivory okimono, modelled as a female musician playing the fl ute, on circular ivory 
base, with marks beneath, 8.25” (21cm) high overall. 
£500-700

246  

A Japanese late Meiji/Taisho period ivory ko-
wakizashi or short sword, the handle and scabbard 
both carved in relief with fi gures, enclosing a 10-
inch unfullered blade, 18”, (46cm) long overall. 
£80-120

247  

Five Japanese ivory netsuke, comprising a sage, a 
musician, a crouching fi gure with mask backpack, 
a trainer with bird, and a crouching fi gure holding a 
basket, largest 2.1”, (5.5cm) high. (5). 
£60-90
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255 

A pair of Zeiss limited edition gold plated binoculars, 470/1000, made to commemorate 150th anniversary of 
Carl Zeiss, in Zeiss carry case. 
£600-900

256 

A rare brass equinoctial compass and sundial by Dolland of London. The hinged 6-inch sundial ring, engraved 
‘Dolland * London’ in cursive script, with Roman numerals framing folding gnomon, beside further folding 
60-degree scale, the recessed 4-inch silvered main dial with bubble spirit levels to N and E, the whole raised 
on three screw-thread supports for mounting, 6” diameter x 2.25” high, (15cm x 5.5cm). 
£500-700

250 
A 19th century carved and stained bone ‘Barleycorn’ 
pattern chess set, in mahogany wooden box with 
sliding cover. Largest piece 2.5” (6.5cm) high. 
£60-90

251 

A Thomas Edison phonograph with single cylinder, 
in wooden case with carry handle, inscribed Edison 
Home Phonograph (lacking horn), 12” x 15.5” 
(30.5cm x 39.5cm). 
£100-150

252 

A Thomas Edison phonograph with single cylinder, 
in wooden case with carry handle, inscribed Edison 
Standard Phonograph (lacking horn), 13.25” x 12.5” 
(33.5cm x 32cm). 
£100-150

253 
A group of ten Edison phonograph rolls, together 
with a phonograph single cylinder mechanism and 
horn. 
£30-50

254 

A J Halden & Co., Manchester and London 
surveyors level within original fi tted wooden case, 
the hinged opening cover impressed GWR - main 
line. 
£100-150
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264 

A small late 19th century bronze fi gure modelled as 
a young boy ice skating, on turned pedestal stand, 
7” (17.75cm) tall. 
£80-120

265 

A 19th bronze fi gure of a young man dressed in tri 
corn hat, jacket and breeches, leaning forward and 
tying an ice skate to his shoe. 5 3/4” (14.5cm) tall 
£150-200

261 

A 19th century gilt bronze fi gure of Calliope, 
crouched and resting upon one knee, upon her 
other knee supporting a lyre, upon marble base, 3 
3/4” (9.5cm) high 
£40-60

262 

A late 19th century gilt bronze desk weight modelled 
as an heraldic beast, with impressed registration 
mark to underside, 6.25” (16cm) high. 
£60-90

263 

A 19th century Grand Tour bronze fi gure modelled 
as Silenus, holding aloft a serpent, upon an oval 
base of naturalistic form, 10.25” (26cm) high. 
£60-90

257 
A 20th century Watson ‘Service’ microscope, No. 
132629, with 5x and 10x objectives, the main tube 
with coarse and fi ne focussing, over two (of three) 
objectives on Y-shaped base with mirror, in original 
dovetailed box with branded door. 
£60-90

258 

An early 20th century ‘Sestrel’ ship’s compass and 
binnacle, the gimbal-mounted compass beneath 
domed copper housing with brass furniture beside 
a lamphousing with tinned frill vent, on ebonised 
turned wooden plinth, 9.5”, (24cm) high. 
£100-150

259 
A mid to late 20th century Russian microscope, 
11.75” (30cm) high, in wooden carry case. 
£30-50

260 

A 19th century cast bronze fi nial, modelled as three 
young males in classical dress with military helmet, 
each holding shield and pike, 6.25” (26cm) high. 
£60-90
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271 

A 19th century cast bronze table vesta modelled as 
a bear standing upon his hind legs, wearing a hat 
and carrying a wicker basket upon his back, 5.25” 
(13cm) high. 
£100-150

272 

A pair of early 19th century French bronze 
candlesticks, the stems modelled as two putti with 
arms raising the candle holders aloft, on a cylindrical 
base and circular foot, 10.5” (26.5cm) high. 
£150-250

268 

An early 20th century green onyx ashtray with 
applied cold painted bronze fi gure of a bear 
standing upon his rear legs, 3.5” (9cm) high . 
£60-90

269 

A 19th century Grand Tour bronze ‘Rhyton’ cast as 
the head of a deer, 5.75” (14.5cm) high. 
£50-80

270 

A 19th century bronzed Grand Tour fi gure modelled 
as ‘Winged Victory’, standing upon a square column 
stone base, 13.5” (34cm) high. 
£80-120

266 

A small 19th century cast bronze fi gure modelled as 
Napoleon Bonaparte dressed in full military uniform, 
in standing pose upon a marble base, 4.5” (11.5cm) 
tall. 
£60-90

267 

A late 19th century French gilt metal and bronzed 
oval bodied table casket, the hinged opening 
cover lifting to reveal a blue silk lined interior, the 
underside of the base with cast mark ‘A B Paris’, 6” 
(15.25cm) wide, 4.5” 10.5cm high. 
£150-200
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278 

A small cast bronze fi gure, modelled as a hare 
seated upon a naturalistic base of rocky form, 
signed A Cain (for Auguste Cain, (1821-1894), the 
whole affi xed upon an ebonised wooden pedestal 
stand, bronze 3” (7.5cm). 
£40-60

279 

An unusual 19th century bronze inkstand, modelled 
as a young child feeding a dog standing within its 
kennel, the kennel roof hinged and lifting to reveal a 
fi tted glass inkwell (a/f), 7” x 3.5” (17.75cm x 9cm). 
£200-300

280 

A cast bronze fi gure of a Nightwatchman, modelled 
in hat, cloak and long coat, holding a lantern, on 
integral circular base, 5.5”, (14cm) high. 
£150-200

276 

A 19th century bronze ornament modelled as 
an eagle with outstretched wings, its clawed 
talons grasping a battling snake, the whole upon 
an ebonised wooden pedestal stand, 16.25” 
(41cm) high. 
£200-300

277 

A 19th century bronze and gilt bronze pocket watch 
stand, modelled as an eagle with outstretched wings 
and open hooked beak, seated upon a rock upon an 
onyx fl uted column stand, 8” (20.25cm) high. 
£100-150

273 

A 19th century French bronze inkwell, the body of 
rectangular form raised upon a stepped base, the 
conforming cover with female fi gural surmount lifting 
to reveal two ceramic liners, 5.5” (14cm) high. 
£100-150

274 

An Art Nouveau bronze modelled as a mermaid 
perched upon a shell, indistinctly marked, 4” 
(10cm) high. 
£80-120

275 

Four 19th century Grand Tour souvenir bronzes, 
each modelled as classical nude fi gures, the largest 
including base 7” (18cm). 
£200-300
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282  

An Art Deco chryselephantine (bronze and ivory) fi gure of a shoe-shine boy, 
Dominique Alonzo, (fl . c. 1910-1930), modelled in standing pose wearing a bobble 
hat, with ivory face and left hand, wearing short coat, waistcoat and breeches with 
knee pads, holding a bucket of tools in the crook of his right arm, on asymmetrical 
cobbled base, signed in the cast ‘Alonzo’, foundry stamp LN Paris JL (for Les 
Neveux de J. Lehmann), 8.5cm, (21.5cm) high. 
£300-500

281  

Solange Bertrand, an Art Deco bronze and ivory fi gure modelled as a girl with a 
hoop, on stepped, square brown onyx base, 5.75” (14.5cm) high. 
£300-500

283 

An early 20th century gilt bronze and white marble miniature bust, Dominique 
Alonzo, (fl . c. 1910-1930), modelled as a ‘Belle Epoque’ lady with fashionable 
hairstyle (a/f) and tied gilt dress, the spreading square socle signed in the cast 
‘Alonzo’, on onyx plinth, 6.5”, (16.5cm) high. 
£80-120

284 

An early 18th century bronze fi gure modelled as an eastern sukhothal style 
Buddha in traditional seated pose with legs crossed and hands resting upon his 
lap, 13.75” (35cm) high. 
£700-900
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291 

An unusual Chinese bronze desk seal modelled 
as an elephant and attendant, upon a plinth, its 
underside cast with seal stamp, 3” (7.5cm) high. 
£60-90

292 

A 19th century Chinese bronze table screen of 
pierced decorative form, the front with applied 
circular enamelled panel depicting fi gures beneath a 
tree, 6” (15.25cm) high. 
£50-80

293 

A cast Japanese Noh mask, 5.75” (14.5cm) high. 
£40-60

288 

A gilt bronze fi gure, modelled as Ganesh in 
crouching pose, 2.25” (5.5cm) high. 
£80-120

289 

A Sino-Tibetan bronze incense burner and cover, the 
body modelled as fi ve horned bulls facing outward, 
the cover with bull surmount, 5.5” (14cm) high. 
£100-150

290  

A Japanese Meiji period bronze study of an 
elephant with inset ivory tusks, 7” (17.75cm) long, 4” 
(10cm) high. 
£250-350

285 

A Chinese bronze kylin, modelled in resting pose, 
3” x 6” (7.5cm x 15cm). 
£50-80

286 

An Indian bronze fi gure, modelled as a deity 
in seated pose with many heads and arms, 5” 
(13cm) high. 
£30-50

287 

A Japanese bronze fi gure modelled as a young 
female in traditional dress (a/f, lacking backpack), on 
naturalistic base, marked to base, 11.5” (29cm) high. 
£150-200
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298 

A moss agate circular bowl, 5” (12.5cm) diameter. 
£40-60

299 

A Malachite box and cover of rectangular shaped 
form, the hinged opening cover lifting to reveal a 
black slate interior, 5” (12.75cm) wide. 
£60-90

300 

A white oval marble paperweight with pietra dura 
inlaid decoration depicting a parrot, 5.25 (13cm) x 4 
1/2” (11.5cm). 
£50-80

301 

19th century Grand Tour carved serpentine study of 
the Dog of Alcibiades, 7” (18cm) high. 
£80-120

296 

An Art Deco gilt spelter fi gure modelled as a girl in 
dancing pose, standing, her head tilted backwards 
with her arms outstretched above, on turned marble 
base, 12.5” (32cm) tall. 
£100-150

297 

A bronzed and gilt metal ‘Vestal’ lamp, after the 
1773 original by William Keeling for Wedgwood, the 
seated fi gure holding a ewer, the lamp body with 
gilt fl ame, on reeded socle and canted base, 12”, 
(30.5cm) high. 
£50-80

294 

An oriental bronze vase, the ovoid body with tall 
waisted neck having twin handles modelled as 
dragons, upon a spreading stepped circular foot, 
with raised decoration depicting fl owers and birds, 
12” (30.5cm). 
£80-120

295 

A Chinese bronze incense burner of Archaistic type, 
the two-handled squat cauldron-form body with all-
over relief decoration, seal mark beneath, 6” across 
handles x 2.75” high, (15cm x 7cm). 
£80-120
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314 
A brass lantern, in the 18th century style, the 
cylindrical body with punched foliate design, having 
eight glazed panels and domed top with pierced 
ventilation holes, surmounted by a suspension ring, 
(a/f), 21.5” (53cm) high overall. 
£40-60

315 
Railwayana: A pair of brass GWR wall lights, each 
14.5” (37cm), high, together with a miner’s lamp, 
10.25” (26cm) high. 
£50-80

316 
A pair of handheld railway lamps, each of cylindrical 
form with two carry handles, fi nished in matt black, 
11.25” (28.5cm). 
£60-90

317 
J. Hare, Birmingham: a brass beam scale , the stem 
elevating on a stamped pedal, with hemispherical 
pans each pendent from three chains on stamped 
beam, the turned stem on tripod support, 20.75”, 
(52.5cm) high, together with an associated complete 
set of box weights 500mg to 1kg, in fi tted case, and 
a Salter postal parcel balance No 25. (3). 
£40-60

318 

William Sklaroff for Smith Metal Artists, a ‘Radius 
One’ mirror brass desk set, comprising a two 
tier rectangular desk tray, three separate trays, 
a calendar holder, two memo trays, plus three 
bookends. (10). 
£200-300

319 
A pair of brass trivets, each having a pierced circular 
top over a spherical stem and tripod base, each 9.5” 
(24cm) high. 
£20-40

320 
A pair of cast lead plaques, each modelled as a coat 
of arms with foliate and scrollwork surrounds and 
helmets, the shields of three elements containing 
three vacant diamonds, 7.75” (19.5cm) high. 
£50-80

321 

A 19th century copper vessel, possibly a wine 
cooler, the oval body with twin scroll handles, 
raised upon tapering and banded oval foot, 18.75” 
(47.5cm) diameter. 
£50-80

309 

A 19th century treen tiller. Of tapering blocked and 
turned oak with dog’s head terminal, spirally-reeded 
frieze and tapering handle pierced for hanging, 18”, 
(46cm). 
£60-90

310 

A pair of 19th century shell decorated fi gurines, 
each modelled as a lady in ‘crinoline’ dress, 7” 
(17.5cm) high. 
£200-300

311 
A pair of carved walnut Corinthian columns, each 
having a moulded waisted square top over foliage- 
and scroll-carved capital to a reeded column, 
28.25”, (72cm) high. 
£30-50

312 
A 19th century carved giltwood torchere, the dished 
circular top on foliate capital, bulbous upper stem 
and spreading triangular scroll base, perhaps 
converted from an altar pricket candlestick, with 
decoration to one face, 28.5”, (72.5cm) high. 
£30-50

313 
An oak tabletop cabinet with cloth top, c.1900, 
one side having four rectangular drawers with 
ceramic liners, the other with a larger drawer 
having removable pierced divider, larger drawer 
stamped American Cabinet Co, Two Rivers, WIS., 
14” x 14” x 4” (35.5cm x 35.5cm x 10cm), together 
with six framed Japanese woodblock type prints. 
£200-300

302 
A tinted parian ware fi gure with gilt detail, modelled 
as a classical female fi gure holding a vase, on oval 
stepped base, 11.5” (29cm) high overall. . 
£40-60

303  
A good group of African patinated ivory fi gures, 
probably Lega, Congo, 19th century, comprising 
nine fi gures in various standing, seated and 
haunched poses, each with stylised almond-shaped 
face with split navette-shaped eyes, some with 
exaggerated pointed forehead, one with conical 
headdress, some with markings to stomach 
(perhaps fertility fi gures), some on integral mound 
bases, seven with pleasing mellow amber-coloured 
patination, 2.25” to 10”, (5.5cm to 25cm) high. (9).
Provenance: Ex Private Collection, Belgium (Congo 
was previously a Belgian colony). 
£100-150

304 
A Mouseman style cheese board, of naturalistic 
form with carved mouse to the edge, 17.25” (44cm) 
long, together with a Black Forest style carved 
wooden bear, 3” (7.5cm) long. 
£30-50

305 
An unusual painted carved wooden and painted 
leather covered fi gure, modelled as a continental 
peasant girl, (s/d), 14.25” (36.25cm) high. 
£50-80

306 
An early carved ethnographic fi gure modelled as a 
female with plaited hair and carved facial features, 
her arms upon her chest with her hands pushed 
together in the manner of prayer, 13.5” (34cm) high. 
£50-80

307 
An early 19th century painted and carved 
wooden fi gure modelled as the Madonna, 11.75” 
(30cm) high. 
£80-120

308 

A good pair of oak ‘Romayne’ panels, probably 16th century, each of rectangular form, depicting a knight within 
a scroll work border, 20” x 13.5” (51cm x 34cm). 
£200-300
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328 
An Indian copper alloy plate, of octagonal form, the 
whole with raised decoration, having central circular 
fi gurative scene with traces of silvering, surrounded 
by two borders, each depicting animals and fi gures, 
17.25” (44cm) diameter. 
£40-60

329 
A 19th century brass and copper warming pan, 
the circular brass cover with traces of punch 
decoration, on copper body, the brass socket to a 
turned fruitwood handle, 12” diameter x 45.5” long, 
(30.5cm x 115.5cm). 
£20-30

330 
A miner’s rustic steel shovel, the shield-shaped head 
on long facetted shaft to a wooden handle, 33.75”, 
(86cm) long. 
£20-30

331 

A French Empire-style cast fi ve-light candelabrum, 
silver plate on brass, the revolving top with fi ve 
branches to leaf-cast campana sockets, the reeded 
stem on acanthus base, fl uted platform and tripod 
support with hipped paw feet, 18”, (46cm) high. 
£40-60

332 

A pair of 1920s silver mounted candlesticks, 
the cylindrical columns raised on square bases 
with reed and ribbon borders, (a/f), hallmarked 
S Blanckensee & Sons Ltd, Birmingham 1924, 
together with a pair of Israeli candlesticks, stamped 
925, and set with turquoise cabochons. 
£30-50

325 

A brass door porter, the fl ared part-reeded body 
with fl eur de lis fi nial, 9.75” (25cm) high. 
£50-80

326 

A pair of 19th century brass pricket candlesticks, 
the circular indented drip trays, above knopped and 
tapering stems, with stepped circular base raised 
upon three ball feet, 16” (40.5cm) high. 
£60-90

327 

A pair of brass pricket candlesticks, the lobbed 
circular indented drip trays, above knopped and 
tapering part-fl uted columns, with stepped circular 
base raised upon three pad feet, 22” (56cm) high. 
£100-150

322 

A wrought iron table rushnip, the plain jaws to a part 
wrapped stem, the crook arm with ball terminal, on 
tripod base, 11” (28cm) high, together with a book 
titled ‘English Domestic Metalwork’, by R. Goodwin 
Smith. 
£50-80

323 

A Georgian brass bucket, of typical tapered form, 
with banded body, 9” high, 9” diameter. 
£150-200

324 

A pair of Tibetan copper telescopic ‘dung’ or temple 
horns, each of tapering dovetail-seamed three-
section form with gilt collars, 42.5”, (108cm) long. 
£120-180
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342 

A 1960s silver mounted table cigarette box, having 
a textured exterior with presentation engraving from 
the directors of Joseph Lucas Ltd., and with an 
applied rampant lion and fl oral border to the hinged 
cover opening to a lined interior, the whole raised 
upon four bracket feet, hallmarked John Rose, 
Birmingham 1969, 8.25” (21cm) long. 
£60-90

343 

Two large silver casters, the fi rst George V of 
square outline having fl uted edges and raised 
upon a conforming foot with a gadrooned rim, 
hallmarked Elkington & Co. Ltd., London 1910, 7.75” 
(20cm) high, the second 1930s of octagonal outline, 
Viner’s Ltd., Sheffi eld 1938, 8.25” (21cm). (2). 
£120-180

344 

A George III silver vinaigrette having fl ower-head 
engraving framing a vacant hinged cartouche to the 
hinged cover opening to the further hinged pierced 
grill, hallmarked I T, Birmingham 1813, together with 
a 1940s silver snuff box having a personal engraving 
to the hinged cover, Birmingham 1939, plus a further 
continental silver snuff box, having a ribbed exterior 
with a vacant oval cartouche to the hinged cover, 
indistinct marks including possible Minerva head or 
similar, 6.5cm. (3). 
£50-80

339 

A George IV silver christening mug, of squat bellied 
form having a foliate capped scrolling handle and 
raised upon a footed base, the whole decoration 
with fl ower-heads and scrolls and with a crowned 
initial engraving to the cartouche, hallmarked 
London 1823, 4.25” (11cm) high. 
£80-120

340 

A pair of George V silver candlesticks, each of 
octagonal tapering form leading to the knopped 
and spreading circular foot, hallmarked Birmingham 
1912, 8” (20cm). (Bases fi lled). 
£100-150

341 

A pair of Edwardian silver candlesticks, decorated 
with ribbon swags to the plain stems and raised 
upon spreading square bases decorated with further 
swags and ram’s heads, hallmarked Hawksworth, 
Eyre & Co. Ltd., Sheffi eld 1905, 5.75” (14.5cm) high. 
(Bases fi lled). 
£120-180

333 
A mixed group of assorted silver items, to include a 
1960s silver retractable cigar piercer, with engine-
turned body and suspension loop in fi tted case, 
hallmarked S J Rose & Son, Birmingham 1968, two 
silver pickle forks with mother-of-pearl handles, 
the larger example hallmarked James Deakin 
& Sons, Sheffi eld 1895, the smaller hallmarked 
William Devenport, Birmingham 1901, an Edwardian 
silver vesta case, hallmarked Chester 1902, a late 
Victorian silver vesta case, hallmarked Birmingham 
1897, a pair of silver teaspoons, a Dutch box, a 
selection of plated cutlery, etc. 
£150-200

334 

An Asprey of London novelty paper weight, 
modelled as a saw imbedded in a block of wood, 
the silver saw indistinctly hallmarked, 3.25” 
(8.5cm) high. 
£80-120

335 
A group of silver and enamel items, comprising 
two cut glass scent bottles, each of bulbous form 
with silver and blue enamelled cover, largest 5.5” 
(14cm) high, a cased pair of Danish silver and blue 
enamel candle holders of lobed form, three small 
hallmarked silver models of animals, plus a set of six 
white silver glasses. 
£80-120

336  
An Art Deco hallmarked silver cigarette box, of 
rectangular form, having engine turned body raised 
on four bulging feet, the hinged cover with ivory 
purchase lifting to reveal softwood lined interior, 
hallmarked Birmingham 1938, 2.5” x 4.5” x 7” 
(6.5cm x 11.5cm x 18cm). 
£50-80

337 
A Victorian cut glass scent bottle, the bulbous body 
with cut decoration of fl owers, with silver screw 
top having repousse foliate design, hallmarked 
CM (probably Charles May), Birmingham 1888, 
4.75” (12cm) high, together with another of bulging 
square baluster form, the silver cover with pierced 
star decoration, hallmarked Birmingham 1924, 
6.25” (16cm) high, plus two silver hallmarked photo 
frames, the fi rst of rectangular form with high relief 
foliate design. (4). 
£40-60

338 
Four Victorian and later silver vesta cases, 
comprising three having foliate engraving framing 
a central cartouche, plus another of plain rounded 
square form, each hallmarked Birmingham 1898-
1910, various makers. (4). 
£80-120
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356 
A Victorian silver-plated chatelaine. The foliate 
scroll-cast bucklehook pierced with fl oral garlands, 
over smaller conforming pendant and fi ve fancy-link 
chains with fl owerheads and lobster claw terminals, 
to a scent bottle, book-form pincushion, pail-form 
thimble case (vacant) and aide memoire, 10.5”, 
(26.5cm) long. 
£40-60

357 
A Victorian silver-plated chatelaine. The heart-
shaped bucklehook cast and pierced with two 
huntsmen chasing a stag, over a teardrop-shaped 
hinged lower section with fox and hound, a lobster 
claw clip pendent, 4.25”, (11cm) high. 
£40-60

358 
A box of assorted silver plated items, to include 
two entree dishes, each of oblong form, a box of 
rectangular form with hinged cover, a teapot and hot 
water pot with part reeded bodies, plus assorted 
cutlery, etc. 
£50-80

359 
A quantity of silver coins plus group of assorted 
hallmarked small silver items to include three napkin 
rings, each of oval form with engraved bands and 
vacant cartouche, hallmarked Birmingham 1921, a 
nail buffer, hallmarked Chester 1918, a cased set of 
six silver teaspoons, hallmarked Birmingham 1924, 
plus three glass vanity jars, each with silver covers. 
£70-100

360 
A box of silver plates items, to include two large 
trays, a number of assorted sized tankards and 
goblets, salvers, napkin rings, candle sticks, 
trophies, etc. 
£40-60

361 
A box containing a mixed group of silver items, to 
include three bon bon dishes, the fi rst of circular 
form with lobed edge and pierced design, raised 
upon four pad feet, hallmarked Birmingham , the 
second of circular form with fl oral repousse rim 
above a pierced border, hallmarked Sheffi eld, plus 
another; together with a Birmingham hallmarked 
christening mug (a/f), various hallmarked napkin 
rings of assorted shape and design, etc. 
£80-120

362 

A silver salver, of circular form with gadrooned 
border to engraved centre, detailed with personal 
engravings, raised on four stylised bun feet, 
hallmarked Birmingham 1963, 10.5” (26.5cm) 
diameter. 
£150-200

350 
A George V silver tray, or rectangular form having 
a scalloped rim and raised upon four short feet, 
hallmarked William Hutton & Sons Ltd., Sheffi eld 
1913, 12” (30.5cm) long. Together with a small 
1950s silver salver, Viner’s Ltd., Sheffi eld 1959, 6” 
(15.25cm). (2). 
£400-450

351 

A late Victorian small silver bowl, decorated with 
undulating foliate scrollwork, with a vacant circular 
cartouche and a coin-set base, hallmarked Samuel 
Jacob, London 1893, 3.5” (9cm) diameter. Together 
with a set of four silver open salts, of part fl uted and 
crescent form with twin handles, William Devenport, 
Birmingham 1896. 
£80-120

352 
A small selection of various silver items, comprising 
a late Victorian pierced bonbon dish, a late Victorian 
silver tray, a pair of 1940s pedestal dishes having 
pierced rims plus a set of four ashtrays. (4). 
£200-300

353 
Two Edwardian silver card cases, the fi rst decorated 
with foliate scrollwork opening to a leather lined 
interior, hallmarked Stokes & Ireland Ltd., Chester 
1907, the second of plain form having a removable 
cover, London 1906. Together with a cigarette case 
decorated with fl ower-heads. (3). 
£80-120

354 
A small selection of various silver and other 
bracelets, comprising four 20th century hinged silver 
bangles each decorated with foliate scroll work, 
various hallmarks, two charm bracelets each having 
various silver and other charms, and two Tiffany-
style chains. (7). 
£70-100

355 

A hallmarked silver three piece tea set, by 
The Goldsmiths & Silversmiths Company Ltd, 
comprising a teapot, milk jug and sucrier, each with 
engraved design to boarder, all hallmarked London 
1929. 
£200-300

345 

A small selection of silver and other jewellery, to 
include six various pendants or medallions, a gem 
set pendant, a small heart-shaped pill box, plus 
various other brooches pendants, etc. 
£30-50

346 

An Edwardian silver cigarette holder, hallmarked 
W.M, Birmingham 1903, together with a German 
silver pill box, marked 925 beside crown and 
crescent, a continental silver snuff box, possibly 
Dutch, indistinctly marked, plus another continental 
silver snuff box, marked 800. (4). 
£40-60

347 
A George II silver Hanoverian pattern table spoon, 
having an engraved crest and shell drop to the 
stem and bowl reverse, hallmarked London 1749, 
probably Thomas Whipham. Together with a George 
III silver Old English pattern table spoon, hallmarks 
indistinct possibly London 1779, a pair of George III 
silver sugar tongs, London 1808, plus a 1970s silver 
apostle seal top spoon, London 1973. (4). 
£80-120

348 
A small selection of various silver items, to 
comprising a William IV caddy spoon, hallmarked 
George Unite, Birmingham 1832, another caddy 
spoon, miniature tri-form photograph frame, four 
thimbles, salt spoon, retractable pencil and three 
various continental compacts. (12). 
£150-200

349 

A small selection of various silver items, comprising 
a late Victorian caster of part fl uted and ovoid 
form, a 1920s toast rack, a small kiddush cup, 
a Portuguese dish, marked for Porto 833, a 
Czechoslovakian bowl, marked 800, and a large 
Egyptian matchbox sleeve. (6). 
£160-220
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370 
A white metal thimble in hinged fi tted ‘Mauchline’ 
style case, the cover printed with the coat of arms 
for Ramsgate, together with another similar example 
in hinged fi tted leather covered case. 
£60-90

371 

An early 20th century sterling silver cased crown 
wind ‘split second’ timer with white enamelled 
dial and black divisions, the reverse of the case 
engraved 1914-1918 and with applied Royal Flying 
Corps crest, in fi tted outer box, case 2” (5cm) 
diameter. 
£150-200

372 

A London 1893 hallmarked silver cigarette or 
cheroot case of bowed, rectangular form, the hinged 
opening cover engraved with a lion and cockerel 
and worded ‘Mortem Non Dedecus’ 3.5” (9cm) high. 
£40-60

367 

A Sampson Mordan & Co hallmarked silver and 
cut glass combined scent bottle and vinaigrette, 
with hinged opening cover to hobnail cut body, the 
vinaigrette base with hinged cover lifting to reveal 
a fl oral engraved and pierced hinged grille, 3.75” 
(9.5cm) high. 
£350-450

368   

A hallmarked silver and tortoiseshell trinket box, 
the hinged circular tortoiseshell panelled top with 
central circular cartouche and piquework bellfl ower 
wreath, lifting to reveal a grey velvet lined interior, 
the silver body upon three scrolled supports, 
Birmingham, 1917, 1.75” (4.5cm) high. 
£50-80

369 

A Birmingham 1886 hallmarked silver child’s rattle 
with incorporated whistle, attached bells and mother 
of pearl handle 4” (10cm) long, together with a small 
silver child’s rattle of shell shaped form. 
£50-80

363 

A silver salver, of circular form with a Chippendale 
style rim to engraved centre, detailed with personal 
engravings, raised on three stylised bun feet, 
hallmarked Birmingham 1921, 9.5” (24cm) diameter. 
£100-150

364 

A silver salver, of square form with a Chippendale 
style rim to plain centre, raised on four stylised 
hoof feet, hallmarked Chester 1914, 6.25” (16cm) 
diameter. 
£80-120

365 
A mixed group of cigarette cases, vesta cases, 
and sovereign holders, to include a Birmingham 
hallmarked cigarette case of rectangular form, the 
hinged cover with engraved initials, a Birmingham 
hallmarked vesta case with engraved shield and 
initial decoration, etc. 
£40-60

366 

A Birmingham 1932 hallmarked silver babies rattle, 
the hollow moulded body modelled as ‘Toby’, Mr 
Punch’s dog, with attached teething ring, bells and 
mother of pearl handle, 3.25” (8.25cm) high. 
£50-80
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382 

A pair of sweetmeat baskets modelled as swans, 
having moulded glass bodies and pierced sterling 
silver wings, each 5” (12.5cm) high, together with 
two Birmingham hallmarked silver fobs. 
£60-90

383  

Three silver mounted desk items, to include a dual 
inkwell of oval form, hallmarked Birmingham 1913, a 
silver handled ivory page turner, the foliate repousse 
handle indistinctly hallmarked, plus a silver mounted 
ink blotter, the top with foliate scrollwork embossed 
design and two stamp compartments, indistinctly 
hallmarked. 
£120-180

384 
Two hallmarked silver photograph frames, the 
fi rst of rectangular form, with bevelled edges 
and lobed top, hallmarked Chester 1919, frame 
7” x 5” (18cm x 12.5cm), interior 5.5” x 3.5” 
(14cm x 9cm), the second of rectangular form with 
detailed border, hallmarked Chester 1921, frame 
6.5” x 5” (16.5cm x 12.5cm), interior 4.75” x 3.25” 
(12cm x 8”). 
£60-90

385 
A group of silver-topped toiletry items, to include 
a hallmarked foliate repousse tray of rectangular 
form, a handheld mirror hallmarked Chester 1909, a 
perfume bottle, the bulbous body with hinged cover, 
hallmarked Birmingham 1912, plus other assorted 
dressing table jars. 
£120-180

386 

A London 1818 hallmarked silver toddy ladle on 
writhen twist baleen handle, the shaped bowl with 
embossed decorations, 19” (48.25cm) long. 
£60-100

378 
An Edwardian pocket notebook, the engraved 
hallmarked silver cover, Birmingham 1904 with 
impressed makers mark Elkington & Co, 3.5” 
(9cm) high. 
£30-50

379 

A Russian white metal and yellow and black 
cloisonne enamelled vodka set, comprising jug with 
detachable stopper, circular tray and six vodka tots. 
Jug and stopper 7.5” (19cm) high. Tray 6.75” (17cm) 
diameter. Tots 1.5” (4cm) high. 
£350-400

380 

A Birmingham 1901 hallmarked silver snuff box of 
shaped form, the domed hinged rectangular cover 
lifting to reveal a gilded interior, 3.25” (8.25cm) wide. 
£80-120

381 

A small easel style white metal and green enamel 
panelled photograph frame, the glazed circular 
panel enclosed by Laurel garland and ribbon 
mounts, 2” (5cm) square, impressed marks to side 
possibly continental silver. 
£60-90

373 

A small Russian white metal goblet, the small bowl 
engraved with fl oral panels upon a knopped column 
with spreading dome shaped foot, 4” (10cm) high. 
£50-80

374 
A Birmingham 1873 hallmarked silver bladed butter 
knife upon a shaped writhen twist mother of pearl 
handle, 6.75” (17cm) long, together with a Sheffi eld 
1906 hallmarked silver blade and mother of pearl 
panelled veneered handle. (2). 
£30-50

375 
A late 19th century silver plated knife with engraved 
blade, embossed ferrule and banded agate handle, 
with similar pickle fork, both contained within a 
fi tted case. 
£50-80

376 

A 19th century notebook with hinged, scroll 
engraved opening white metal cover, 3.5” 
(9cm) high, together with a similar card case with 
pierced foliate engraved hinged cover. 
£80-120

377 
A pair of George V London 1919, hallmarked silver 
topped glass inkwells, the hinged covers with plain 
circular tops having moulded borders. 
£50-80
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394 

A Mappin and Webb silver table centre, of fl ared 
tapering form, the body upon fl ared pierced and 
gadrooned foot, having three pierced circular 
baskets suspended by three stylised arms, baskets 
and stand all hallmarked London 1916, 9.5” 
(24cm) high. 
£200-300

395 

A pair of George VI silver candlesticks, the 
square stepped bases with beaded rim, rising 
to the conforming stems, the knopped stem top 
supporting conforming sockets, hallmarked London 
1937, 11.25” (8.5cm) high. 
£200-300

396 

A Walker and Hall three piece silver teaset, 
comprising teapot, sucrier and milk jug, each of 
plain oblong form with lobed edge, raised upon four 
shell mounted pad feet, each hallmarked Sheffi eld 
1916, teapot 11.5” (29cm) long. 
£250-350

392 

A silver three bottle decanter stand with three cut 
glass bottles, the stand with vacant cartouche, 
raised upon three ball and claw feet, hallmarked 
London 1876, probably Richard Martin & Ebenezer 
Hall, the glass decanters, each of cylindrical form 
with waisted neck and fl ared rim, having bulbous 
stopper. 
£300-400

393  

A glass and silver plated biscuit barrel, the curved 
cylindrical cut glass body raised upon spreading 
circular foot, with hinged silver plated covers to 
each side engraved with foliate scroll beneath a 
vacant shield cartouche, the raised silver plated and 
ivory handle with Ebenezer Hall Junior’s 1884 patent 
pull action mechanism to engage the two hinged 
covers, 10.25” (26cm) high. 
£150-200

387 

A 19th century white metal toddy ladle, the shaped 
bowl upon white metal support and writhen twist 
baleen handle, 12.5” (31.75cm) long. 
£40-60

388 
A hallmarked silver bottle label ‘Whisky’ London 
1971, a hallmarked silver and steel sewing set in 
fi tted case (incomplete), two ebony dressing table 
jars and covers, hallmarked silver handled cigar 
cutter, etc. 
£60-80

389 
Two hallmarked silver sovereign cases, four 
hallmarked silver tea spoons, a sifting spoon, white 
metal Albertina watch chain, etc. 
£30-50

390 

A small ceramic scent bottle, transfer decorated 
with an oriental girl, with hallmarked silver screw 
top, 2.5” (6.25cm) tall, a similar miniature clear glass 
example, 2” (5cm) tall, etc. (3). 
£40-50

391 

A silver plated tray, of rectangular form with canted 
edges, having pierced vine rim, the central personal 
inscription surrounded by foliate and scrollwork 
engraving, 23” (58.5cm) diameter. 
£60-90
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403 

A Continental white metal cigarette box, the body 
of rectangular form with engine turned banded 
decoration, the spring hinged cover released by 
a concealed push button having central circular 
cartouche detailed ‘LR’, 4.25” x 3” (11cm x 7.5cm). 
£40-60

404 

A 900 standard white metal and niello work Middle 
Eastern table snuff box, the oblong formed body 
with black niello work decoration, 3.75” x 3” 
(9.5cm x 7.5cm). 
£80-120

405 
A silver cigarette box, the body of plain rectangular 
form with two curved sides, having hinged cover 
with delicate engine turned border to two edges, 
opening to a silvered-gilt interior, 3.25” x 2.75” 
(8.5cm x 6.5cm), together with a silver box of plain 
rectangular form, hallmarked London 1972, 4” x 2.5” 
(10cm x 6.5cm). 
£80-120

400 

A horn and white metal scent fl ask, of tear shaped 
form with applied white metal foliate mounts and 
border, having inset red cabochon to central applied 
silver fl ower and blue cabochon to screw thread 
cover, on rope twist chain, scent bottle 3” (7.5cm). 
£50-80

401 

A silver and enamel cigarette box of oblong form, 
the reverse with engine turned diamond pattern, 
the hinged cover of blue enamel with conforming 
pattern, opening to reveal a silver-gilt interior with 
personal engraving, 3.25” x 2.25” (8cm x 5.5cm). 
£80-120

402 

A 935 standard sterling silver cigarette box, the 
rectangular formed body with canted cover having 
engraved foliate design within two stylised fl owers, 
opening on hinges to reveal a silver-gilt interior, 
marked ‘Hubertus Sopron 1931’, 3.5” x 2.25” 
(9cm x 5.5cm). 
£40-60

397 

A silver mug, the body of tapering form with 
moulded girdle, having stepped base and scroll 
handle, the centre with engraved shield above 
initials ‘CGL’, hallmarked Birmingham 1926, 3.5” 
(9cm) high. 
£70-100

398 

An Edward Viner silver christening mug, of plain 
tapering form, upon a stepped foot, hallmarked 
Sheffi eld 1951, 2.75” (7cm) high. 
£50-80

399 

A two piece silver cruet set, each of baluster form 
with pierced cover having gadrooned rim, raised 
upon three stylised lions head and paw feet, 
hallmarked London 1931, each 3.5” (9cm) high, 
together with a silver toast rack, the wire framework 
of pointed form, with central oval handle, 
hallmarked Sheffi eld, 3.5” (9cm) long. 
£50-80

 

406 
Two continental white metal cigarette boxes, 
each of rectangular form with engraved foliate 
decoration, the hinged covers opening to reveal 
silver-gilt interiors, the fi rst with bevelled edges 
and central lobed panel depicting dancing fi gures 
to cover, 3.5” x 2.5” (9cm x 6.5cm), the second 
with rectangular panel depicting fi gures before a 
grand building, detailed ‘Das Burg Thor’, 2.5” x 1.5” 
(6.5cm x 4cm). 
£80-120
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415 

A silver mug of slightly tapering form, with scrolling 
handle upon a moulded rim, the reed panelled body 
with moulded girdle having engraved detail and 
scrollwork, surrounding a central circular cartouche 
with personal engraving, hallmarked London 1927, 
4.75” (12cm) high. 
£250-350

416 
A pair of plated hot-water jugs, each of heavy ‘hotel 
ware’ type gauge, the double-walled cylindrical 
body beneath hinged cover with thumbpiece, 
unmarked, 7.75”, (19.5cm) high. (2). 
£20-40

417  
A child’s white metal and coral teether, the whistle 
mouthpiece with suspension ring, above four bells 
and tapering socket to a coral teether, unmarked, 
3.5”, (9cm) long overall, together with two rattles, 
the fi rst with whistle mouthpiece and captive ball 
terminal, the second with bone teether. (3). 
£80-120

418 

Two mother of pearl teethers, the fi rst Birmingham 
silver, the ring terminal over tapering hexagonal 
pressed body with two bells, to a turned teether, 
6.5”, (16.5cm) long, the second Continental white 
metal, with whistle mouthpiece and suspension ring 
and teether, 4.75”, (12cm) long. (2). 
£60-90

419 
Two silver pocket watches, the fi rst having a white 
Roman dial, and subsidiary seconds dial to VI, the 
anonymous chain-fusee movement numbered 5725, 
in Chester-hallmarked case, 2”, (5cm) diameter, the 
second stamped ‘FINE SILVER’, the engine-turned 
silvered dial with gilt Roman numerals and gilt scroll 
border, the movement numbered 51830 and signed 
‘Henry Touchon’ in cursive script. (2). 
£50-80

411 

A Continental white metal cigarette box, the 
rectangular formed body having vertical and 
horizontal decoration, the hinged cover with 
geometric band motif, opening to reveal a silver-gilt 
interior, 3” x 2” (7.5cm x 5cm), together with a 
continental white metal ladies compact, the whole 
with engine turned banded decoration, 3.5” x 2” 
(9cm x 5cm). 
£60-90

412 

A silver and enamel cigarette box, of oblong form, 
with engine turned decoration to the back, the cover 
with beige enamel, opening to reveal and silver-gilt 
interior, hallmarked Birmingham 1936, together with 
a Continental white metal cigarette box, of bulging 
oblong form, the plain body with hinged cover 
having vertical engine turned decoration, opening to 
reveal a silver-gilt interior, 3.5” x 3” (9cm x 7.5cm). 
£80-120

413 

A silver and tortoiseshell six-piece dressing table 
set, comprising a hand held mirror of circular form, 
four assorted brushes, and a dressing table box with 
cover, each with inlaid silver swags or foliate detail, 
all hallmarked Birmingham. 
£80-120

414 

A silver fi ve-piece cruet set, to include two open 
salts, the oval bodies with twin handles having 
blue glass liners, a mustard pot of oval form with 
conforming handle and blue glass liner, a pair of 
peppers, each of urn for with fl ared circular foot, 
all with embossed decoration to the whole, each 
hallmarked Chester 1907, plus three small spoons. 
£80-120

407 
A group of assorted small silver items, to include 
two silver napkin rings, each of circular form with 
engraved band depicting thistles around a central 
vacant cartouche, hallmarked Birmingham 1959, 
a silver vesta case of oblong form with engraved 
scrollwork design and central circular cartouche 
detailed ‘WH’, hallmarked Birmingham, three 
hallmarked thimbles, etc. 
£70-100

408 

A Victorian silver snuffbox, the oblong body, with 
scalloped edges, having engraved foliate design 
to the whole, the hinged cover with central vacant 
cartouche opening to reveal silver-gilt interior, 
hallmarked George Unite, Birmingham 1899, 
2” x 1.25” (5cm x 3cm). 
£80-120

409 

Two continental white metal cigarette boxes, the fi rst 
of oblong form with ribbed decoration to the whole, 
the hinged cover with central applied coat of arms, 
opening to reveal and silver-gilt interior, 3.5” x 2.25” 
(9cm x 5.5cm), the second example, also of oblong 
form with concave edges and ribbed decoration to 
the front and back, opening on hinges to reveal a 
silver-gilt lined interior, 3.25” x 2.25” (8cm x 5.5cm). 
£80-120

410 

Two continental white metal cigarette boxes, the fi rst 
of rectangular form, having vertical engine turned 
decoration to the back, hinged cover of conforming 
decoration with a foliate geometric boarder, opening 
to reveal a silvered gilt interior, the second example 
of rectangular form, with foliate engraving to the 
front and back, 3.25” x 2.5” (8cm x 6.5cm). 
£80-120
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428 

A late 19th century French rosewood cased 
table top ‘casket’ sewing box with fi tted musical 
mechanism, the hinged lifting cover with inset 
cast metal oval panel depicting a hunting scene, 
lifting to reveal a removable tray containing a 
silver thimble and other sewing implements, 7” 
(18cm) wide x 4.25” (11cm) high . 
£150-200

429 

A 19th century mahogany box and cover, the 
removable top lifting to reveal a vacant interior with 
eight divisions, the whole with ebonised line inlay 
and Star of David details raised upon brass claw 
and ball supports, 5.75” (14.5cm) wide. 
£30-50

430 

An early 20th century oriental parquetry and 
lacquered table top cabinet, the hinged opening 
top lifting to reveal a compartment interior, above a 
drawer and door front, the whole containing a mixed 
selection of assorted seashells. 
£60-100

425 

A late 19th century ebonised decanter box, having 
banded brass inlay and a vacant cartouche and 
escutcheon to the double hinged cover, with further 
hinged sides opening to the removable fi tted tray 
holding four cut-glass decanters fl anked by twin 
balustrades holding eight liqueur glasses, the box 
10” (25.5cm) high. 
£200-250

426 

A late Victorian coromandel three-bottle tantalus, 
having a hinged front opening to a compartmented 
interior over a further concealed drawer and before 
the mirrored back fi tted to hold three cut glass 
decanters, the whole was applied brass fi ttings and 
strap work, 13.5” (34cm) long. Together with a set 
of three modern silver bottle labels, each having 
a grapevine rim and engraved for brandy, gin and 
whisky, hallmarked Birmingham 1990. 
£150-200

427 

A Victorian mahogany cased games compendium, 
the rectangular case with hinged opening cover 
lifting to reveal a compartmented interior fi tting 
with cribbage board, solitaire board, folding 
games board and other playing pieces. 13.25” x 4” 
(13.25cm x 10cm) high. 
£100-150

420 

A rosewood cylinder musical box, of rectangular 
form, the hinged cover with ebonised border and 
inlaid design depicting musical instruments and 
fl owers, opening to reveal a glass topped interior 
with 11-inch barrel, the lid underside with printed 
card detailing ten airs, retailer’s label of Nathan & 
Co., Corporation Street, Birmingham, the whole 
raised upon four bracket feet, 6.25” x 9.25” x 23.25” 
(16cm x 23.5cm x 59cm). 
£200-300

421 
A 19th century Chinese lacquered tea caddy with 
gilt chinoiserie style decoration depicting river 
scenes with buildings and fi gures, the hinged cover 
lifting to reveal twin paktong liners, the whole upon 
carved paw feet, 8.75” (22.25cm) wide. 
£30-50

422 
A 19th century Chinese lacquer tea caddy, 
decorated with various panels of fi gures within 
garden settings and foliate borders to the four 
sides, the hinged cover opening to reveal a metal 
liner, possibly paktong, 6.25” x 4.5” x 3.5” high 
(16cm x 11.5cm x 9cm). 
£30-50

423 

A 19th century dome topped tea caddy, the hinged 
cover with Tunbridge ware inlaid decoration 
depicting a bird seated upon a branch adorned 
with leaves and berries (incomplete), a 19th century 
mahogany tea caddy (incomplete), and an oriental 
painted jewellery box. 
£50-80

424 

A Tunbridgeware tea caddy, the body of 
rectangular form with inlaid decoration, the 
hinged cover opening to reveal an interior 
compartment with removable lid, 4” x 4” x 6” 
(10cm x 10cm x 15cm), together with a walnut tea 
caddy of sarcophagus shaped form, raised upon 
four fl attened bun feet, the hinged cover lifting 
to reveal two interior compartments, 5” x 4” x 7” 
(12.5cm x 10cm x 18cm). 
£80-120
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436 

A Victorian brass-bound rosewood dressing 
dressing box or vanity case. The hinged rectangular 
cover centred by an oblong cartouche, within 
brass edging, over conforming front, the former 
enclosing a mirror to underside with gilt-tooled 
border, over compartmentalised interior (vacant) 
with central pad and tray, the lock stamped 
BRAMAH LONDON, the base drawer with sprung 
release catch, 12.25” x 9.25” x 7.25” high, 
(31cm x 23.5cm x 18.5cm). 
£100-150

437 

A Regency mahogany dressing box. The hinged 
rectangular cover with strung edges, enclosing 
a mirror to the underside with reeded surround 
between split turned uprights, the interior fi tted 
with various lidded and open compartments 
including two circular pots and a box with sliding 
cover, in turn above a base drawer to one short 
side, the front with inlaid shield escutcheon, 
12” x 6.75” x 4.75” high, (30.5cm x 17cm x 12cm). 
£100-150

438 

A late Victorian brass-bound fi gured walnut lap 
desk. The hinged rectangular cover centred by 
an oblong cartouche, with dedication inscription 
dated 1895, within brass edging and corner motifs, 
over conforming front, the former enclosing hinged 
writing slope with green morocco skiver, in turn 
concealing two secret drawers behind sprung 
panel, beneath pen tray and compartments, 
15.75” x 9.5” x 7” high, (40cm x 24cm x 18cm). 
£80-120

434 

Two 19th century inlaid walnut boxes. The fi rst 
with hinged rectangular cover centred by a 
panel depicting an eagle holding a banner with 
motto ‘FORGET ME NOT’, within geometric 
marquetry border of stars and crosses fl anked by 
parallel chequer stringing, echoed to the sides, 
13” x 8.5” x 4” high, (33cm x 22cm x 10cm), 
together with a second example having marquetry 
stars to hinged cover, (2). 
£100-150

435 
Three various 19th century boxes. Comprising: 
a mahogany caddy, of canted oblong form, 
7” x 4” x 4.5”, (18cm x 10cm x 11.5cm); a 
Mauchlineware box of dome-topped cabin trunk 
with string handles, the push-on cover with printed 
view of ‘Dover Castle’, and a burrwood box with 
lattice-strung lid decoration. (3). 
£50-80

432 

A 19th century oak key box, of rectangular form 
on spreading base, with plain drop carry handle 
to the top, the three hinged doors opening to 
reveal a number of key hooks, with plaque detailed 
‘Registered No 4953’, 11.5” (29cm) high. 
£100-150

431 

A 19th century coromandel box of rectangular form, the hinged cover opening to reveal a plush dark green 
lined interior (possibly lacking interior divider), the cover with inlaid Sevres type porcelain plaques depicting 
putti, each surrounded by a pierced brass mount, the lock with conforming brass foliate mount, 3” x 6” x 8.75” 
(7.5cm x 15cm x 22.5cm). 
£180-260

433 

An Edwardian satinwood desk box. The hinged rectangular cover with stringing and crossbanding to border, 
over matching front and sides, enclosing a silk-lined interior, 9” x 6” x 4” high, (23cm x 15cm x 10cm). 
£60-90
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444 

A 19th century walking cane, the bronze handle 
modelled as the head of a ‘dandy’ in exaggerated 
bi corn hat, upon ebonised wooden cane, 33.25” 
(85cm) long. 
£100-150

445 

A 19th century rustic walking stick formed from a 
section of ‘knurled’ branch, the round handle inset 
with a circular white metal panel engraved with 
armorial, 35.75” (91cm) long. 
£60-90

442 

A Victorian brass-bound ‘Campaign’-style fi gured 
walnut lap desk. The hinged rectangular cover 
centred by a vacant rectangular cartouche, within 
brass strapwork and corners, over conforming 
front, the former enclosing hinged writing slope 
with wine plush skiver, in turn concealing two 
secret drawers behind sprung panel, beneath pen 
tray and compartments, 16” x 9.5” x 6.75” high, 
(40.5cm x 24cm x 17cm). 
£100-150

443 

A George V silver mounted walking stick, the 
crook handle modelled as the head of a swan with 
inset red glass eyes (one missing), hallmarked 
Birmingham 1910, 38.25” (97cm) long. 
£100-200

439 

A Victorian brass-bound fi gured walnut lap desk. 
The hinged rectangular cover centred by an 
oblong cut corner cartouche, engraved ‘Lilian Wild 
Headingley’ in cursive script, within brass edging, 
over conforming front, the former enclosing hinged 
writing slope with gilt-tooled morocco skiver, in 
turn concealing two secret drawers behind sprung 
panel, beneath pen tray and compartments, 
12” x 9” x 6” high, (30.5cm x 23cm x 15cm). 
£100-150

440 

A Victorian brass-bound walnut lap desk. The 
hinged rectangular cover centred by an oblong 
cartouche, within brass stringing and edging, over 
conforming front (missing escutcheon), the former 
enclosing hinged writing slope with later skiver, 
in turn concealing three secret drawers behind 
sprung panel, beneath pen tray and compartments, 
17.5” x 9.75” x 7” high, (44.5cm x 24.5cm x 18cm). 
£100-150

441 

A Victorian brass-bound burr walnut lap desk. 
The hinged rectangular cover centred by a vacant 
rectangular cartouche, within brass edging, over 
conforming front, the former enclosing hinged 
writing slope with later skiver, in turn concealing two 
secret drawers behind sprung panel, beneath pen 
tray and compartments, 13.5” x 8.75” x 5.75” high, 
(34cm x 22cm x 14.5cm). 
£80-120
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450   

A 19th century carved whalebone and ebony 
walking cane, the carved ivory handle formed as a 
clenched fi st, upon a sectional tapered octagonal 
cane, 31.75” (81cm) long. 
£350-450

451 

A 19th century carved wooden walking cane, the 
handle modelled as the head of a bulldog with inset 
glass eyes and applied white metal dogs collar, 
band upon a rustic thorn wood cane, 35.25 (89.5cm) 
long. 
£150-200

448 

A Victorian walking cane, the faux tortoiseshell 
handle modelled as the head of a mallard duck with 
banded metal collar, upon a stained wooden cane, 
33.75” (86cm) long . 
£60-90

449  

A 19th century carved ivory walking cane, the 
handle modelled as the head of a hound with inset 
glass eyes and embossed white metal collar, upon a 
Malacca cane, 35.75” (91cm) long. 
£100-150

446  

A 19th century carved ivory handled walking cane, 
the carved ivory handle modelled as the head of a 
pug dog with inset glass eyes, upon a white metal 
collar and bamboo cane 34.75” (88.5cm) long. 
£100-200

447 

A Victorian white metal handled walking cane, 
the ‘Niello’ and white metal handle modelled as 
a horses bent foreleg, knee, cannon pastern and 
heel, with applied white metal band upon a slender 
stained wooden cane, 35.25” (92cm) long. 
£80-120
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458  

A 19th century carved ivory handled walking cane, 
the carved ivory handle modelled as a closed hand 
clenching a bar, with carved cuff detail and white 
metal band, upon a bamboo cane. 
£80-120

459  

A 19th century carved ivory handled walking cane, 
the carved ivory handle modelled as the head of 
a growling dog, with inset glass eyes, upon white 
metal collar and stained wooden cane, 35.25” 
989.5cm) long. 
£150-200

456 

A 19th century carved ebony walking cane, the 
handle modelled as the head of a lion with inset 
glass eyes, engraved and dated 1889, with white 
metal collar and ebony cane, 34.5” (88cm) long. 
£100-150

457 

A London 1902 hallmarked silver handled walking 
cane, the oval shaped handle with embossed 
decoration depicting a bird in fl ight, inset with red 
glass eye, the stained cane with applied Birmingham 
1920 hallmarked silver band, upon a stained 
wooden cane, 35” (89cm) long. 
£100-150

452 

A 19th century cast white metal handled walking 
cane, the handle modelled as a Cossack restraining 
a baying horse, over watched by a dog, with 
hallmark silver band upon bamboo cane. 
£100-150

453 
An early 20th century sectional horn walking cane, 
the front with applied shield shaped white metal 
panel engraved ‘Presented to Miss Cheatle on the 
occasion of her marriage from her associates at Bell 
& Nicolsons Ltd Birmingham Oct 1911’, 37” (94cm) 
long. 
£80-120

454 
A 19th century white metal handled walking 
cane, the white metal capped top with embossed 
decoration depicting oriental fi gures, upon a turned 
Malacca cane, 34.5” (87cm) long. 
£60-90

455 
A 19th century horn walking cane, the carved handle 
modelled as the head of a greyhound with inset 
glass eyes upon a carved ‘bamboo’ effect cane, 35” 
(89cm) long. 
£60-90
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464 

A novelty walking cane, the handle modelled as a 
bird perched upon a branch, with white metal collar, 
engraved and dated 1851, upon bamboo cane, 
38.25” 997cm long. 
£100-150

465  

A 19th century Meiji period carved ivory walking 
cane, the pierced carved ivory handle modelled as 
a lion crouching upon the trunk of a tree, with white 
metal collar and bamboo cane, 33.5” (85cm) long. 
£150-200

462  

A 19th century walking cane, the carved ivory 
Japanese Meiji period handle formed as a group of 
faces with yellow metal collar and bamboo cane, 
35.5” (90cm) long. 
£150-200

463 

A 19th century black forest carved walking cane, 
the carved wooden handle depicting a gnome and 
a mouse, upon white metal collar and thorn wood 
cane, 33.75” (86cm) long. 
£100-150

460 

A 19th century carved wooden handled walking 
cane, the handle modelled as the head of a pug dog 
with inset glass eyes and applied yellow metal dogs 
collar, band upon a rustic wooden cane, 35” (89cm) 
long. 
£60-90

461 

A 19th century wooden walking cane, the handle 
modelled as an owl with inset glass eyes, having 
hinged cover to the top of the head forming a snuff 
box upon brass collar and stained wooden cane, 
35.25” (92cm). 
£100-150
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473 

A novelty walking cane, the turned tapering shaft 
with crosshatch decoration, with silver plated fi nial 
modelled as a booted lower leg, 23.75” (85.5cm) 
long, together with a black moleskin top hat, the 
interior marked ‘Best London Manufacture. 
£40-60

474   

Two ivory mounted walking canes, comprising one 
late Victorian example having a ribbed and scrolled 
silver mount with engraved personal initials to the 
fl uted ivory handle and wooden cane, hallmarked 
Birmingham 1893, the other having a chain carved 
ivory handle also with engraved personal initials to 
the ebonised cane, larger 33.75” (85.75cm) long. 
£100-120

475  

A hardwood walking cane with ivory handle 
modelled as a crocodile, 33.5” (85cm) long. 
£150-200

469 
A 19th century rustic walking cane formed from the 
section of ‘knurled’ branch, the rounded handle 
capped with a circular white metal panel with 
engraved initials, 36.5” (93cm) long. 
£70-100

470 
A 19th century white metal handled walking cane, 
the white metal capped top with engraved leaf and 
scroll designs, upon a stained wooden cane, 33.75” 
(86cm) long. 
£80-120

471 

An early 20th century hallmarked silver handled 
riding crop, the silver handle modelled as the head 
of a duck, with inset glass eyes, hallmarked to top 
of neck (marks rubbed), upon wooden shaft, 27” 
(68.5cm) long. 
£60-90

472 

A 19th century cast white metal handled walking 
cane, the handle modelled as the head of a spaniel, 
upon a white metal collar engraved with a shield 
containing the initials S J, upon an ebonised 
wooden cane. 
£100-150

466 
A 19th century white metal handled walking cane, 
the white metal top of turned and shaped form with 
engraved monogram and band, with conforming 
white metal eyelets and tapered Malacca cane, 
35.75” (91cm) long. 
£60-90

467 

A Swaine & Adeney Ltd., London carved wooden 
handled walking cane, modelled as the head of a 
terrier dog, with inset glass eyes and stained detail 
to fur, with yellow metal band engraved ‘Miss M 
Campbell Campbell Ranch Goleta California’, on 
stained wooden cane with fi tted bone terminal, 
35.5” (90cm) long. 
£150-250

468  

An early 20th century carved ivory handled walking 
cane, the carved ivory handle modelled as the 
head of a pug dog, with inset glass eyes, upon a 
hallmarked silver collar, Sheffi eld 1910 and bamboo 
cane, 34.5” (87.5cm) long. 
£80-120
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480
A World War I era American bayonet, with 17-inch 
fullered blade stamped REMINGTON 1917 US, with 
wooden hilt in original scabbard, 23cm, (58.5cm) 
long overall. 
£20-40

481 

An early English military sword, the carved wooden 
grip within engraved handle and hilt, further 
decorated with oval panels to either side, engraved 
with a crown motif and letters W L D (possibly 
light Dragoons), the curved blade with engraved 
decoration (lacking scabbard), blade length 33” 
(84cm), length overall 38” (97cm). 
£100-200

482 

A German Mauser bolt action rifl e, deactivated with 
certifi cate from the Birmingham gun barrel proof 
house, dated 11/11/2015. 
£200-250

478  

An ivory mounted walking stick, having a turned 
knop handle with internal refl ector behind a square 
aperture to the ebonised cane, 34” (86.5cm) long. 
(Incomplete). 
£120-180

479  

Two ivory mounted walking sticks, comprising one 
George V example by T Brigg & Son, having a leaf 
carved handle to the wooden cane with silver collar, 
hallmarked London 1914, the other having an inset 
coin to the handle carved with panels of oriental 
fl owers and fi gures, each approx. 35.75” (88.25cm) 
long. 
£100-120

476  

A wooden walking cane with hallmarked 18ct gold 
band engraved, beneath a tortoiseshell handle of 
compressed ball form, 32” (81cm) long. 
£120-150

477  

A bamboo walking stick, with shibayama-inlaid ivory 
handle, 40.25” (102cm) long. 
£100-150

483 

A pair of late Georgian walnut, brass and steel side lock percussion cap pistols, 14” (37cm). 
£200-300
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490 
Five assorted medallions to include bronze Notre 
Dame Cathedral example, another French medallion, 
French medallion dated 1855, etc. 
£80-120

491 
A group of World War I era items , to include: a 
group of Great War miniature medals, RAF ‘Knight 
Memorial Medal’ (cased), leather dog tag, Great war 
for Civilisation Medal, George V 1914-18 Medal, 
plus a khaki uniform. 
£60-90

492 

A World War II era gun-sighting telescope, the 2.25” 
barrel stamped 7x50 GUN SIGHTING TELESCOPE 
PATT. G 376 CANADIAN KODAK CO. LIMITED 
SERIAL NO. CAN 5233, with anodised and textured 
black-painted fi nish, sold with eyepiece, 17.5”, 
(44.5cm) long assembled, in original painted 
fi tted box inscribed to cover ‘GUN SIGHTING 
TELESCOPE PATT. G. 376 and numbered 5233 to 
side, with hide strap. 
£30-50

493 

A box containing a heavy cast brass ‘Submariners 
International’ wall hanging plaque, upon oak shield 
shaped backing, together with three other oak shield 
shaped backed ship crest plaques, ‘HMS Brazen’, 
‘HMS Charity’, and ‘HMS Wildfi re’. 
£20-30

494 
A Victorian mother of pearl and lace panelled folding 
ladies fan, each of the eighteen ribs with engraved 
silvered and gilt fi nished fl oral detail, ribs 13.75” 
(35cm) high. 
£50-80

487 

A selection of assorted medals and trophies, to 
include a First World War British War medal and 
Victory medal pair to 20087 PTE Al Chatwin R. 
Burks. R., etc. 
£40-60

488 
A Junghans German military specifi cation stopwatch 
with crown wind, press crown and unusual lower 
lever actions, believed to be a torpedo timer, on 
base metal ‘rope’ design albert chain with attached 
T bar fob, case 2” (5cm) diameter. 
£70-100

489 
A 19th century cased bronze medallion decorated 
with a profi le of ‘Arthur Duke of Wellington’, 2” 
(5cm), together with another cased coper medallion 
decorated with a portrait of Horatio Viscount Nelson, 
cast from metal of HMS ‘Foudroyant’. 
£80-120

485 
A box containing a selection of printed ephemera 
related to the Great War, to include magazines, 
ration and clothing books, etc., and a small 
selection of Roman coins. 
£30-50

486 

A small selection of various medals and coins, to 
include commemorative and Masonic silver and 
enamel examples, two 1939-45 Defence medals, 
two American silver dollars, etc. 
£80-120

484 
A fi ne late 18th century French small-sword, 
circa 1780, with tapering 32.25”, (82cm) blade 
of deeply hollowed triangular section, each face 
of the forte etched and gilt with small motifs 
including a fi gure, scrolls, and trophies of arms, 
plus gilt knotwork, the diaperwork-decorated 
double-shell guard with oval and scroll-edged 
panels, the knuckle-guard with matching 
diaperwork, the swelling grip bound with steel 
ribbon and gilt-dotted spacers within plaited 
borders, the near-spherical pommel matching 
the guard, 38.5”, (98cm) long overall, retaining 
two-thirds of the original vellum-covered 
scabbard. 
£500-800
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503 

An unusual mid 20th century painted shop window 
or counter display advertisement, modelled as a 
young boy holding a ball upon a stepped oval plinth 
base with applied sign, ‘Two steps - fi t better wear 
longer’, 14.25” (36cm) tall, together with a standard 
shoe repairing machinery advertising catalogue. 
£50-80

504 

A painted metal cigarette dispensing machine, 
the rectangular front having two coin slots over 
pierced plaques for ‘PLAYERS’ and ‘WOODBINES’ 
over return coin chutes, pull handles and single 
dispensing hatch, the whole later-painted, 
the internal mechanism stamped ‘PATENT 
No. 368819 1520’, 12.25” x 4” x 30” high, 
(31cm x 10cm x 76cm). 
£100-150

499 

Ten early 20th century ‘Kaye’s Patent Locks and 
Door Furniture’ shop display cards, each with 
original embossed metal clasp hinges, each 10.5” 
(26.5cm) high. 
£20-30

500  
An unusual early 20th century ‘massage’ set, each 
of the four tools with ivory rollers and pushers and 
ebonised handles, within leather envelope style 
case, with applied mother of pearl plaque engraved 
‘Massein’. 
£40-60

501 
A 1913 ‘Reeves Patent Pneumatic Broom’, by the 
Reeves Vacuum Cleaner Co., 122 Victorian St., 
London S.W. 1, Patented July 29 1913 No. 17379, 
the two-part cylindrical body with plaque as above, 
plus gilt transfer decal, to an ebonised handle with 
ring terminal, the head with T-shaped metal terminal, 
46”, (117cm) long (closed). 
£30-50

502 

Advertising interest: An articulated shop window 
display fi gure
Modelled as a clown pedalling a penny farthing, 
the front wheel promoting “WILLEM II CIGARS”, on 
oblong base, with electric motor (to re-wire) with 
chain drive powering the clown to pedal the bicycle, 
24”, (61cm) high 
£50-80

495 

A model of a ketch sailing boat, the wooden hull 
with yellow metal detail, two masts supporting 
fabric sails, fl ying an enamel fl ag, supported on a 
rectangular blue base, in presentation box, together 
with another smaller gold plated model of ‘The fi rst 
armour-clad ship in the world: Keo Buk Sun (1592) 
Korea’, in glass case. (2). 
£40-60

496  

By repute a collection of assorted items related 
to Agatha Christie, some purchased from the 
Greenway House dispersal sale, to include fur hat, 
turned ivory pounce pot, ivory bladed letter opener 
with cameo terminal, three napkin rings, and pearl 
effect evening bag, together with sundry decanters, 
stoppers and scent bottles, and other accessories 
from various properties, sold with associated 
documents. 
£40-60

497 
A pair of giltwood and gesso wall brackets, each of 
ornate stylised form, 10.25” (26cm) high. 
£40-60

498 

A group of eleven armorial shields, each with banner 
beneath, on a conforming oak-backing, 7” (18cm) 
tall. 
£40-60
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508 

A framed and glazed Manchester United Nike 
football shirt, circa 2006/7, signed in black marker 
by nineteen team members, to include Wayne 
Rooney, Paul Scholes, Ryan Giggs, Cristiano 
Ronaldo, etc. 
£50-80

505 
A group of assorted motorcycle/motocross 
scramble posters, to include Double 5 Kent 
scramble club meetings, together with a trinket box. 
£70-100

506 

A group of assorted sporting programs, to include 
Rugby, Golf, Cricket and other examples, some 
autographed, including Rugby Football Union The 
Calcutta Cup Centenary Year, England V Scotland, 
Twickenham, 1979, offi cial program, and First 
Cornhill Insurance Test Match 1990 At Lord’s, 
England Versus India, etc. (Qty.) 
£250-350

507 

A framed and glazed monochrome photographic print, centred by Duncan Edwards, match scene from 1st 
February 1958 Arsenal V Manchester united, (Man Utd won 5-4, this was to be their last game on English soil 
before the Munich Air Disaster), with match programme, together with other Manchester United and sporting 
memorabilia, to include George Best signed photographic portrait print, 1972 Manchester United signed 1st 
day cover, Alex Ferguson print, etc. 
£60-100

509 

Five signed cricket bats, comprising two entitled 
‘England’, another ‘England 2000’, ‘West Indies’, 
and ‘Australia’. 
£80-120

510 

Joe Davis, his early 20th century brown leather and brass capped snooker cue case, painted with name ‘J Davis’ to back, an associated hand spliced ‘Joe Davis 
Promotional Championship cue-world snooker record 18’, wooden cased set of snooker balls, billiard balls, etc., together with a bound volume ‘How I Play snooker’ Joe 
Davis, inscribed to Billy Mills, signed Joe Davis, Water Donaldson signed photograph, etc.
Provenance: The case, cue and balls along with the book were gifts to Mr Bill Mills, a close friend of Joe Davis. There is a printed photographic image of Joe Holding 
this case included within this lot. The case has an applied paper label ‘Rana’ Rhodesian and Nyasaland Airways, Joe toured South Africa. The other items have no 
provenance but were original all purchased along with the cue case from the same home. 
£2,000-2,500

511 
A box containing Sports Argus and other football 
related magazines, vintage motion picture booklets, 
to include ‘The Charge of the Light Brigade’, ‘The 
Sound of music’, ‘Sweet Charity’, ‘Funny Girl’, etc., 
and a small selection of books relayed to myths and 
monsters. 
£30-50

512 
Villa Times, a bound collection of editions No1 
through to No62 (1976-1978), together with a box 
containing a good mixed selection of claret and blue 
Aston Villa magazines (1990s onwards). 
£30-50
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520 

Taxidermy: a sawfi sh rostrum, on stepped circular 
base, 37.5” (95cm) long. 
£80-120

521 

Taxidermy: two sawfi sh rostrums, largest 47” 
(119.5cm) long. 
£100-200

522 

A good collection of Wills cigarette cards, 
comprising two binders of cards, with parts and full 
sets including Military Motors, Allied Army, Radio 
Celebrities, Dogs, Speed, Making an Irrigation Canal 
New South Wales, Merchant Ships of the World, 
Racehorses and Jockeys 1938, Cinema Stars, 
Railway Engines, Railway Locomotives, Association 
Footballers, plus many more, and a shoebox of Wills 
cards bagged in loose part and full sets. 
£50-80

517 

An early 1930s Gibson (Kalamazoo) KM-11 
mandolin, of fl atback or ‘pancake’ type, with fl at-
topped peghead named ‘Kalamazoo’ over four pairs 
of strings, fretted fi ngerboard, the teardrop body 
with double ring purfl ing and faux tortoiseshell pick 
guard, to a shaped tail piece, 25.5”, (65cm) long, in 
a green baize-lied fi tted hard case with spare Ernie 
Ball strings. 
£80-120

518 
A Boosey & Hawkes Regent brass trombone with 
chromed fi ttings, in lined and fi tted case, case 35” 
(89cm) long. (Incomplete). 
£30-50

519  
A large antique turtle carapace. Of reddish 
tortoiseshell appearance and good patina, 24”, 
(61cm) high. 
£200-300

514 
A late 19th/early 20th century violin, having a carved 
lion head scroll terminal, 23” (58.5cm) long, together 
with an associated red stained bow with inset 
mother-of-pearl panels. (s/d). 
£50-80

515 
A rosewood clarinet, the upper section impressed 
S A Chappel, the lower section E Albert and S A 
Chappel, in fi tted leather carry case, 27.5” (70cm). 
£40-60

516 

An Antoria Jazzstar semi acoustic six string guitar, in 
fi tted ‘Fender’ fabric carry case. 
£150-250

513 

Football memorabilia: An extensive collection of Chelsea F.C. match day football programmes
Comprising a bound collection of eighty-nine volumes, 45 Home and 44 Away, covering the seasons 1974-5 
to 2004-5 inclusive, the programmes stored in clear wallets within blue (Home) and yellow (Away) cloth 
binders with gilt titling to spines, together with eleven various Chelsea F. C. yearbooks (with programmes as 
bound volumes) covering 1974/5 (two copies), 1975/6 (two copies), 1976/7, 1977/8, 1978/9, 1979/80, 1985/6, 
1986/7, 1990/1, and 1992/3, in all 100 volumes, not collated but appears to be a comprehensive or near 
complete record of three decades of Chelsea football. 
£1,500-2,500
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531 

A large collection of cigarette cards by Gallaher 
and Senior Service. Comprising ten stock binders 
totalling over 4,300 cards. To include complete sets 
by Gallaher (of 48 unless stated): Aeroplanes, Army 
Badges, Art Treasures of the World (24), British 
Birds, Champions of Screen and Stage, Dogs (1st 
series, 24 and 3rd series, 48), My Favourite Part, 
Portraits of Famous Film Stars, Scenes from the 
Empire, Stars of Stage and Screen, Wild Animals, 
Wild Flowers, eight binders total, together with a 
binder including full sets by Senior Service: Flying, 
Our Countryside, Sights of Britain (1st, 2nd and 
3rd series all complete), The Bridges of Britain, The 
Navy, Winter Series, plus a mixed binder (Milhoff, 
Mitchell, Ogdens, Senior Service, Godfrey Phillips, 
Players), full list on request, (qty). 
£200-300

532 

A large collection of cigarette cards by R & J Hill 
(Sunripe and Spinet). Comprising three stock 
binders totalling over 1,200 cards. To include 
complete sets by Spinet (of 50 unless stated): 
Historic Places from Dickens (large cards), by 
Sunripe (50 unless stated); Holiday Resorts, Music 
Hall Celebrities (large, 30), Nautical Sings (30), Our 
Empire (30), Public Schools and Colleges (small 
cards, 30 and large cards, 75), Views of Interest (5 
complete series each 48) Canada (48), full list on 
request, (qty). 
£60-90

533 
A large collection of cigarette cards by Ogden. 
Comprising six stock binders totalling almost 2,830 
cards. Complete sets (of 50 unless stated): British 
Birds (1st series), By The Roadside, Children of All 
Nations, Colour in Nature, Coronation Procession, 
Modern British Pottery, Modes of Conveyance 
(25), Ocean greyhounds, Optical Illusions 
(25), Picturesque Villages, Poultry rearing and 
Management (1st, 25), Prominent Racehorses of 
1933, Swimming Diving and Life-Saving, plus other 
makers (Senior Service - Beautiful Scotland, Britain 
from the Air, British Railways, Coastwise, all 48/48, 
and J. A. Pattreiouex British Empire Exhibition 
Series 50/50, full list on request, (qty). 
£120-180

534 
A large collection of cigarette cards by Godfrey 
Phillips. Comprising three stock binders totalling 
over 1,400 cards. Complete sets (of 50 unless 
stated): Aircraft (54), Animal Studies (30), Arms of 
the English Sees (25), Annuals, Evolution of the 
British Navy, Famous Minors, Film Favourites, 
Flower Studies (30), Our Dogs (30), Popular 
Superstitions (25), Railway Engines (25), Soldiers of 
the Kings (36), Special Jubilee Series (20), Speed 
Champions (30), full list on request, (qty). 
£60-90

527 
A framed collection of fi ve Randolph Caldicott 
prints, comprising three from ‘The Three Jovial 
Huntsmen’ and two from ‘John Gilpin’, together with 
a small album of postcards to include twenty World 
War I French silk examples, seaside humour etc. 
£30-50

528 

A large collection of cigarette cards by Carreras. 
Comprising four stock binders totalling almost 
2,000 cards. To include complete sets (of 50 unless 
stated): Believe it or Not, British Birds, British Prime 
Ministers (27), Celebrities of British History, Film 
Favourites, Film Stars (54), Flowers, Fortune Telling 
(36, two series including large cards), Kings and 
Queens of England, Military Uniforms, Notable MPs, 
A series of 24 Orchids (24), Popular Personalities 
(72), etc. 
£80-120

529 
A collection of Channel Islands-related cigarette 
cards by Ching. Comprising three series ‘Guernsey, 
Alderney and Sark’ (24/24, 46/50 and 34/50), two 
series ‘Around and About in Jersey’ (3/24 and 
24/24), ‘Jersey Past and Present’ (21/24 and 23/24), 
and ‘Jersey Then & Now’, (48/48), in total some 226 
cards 
£20-30

530 

A large collection of cigarette cards by Churchman. 
Comprising four stock binders totalling almost 
1,850 cards. To include complete sets (of 50 unless 
stated): Air Raid Precautions (48), Association 
Footballers, Curious Signs (25), Eastern Proverbs 
(2nd series, 25, plus large cards 2nd and 3rd series, 
each 12), Holidays in Britain (2 series, each 48), In 
Town To-Night, King of Speed, Nature’s Architects 
(25), The King’s Coronation, Treasure Trove, Well-
Known Ties (2 series), and Wings over the Empire, 
(48), full list on request, (qty). 
£80-120

523 

A good collection of Gallahers cigarette cards, 
comprising three binders of cards with part and full 
sets including: Army Badges, Trains of the World, 
Signed Portraits of Famous Stars, Champions of 
Stage and Screen, Shots from Famous Films, Film 
Partners, Film Episodes, Famous Film Scenes, 
My Favourite Part, Racing Scenes, Sporting 
Personalities, Famous Jockeys, Trains of the World, 
plus many more, and a part shoebox of Gallaher 
cards bagged in loose part and full sets. 
£50-80

524 

A good collection of Ogden’s cigarette cards, 
comprising three binders of cards with part and full 
sets including: Sights of London, Yachts & Motor 
Boats, Captains of Association Football Clubs & 
Colours, Jockeys 1930, Prominent Racehorses of 
1933, Derby Entrants 1926, Whaling, Cricket 1926, 
Aeroplanes, Champions, Famous Footballers, 
Famous Jockeys, Racehorses, etc, plus many more, 
and a part shoebox of Ogden’s cards in loose part 
and full sets. 
£50-80

525 
A good collection of Players cigarette cards, 
comprising two binders of cards with part and 
full sets including: Film Stars, Cricketers 1934, 
Cycling, Motor Cars, Cricketers Caricatures by 
Rip, Footballers Caricatures by Rip, Footballers 
Caricatures by Mac, Derby and Grand National 
Winners, International Airliners, RAF badges, 
Regimental Uniforms, Military Uniforms of the British 
Empire Overseas, Uniforms of the Territorial Army, 
etc., together with two framed sets of Players cards, 
and a part shoebox of Players cards bagged in 
loose part and full sets. 
£50-80

526 

A good large collection of assorted cigarette cards, 
comprising eight mixed binders of cards with 
part and full sets, makers including: Churchman, 
Lambert & Butler, John Player, Murray’s, Wills, 
Godfrey Phillips, plus many more, and a part box of 
assorted cards in loose part and full sets, well over 
5,000 cards. 
£100-200
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540 

Fifteen early 20th century monochrome postcards, 
each depicting ‘Airships’, together with fi ve 
monochrome photographs depicting ‘Airships’, the 
backs of each printed topical Press Agency 10 & 11 
Red Lion Court Fleet St London E.C.4. 
£50-80

541 
A box containing a collection of assorted stamps 
and cigarette card albums, to include a folio of loose 
leaves, having a selection of Dutch, English, US, 
South African, Tanganyikan, Argentinean, and other 
world stamps, behind rows of pouches, a German 
album of mixed world stamps, circa 1900 - 1950, 
three other albums, mixed and assorted, album of 
cards ‘Our South African Birds’, plus assorted loose 
stamps and cards, etc. 
£40-60

542 

A Victorian memorial book, The Wedding at Windsor, 
A Memorial of the Marriage of HRH Albert Edward 
Prince of Wales and HRH Alexandra Princess of 
Denmark, by W. H. Russell, published by Day and 
Son London, Lithographers to the Queen & HRH the 
Prince of Wales, to include a number of Chromo-
Lithographs and Wood Engravings, bookplate of 
Greenfi eld, Kingswinford. 
£200-300

543 
A 16th century vellum-bound book, ‘Demosthenis, 
Oratorum Graeciae Principis Opera...Venetiis 
MDL (1550), 3 vols in 1, 8vo, with some ancients 
annotations in ink. 
£100-200

544 
A 16th century vellum-bound book, ‘Luciani 
Samosateni Operum, Tomus III, Cum Gilberti 
Cognati & Ioannis Sambuci’, Basileae... n.d. but 
circa 1550, 846pp. plus Index, 8vo, with some 
ancients annotations in ink. 
£80-120

537 

An extremely large collection of cigarette cards by 
Wills. Comprising fourteen stock binders totalling 
over 6,550 cards. To include complete sets (of 50 
unless stated): Scissors 1 (30), A Series of 50 Alpine 
Flowers, Arms of Companies, Arms of Universities 
(25), Association Footballers (1st and 2nd series), 
Borough Arms (3rd and 4th series), Cinema Stars 
(1st and 2nd series 25, 3rd series of 50), Dogs (2nd 
series), Do You Know? (1st and 4th series), English 
Period Costumes, Famous Inventions, Flowers Trees 
and Shrubs, Garden Flowers (1st and 2nd series), 
Life in the Royal Navy, Lucky Charms, Merchant 
Ships of the World, Garden Hints, Gems of 
Belgian Architecture, French Architecture, Russian 
Architecture, Heraldic Signs & Their Origin (25), 
Household Hints, Modern Architecture (25), Motor 
Cars, Old English Garden Flowers, Old Inns (1st 
and 2nd series, 40), Old Sundials (25), Our King and 
Queen, Overseas Dominions (Australia and Canada, 
each 50), Public Schools (25), Radio Celebrities 
(1st and 2nd series), Railway Engines (2nd series), 
Railway Equipment, Railway Locomotives, A series 
of 50 roses (2nd series), Round Europe (48), Rugby 
Internationals, Safety First, School Arms, Shannon 
Electric Power Scheme (40), Ship’s Badges, 
Signalling Series, Speed, The King’s Art Treasures 
(40), The Reign of H.M. King George V, Wild Flowers 
(2nd series), Wonders of the Past, Garden Flowers 
(1st and 2nd series), Railway Engines, full list on 
request, (lge qty). 
£300-500

538 

An extremely large collection of cigarette cards. 
Comprising fourteen stock binders totalling almost 
6,650 cards. To include complete and part sets 
by assorted manufacturers; Anstie, Boguslavsky, 
Carroll, Cavanders, Churchman, Cope’s, Faulkner, 
Gallaher, Louis Gerard, The Greys, Hignett, 
International Tobacco, Peter Jackson, Kelloggs, 
Lambert & Butler, R. J. Lea’s, Lloyds, J. Millhoff, 
Millford (Mills), Stephen Mitchell, Morris, Pluck, 
Rothmans, Smith’s, United Kingdom Tobacco, 
Westminster, Wills, etc., full list on request, (lge qty). 
£300-500

539 
An early 20th century postcard album, comprising 
approximately 350 assorted postcards, to include 
various coloured and monochrome topographical, 
portraits, and comical examples, etc. 
£100-200

535 

An extremely large collection of cigarette cards by 
Players. Comprising twelve stock binders totalling 
over 5,650 cards. To include complete sets (of 
50 unless stated): Aircraft of the Royal Air Force, 
Arms Corps and Divisional Signs (1st series 50, 
2nd series 100), Army Life (25), Association Cup 
Winners, Aviary and Cage Birds, Badges and Flags 
of the British Regiments (2nd series), Boy Scouts 
and Girl Guides, British Livestock (25), British Naval 
Craft (25), British Regalia (25), Butterfl ies, Cats (24), 
Celebrated Gates, Characters from Dickens (25), 
Colonial and Indian Army Badges (25), Coronation 
Series: Ceremonial Dress, Aristocracy (1st and 
2nd series), Cricketers 1934, Cries of London (2nd 
series, 25), Cycling, Dandies, Dogs (1st and 3rd 
series), Drum Banners and Cap Badges, Egyptian 
Kings and Queens and Classic Deities (25), From 
Plantation to Smoker (25), National Flags and Arms, 
Regimental Standards and Cap Badges, Film Stars 
(2nd and 3rd series), Fire-Fighting Appliances, 
Flags of the League of Nations, Footballers 1928, 
Footballers 1928-9 (2nd series, 25), Gems of 
British Scenery (25), Gilbert & Sullivan (1st and 2nd 
series), Hints on Association Football, The Authentic 
Pictures On Board a Man-Of-War, Miniatures (25), 
Modern Naval Craft, Products of the World (2nd 
series), Racing Caricatures (40), R.A.F. Badges (2nd 
series), Regimental Banners (1st and 2nd series), 
Regimental Uniforms, Motor Cars, National Flags 
and Arms, Natural History, Players Past and Present 
(25), Polar Exploration (2nd series, 25), Riders of 
the World, Ship Figureheads (25), Ship Flags and 
Cap Badges, Struggle for Existence (25), The Pearls 
of Heaven (25), Uniforms of the Territorial Army, 
Victoria Cross (25), War Decorations and Medals 
(90), full list on request, (lge qty). 
£250-350

536 

A large collection of cigarette cards by Kensitas, 
Westminster and Whitbread. Comprising two stock 
binders totalling over 940 cards. To include full sets: 
Kensitas - Coronation (50), Westminster - British 
Royal and Ancient Buildings (2nd Series, 48), New 
Zealand (1st and 2nd Series, each 36), South Africa 
(36), plus an extensive collection of Whitbread Inn 
Signs, Comprising twelve stock binders totalling 
cards. Complete sets (of 50 unless stated); full list 
on request, (qty). 
£80-120
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547 

Charles Chaplin, My Autobiography, Bodley Head, London 1964, signed by the author to the dedication page ‘Hallo! ________ Hope you’ll enjoy this book. Charlie 
Chaplin.’, together with unframed caricature dated March 16th 1951(?), signed Charlie Chaplin, on leaf torn from a German book. 
£1,500-2,000

545 
A 16th century Italian vellum-bound book, ‘Herodiano delle vite Imperiali, tradotto 
di Greco per M. Lelio Carani’, in Vinegia appresso Gabriel Giolito de Ferrari e 
fratelli, MDLII (1552), 128pp, 8vo, together with;
M. Tullii Ciceronis, Orationum Sellectarum, Liber Unicus, Patavii MDCCXLV 
(1545), Ex Typographia Seminarii Apud Joannem Manfre, Superiorum Permissu; 
C. Julii Caesaris de Bello Gallico et Civili Commentarii, Neapoli MDCCCXXI 
(1821), and
A Greek text of 16th century origin, printed in black and red, vellum-bound. (4). 
£80-120

546 
Three facsimile copies of ‘Orme’s Collection of British Field Sports, ‘An Exact 
Facsimile of the First and Only Edition of one of the rarest of all sporting books’, 
Charles W. Traylen, Castle House, 49-50Quarry Street, Guildford. (3). 
£30-50

548 

An early Victorian watercolour album, titled Grant’s agricultural implements, comprising around 20 watercolour 
studies of agricultural machinery, some signed S Sharp, Stamford. 
£300-500

549 
A box containing assorted antiques reference books, to include The Illustrated Catalogue of the Universal 
Exhibition, published with The Art Journal, 1867, plus modern reference guides on Minton, Wedgwood, Tiffany 
Glass, Majolica, Edwardian Portraits, America pewter, etc. 
£20-30

550 
A box containing a good mixed selection of books, to include Finden’s Tableaux of National Character, Beauty, 
and Costume, Volumes I & II; A Description of the Collection of Ancient Marbles in the British Museum, Part 1, 
London 1812,; Henry Moses, The Works of Antonio Canova Vol. I and II, 1824; Souvenirs du Musee National 
4th Edition 1872; John Dunlop, Memoirs of Spain, volumes I & II; Knight’s Pictorial Gallery of Arts Vol. I; P.T.O. 
by Fougasse, etc. 
£100-200

Notes



Toys
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565 
A box containing a selection of ten assorted 00 
gauge model railway locomotives, to include Lima 
‘Ark Royal’, Triang ‘Britannia’ locomotive and tender, 
Mainline ‘Leander’ locomotive and tender, etc. 
£80-120

566 
A box containing a selection of ten assorted 00 
gauge model railway locomotives, to include Hornby 
‘Mallard’ locomotive and tender, Lima ‘King George 
I’ locomotive and tender, Triang ‘Winston Churchill’ 
locomotive and tender (repainted), etc. 
£80-120

567 

A box containing a selection of nine assorted 00 
gauge model railway locomotives, to include Triang 
Hornby ‘King George VI’ locomotive and tender, 
Airfi x ‘Royal Scot’ locomotive and tender, Triang 
Hornby ‘Evening Star’ locomotive and tender, etc., 
together with a Triang TT model railway Windsor 
Castle locomotive and tender. 
£80-120

568 
A box containing a selection of ten assorted 00 
gauge model railway locomotives, to include Hornby 
‘County of Norfolk’ locomotive, Hornby ‘Sir Dinadan’ 
locomotive and tender, Mainline ‘Freshford Manor’ 
locomotive and tender, etc. 
£80-120

569 

A Bing 0 Gauge clockwork model railway 4-4-0 
‘George the Fifth’ locomotive and tender (repainted), 
an 0 gauge clockwork model railway 4-4-2 GWR 
Tank locomotive, and an 0 gauge clockwork model 
railway 2-8-0 locomotive (lacking tender). 
£100-200

570 

A Hornby type 101 tinplate bodied clockwork 
model railway LMS 0-4-0 tank locomotive, together 
with four other similar examples, to include Great 
Western and LNER examples. (5). 
£100-150

559 
A box containing a selection of nine 00 gauge 
model railway locomotives, to include Hornby 
‘Penrice Castle’ locomotive and tender, Hornby 
‘Derwent Grange’ locomotive and tender, Bachmann 
‘Fountains Hall’ locomotive and tender, etc. 
£100-200

560 

A box containing a selection of eight 00 gauge 
model railway locomotives, to include Wrenn ‘City 
of Stoke-on-Trent’ locomotive and tender, Horby S 
& SJR 0-6-OT class 3F locomotive, Hornby BR 0-6-
OST Class J94 locomotive, etc. 
£100-200

561 
A box containing a selection of eight 00 gauge 
model railway locomotives, to include Mainline 
‘Lydham Manor’ locomotive and tender, Bachmann 
93XX Class Mogul locomotive and tender, an Airfi x 
GMR ‘Powderham Castle’ locomotive and tender, 
etc. 
£100-200

562 

A box containing a selection of Hornby Dublo model 
railway items, to include ‘Barnstable’ locomotive 
and tender, ‘Duchess of Montrose’ locomotive and 
tender, ‘Denbigh Castle’ locomotive and tender, etc. 
£100-200

563 

A box containing a Hornby 00 gauge model 
railway ‘Coronation’ locomotive and tender, two 
boxed Coronation Scot coaches, a Hornby R 4526 
operating mail coach set in original box, together 
with a good mixed selection of assorted 00 gauge 
model railway passenger coaches. 
£50-80

564 

A box containing a selection of eleven assorted 00 
gauge model railway locomotives, to include Hornby 
‘Tennyson’ locomotive and tender, Hornby ‘Sir 
Ironside’ locomotive and tender, Hornby ‘Glasgow 
Yeomanry’ locomotive and tender, etc. 
£80-120

TOYS

551 
An early 20th century Chad Valley ‘Escalado’ table 
top horse racing game in original box. 
£30-50

552 

A box containing a selection of ten 00 gauge model 
railway locomotives, to include Hornby ‘Cranleigh’ 
locomotive and tender, Hornby ‘Duchess of Rutland’ 
locomotive and tender, Bachmann ‘Mere Hall’ 
locomotive and tender, etc. 
£100-200

553 
A box containing a selection of ten 00 gauge model 
railway locomotives, to include Hornby ‘County of 
Denbigh’ locomotive and tender, Hornby ‘Albert 
Hall’ locomotive and tender, Airfi x Royal Scott ‘The 
Ranger’ locomotive and tender, etc. 
£100-200

554 
A box containing a selection of ten 00 gauge model 
railway locomotives, to include Hornby Battle of 
Britain ‘Spitfi re’ locomotive and tender, Bachmann 
‘City of Bath’ locomotive and tender, Bachmann 
‘Edie Ochiltree’ locomotive and tender, etc. 
£100-200

555 
A box containing a selection of eight 00 gauge 
model railway locomotives, to include Hornby 
‘Morning Star’ locomotive and tender, Hornby 
‘County of Flint’ locomotive and tender, Hornby ‘9F’ 
locomotive and tender, etc. 
£100-150

556 
A box containing a selection of eight 00 gauge 
model railway locomotives, to include Hornby 
‘British Monarch’ locomotive and tender, Bachmann 
N Class locomotive and tender, Bachmann ‘Sir 
Walter Raleigh’ locomotive and tender, etc. 
£100-150

557 
A box containing a selection of eight 00 gauge 
model railway locomotives, to include Hornby 
‘Hampden Castle’ locomotive and tender, Hornby 
‘Earl of Mount Edgcumbe’ locomotive and tender, 
Hornby ‘Roedeer’ locomotive and tender, etc. 
£100-150

558 
A box containing a selection of ten 00 gauge model 
railway locomotives, to include Wrenn ‘City of 
Glasgow’ locomotive and tender, Hornby Dublo 
‘Silver King’ locomotive and tender, Bachmann 
‘Guild Hall’ locomotive and tender, etc. 
£100-200
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583 

Two boxes containing a good mixed selection of 
assorted 0 gauge model railway buildings, signals 
and accessories to include Bassett Lowke wooden 
engine shed, Hornby engine shed, Hornby stations, 
Hornby signals cabins, etc. 
£100-200

584 

Four Bassett Lowke 0 gauge model railway 
passenger coaches, to include GWR 3rd class 
composite coach in original box, a similar GWR 1st 
class passenger coach, and two other coaches in 
LMS liveries. 
£100-200

585 
Two boxes containing a mixed selection of assorted 
model railway items and toys, to include two 
Bassett Lowke 0 gauge model railway locomotive 
bodies, other 0 gauge model railway parts, 00 gauge 
model railway static trains, die cast model vehicles, 
00 gauge model railway buildings, accessories, etc. 
£40-60

586 
A box containing three Ace trains, 0 gauge model 
railway passenger coaches, to include restaurant 
car example, a boxed Ace trains 0 gauge model 
railway vintage style tanker set, a boxed Ace trains 0 
gauge model railway guards van, a/f, etc. 
£80-120

587 
A box containing a good mixed selection of Hornby 
Dublo model railway rolling stock items, to include 
passenger coaches, goods wagons, recovery crane, 
etc. 
£50-80

588 

A Hornby 3.5” gauge live steam model railway 
‘Stephensons Rocket’ locomotive and tender in 
original box, a similar passenger coach model (a/f), 
selection of track, together with a Lima 0 gauge 
battery operated model railway ‘Giant’ train set, in 
original box, and a Lima 1.45 scale model train set 
in original box. 
£150-250

577 
Three Hornby Dublo electric model railway train 
sets, EDG7 tank goods set LNER, a similar 
LMS example, and an EDP2 ‘Duchess of Atholl’ 
passenger train set, each in original box. 
£150-250

578 

A Hornby 00 gauge electric model railway, limited 
edition ‘The Tyseley Connection’ train set, a similar 
‘GWR 175 Dean Single’ train set, and a similar ‘The 
Royal Duchy’ model train set, each in original box. 
£80-120

579 
A Hornby 00 gauge electric model railway, limited 
edition ‘The Flying Dutchman’ train set, a similar 
‘Great British Trains, Princess Helena Victoria’ train 
set, and a similar ‘Kentish Belle’ model train set 
(passenger coaches replaced), each in original box. 
£60-100

580 
A Hornby Dublo EDLT20 ‘Bristol Castle’ locomotive 
and tender in original box, a Wrenn 00 gauge 
model railway 4-6-0 GWR locomotive and tender, 
renamed ‘Restormel Castel’, three Hornby Dublo 
passenger coaches, a Hornby Dublo 4-6-0 GWR 
model railway locomotive renamed Clun Castle, 
with associated plastic BR tender, and a Hornby 
00 gauge electric model railway ‘The Cornishman’ 
train set (incomplete, lacks engine and tender), in 
original box. 
£60-100

581 

A box containing a Hornby 0 gauge clockwork 
model railway, type 51 0-4-0 locomotive and tender 
in British railways livery, a similar example in GWR 
livery, a Hornby 0 gauge clockwork model railway 
type 501 0-4-0 locomotive and tender in LNER 
livery, two Hornby 0 gauge clockwork model railway 
type M1 0-4-0 locomotive and tenders, etc. 
£60-100

582 

Two boxes containing a good mixed selection of 
assorted 0 gauge model railway rolling stock, to 
include Hornby, Bing, Bassett Lowke, etc. 
£100-200

571 

A scratchbuilt brass and metal bodied 0 gauge 
electric model railway saddle tank locomotive, a 
Lionel metal bodied 0 gauge electric model railway 
4-6-0 GWR ‘Binnegar Hall’ locomotive and tender 
(formerly The Hogwarts Express), and a plastic 
bodied 0 gauge electric model railway 0-6-0 LMS 
locomotive and tender. 
£60-100

572 
A box containing a selection of ten assorted die 
cast and metal bodied 00 gauge model railway 
locomotives, to include Hornby Dublo TTR and Bing 
examples. 
£100-200

573 

An 0 gauge tinplate and metal bodied clockwork 
model railway ‘County of Oxford’ locomotive and 
tender. 
£80-120

574 

A Hornby 0 gauge tinplate and metal bodied 
clockwork model railway LMS 4-4-0 compound 
locomotive and tender. 
£100-200

575 

A Bassett Lowke special limited release metal 
bodied electric 0 gauge model railway, LMS 4-6-0 
rebuilt Scot Class locomotive ‘Royal Scot’ and 
tender, (individually numbered plaque to interior of 
cab 83), in original box. 
£200-300

576 

A Sancheng Bachmann brassworks metal bodied 
electric gauge one model railway, GWR 0-6-0 tank 
locomotive, fi nished in matt black livery, in original 
box. 
£150-250
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601 

Three boxes of Chad Valley, Chiltern and other plush 
toys, to include a box of Chiltern washable soft toys, 
Mini-Pet pink rabbit, two ‘Squiffey’ hedgehogs, 
three unmarked gold plush teddy bears each with 
growler, two boxes of Chad Valley Chiltern musical 
plush novelty ball toys, Chad Valley kaleidoscopes, 
Humming Top, etc. 
£100-200

602 

A box containing an Armand Marseille bisque 
headed ‘Dream Baby’ doll, a composition pot 
headed doll, modelled as Hansel, Companion doll 
modelled as Gretel, hard plastic doll, etc. 
£60-100

603 
Two boxes containing assorted children’s annuals, 
to include: School Friend 1955, Beano Annual 1974, 
Dandy annuals 1974, 1975 and later, Radio Fun 
1959, Charles Buchan’s Soccer Gift Book 1959-60 
and 1961-2, Picturegoer 1959-60 and 1960-61, All 
Stars Football Book 1972, Rawhide, Victor, Whizzer 
& Chips, Dr Who, etc. 
£30-50

604 
A group of Beano and Dandy comics, to include 
examples, from 1949 (3) onwards, to include 1950s, 
60s, 70s and 80s, some in plastic sleeves. (Qty). 
£30-50

605 
A mixed collection of toys and children’s 
collectables, to include a Hornby Dublo electric 
locomotive, No. 6917, black LMS livery with 
carriage, tenders and good waggons, in associated 
box; a group of boxed ‘Harkergrange Classic Car 
Model Collection’ vehicles, a large box of collector’s 
cards in include Batman Returns, Superbowl, Tetley 
cards and fi gures, assorted packs of playing cards, 
some plastic and other toys, etc 
£50-100

594 
A Mercury ‘Super Sport’ toy pedal car
Modelled as a Buick cabriolet, with chromed 
steering wheel, horn and trim, leather seat and pink 
paintwork, 37”, (94cm) long 
£120-180

595 
A model double-decker London bus
‘Routemaster’ 137, in painted sheet metal with 
decals, 20” long x 11” high, (51cm x 28cm) 
£40-60

596 

An early 20th century hand made, hand painted 
wooden toy farm, together with a good mixed 
selection of hand painted, cast metal farmyard 
animals, fi gures and accessories, to include Britains, 
etc. 
£100-150

597 
A Finger Football game c. 1930s, Junior Model, 
made Tyburn Rd Birmingham England, 47.75” 
(121cm) long. 
£60-90

598 
A large gold plush teddy bear, the head with wide 
pricked ears and amber coloured eye (one missing), 
with snitched pointed snout, the jointed limbs with 
leatherette pads, 30.5” (77.5cm) tall. 
£50-80

599 
A box containing two gold plush teddy bears, each 
with wide pricked ears and amber coloured eyes, 
together with a similar hard cotton example. (3). 
£60-100

600 

A box containing an early gold plush teddy bear, 
with wide pricked ears, glass eyes and pointed 
snout, with opening lower jaw (a/f), the body with 
hump to back, jointed curved arms and legs, 
originally with felt pads (now replaced), 24” (61cm) 
tall, three other teddy bears, etc. 
£80-120

589 

A box containing a good mixed selection of 
assorted Hornby and other 0 gauge model railway 
rolling stock, to include three no2 wagons, private 
owners wagons including Huntley x Palmers 
(repainted), Palethorpes (repainted), Colmans 
Mustard (repainted), Jacobs & Co (repainted), 
Seccotine (repainted), Fyffes Banana Vans, etc. 
£100-300

590 
A Hornby 3.5” gauge live steam model railway 
‘Stephensons Rocket’ locomotive and tender in 
original box. 
£60-100

591 
A box containing a selection of Hornby 0 gauge 
model railway items, to include a tank goods set 
No 40 box and cover, containing British Rail 0-4-0 
tank engine and assorted wagons, a Hornby goods 
set No 30 box and cover, containing locomotive 
‘National’ tank wagon and track, a No 1 goods 
platform in original box, No 2 signal cabin in original 
box, four boxed wagons to include Manchester oil 
refi nery wagon, etc. 
£150-200

592 

A small 20th century dapple grey rocking-horse
With horse-hair mane and tail, leather saddle 
with stirrups, leather bridle with brass studs, 
and plaited reins, the painted wooden body on a 
stained wooden base incised with scrollwork, 33” 
long x 30.75” high, (84cm x 78cm) 
£200-250

593 

A modern pressed metal child’s pedal car, the yellow 
painted body with tubular metal window frame and 
imitation folded roof, the black running boards (one 
with applied vinyl letters ‘Brum’) above red and 
white edged disc wheels, 37” (94cm) long. 
£40-60
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621 
A box containing a mixed group of assorted 
ceramics and glass, to include a selection of plates 
and dishes with oriental decoration, a blue and 
white printed plate, together with a selection of 
drinking glasses, including a Babycham and Britvic 
examples, plus a quantity of costume jewellery. 
£20-30

622 
A box containing a mixed selection of ceramics, to 
include a group of Oriental wares, three Masons 
jugs, two Tupton ware vases, commemorative fl ask 
1937, Maltese glass vases, etc. 
£30-50

623 

A box containing fi ve Antique books and fi ve 
Antique boxes, books to include The Seasons 
by James Thomson and The Book of Art by E W 
Walters, plus assorted wooden boxes including one 
example having inlaid portrait miniature to hinged 
cover. 
£50-80

624 
A box containing a good mixed selection of 
assorted special edition Monopoly board games, 
to include ‘Nascar’, ‘Harley Davidson’, ‘60th 
Anniversary edition’, etc, together with a box 
containing a reproduction ‘Tiffany’ style table lamp, 
Delft pottery wall charger, etc. 
£60-100

625 

A box containing a mixed selection of assorted 
glass paperweights, glass dish modelled as a swan, 
etc. 
£20-30

626 
A box of assorted ceramics, comprising a 
Wedgwood plate, an Oriental part teaset, 
comprising a teapot, milk jug and sucrier, a 19th 
century teapot, plus a silver plated teapot. 
£30-50

613 
A boxed collection of ceramics, to include a Poole 
pottery double candlestick, pierced with perching 
birds, two early 19th century Derby style standishes 
(a/f), four Doulton series ware plates, assorted 
fi gures, teawares, etc. 
£50-80

614 
A Poole pottery ‘Cameo’ dinner service, for eight 
settings, to include dinner, lunch and side plates, 
two-handled soup cups, plus a pair of sauce boats, 
pair of lidded serving dishes, etc, each with celadon 
glaze, (two boxes) 
£40-60

615 

Two boxes containing Royal Albert ‘Old Country 
Roses’ teawares and ornaments, to include dinner 
and lunch plates, bowls, teapot, milk jug, platter, 
cake stands, photograph frame, etc. 
£40-60

616 
Three boxes containing a selection of glassware and 
ceramics, to include a Lladro and a Nao fi gurine, a 
Royal Doulton fi gurine ‘Kathleen’, ship’s decanter, 
a part suite of drinking glasses including whisky 
tumblers, red and white wine glasses, cut glass 
vases, etc. 
£30-50

617 
A box containing assorted ‘Bristol’ blue glass 
cruet liners, for mustard pots etc., various sizes, 
approximately 40, together with a collection of clear 
toiletry jars and stoppers. (Qty). 
£30-50

618 
A box containing a selection of silver plated items, 
to include a teapot of oval form having fl ower-head 
decoration, marked for William Hutton & Sons, 
EPBM 03306, a three piece tea set, various other 
cream jugs, tureens, cased fl atware, a cigarette 
case, etc. 
£30-50

619 
A box containing a set of studio pottery plates, with 
blue and brown fl ower upon an off white ground, 
8.5” (21.5cm), together with eight pottery phials. 
£20-30

620 
A box containing a mixed group of assorted 
ceramics, to include a Royal Doulton fi gurine, Dinky 
Do, a Copeland fi gurine, Diana, a Wedgwood blue 
jasperware box, various part tea wares, etc. 
£30-50

606 
A large group of assorted toys, a run lot (carload) 
to include: several boxes of modern plush animals, 
sealed boxes of TeliToys ‘Baby Pride’ gift sets, three 
boxed sets of one dozen ‘Animaux Amables’, plastic 
toys including ‘Come Back Roller’ and money box 
examples, boxed collections of ‘Sunny Smile’ plastic 
bath toys, rattles, children’s clocks, etc. 
£100-200

607 
A box containing a Chad Valley gold plush teddy 
bear, 14” (36cm) tall, another Chad Valley ‘Washable 
Toy’ teddy bear, a Japanese ‘Yonezawa’ toy 
‘Vacationland Express’ in original box, a Japanese 
clockwork novelty toy ‘Dora Duck’ in original box, 
Marx toys, replica tinplate Zeppelin toy, boxed 
spirograph, boxed jigsaw, trench art lighter. etc. 
£50-80

608 
A box containing a Corgi toys aviation archive, 
1.32nd scale diecast and plastic model, 
Supermarine Spitfi re in original box, together with 
a selection of assorted bound books relating to 
aircraft and militaria, etc. 
£40-60

609 
A box containing a Frederick Warne & Co Peter 
Rabbit’s race game, with cast metal playing pieces 
and wooden dice, plus a selection of F Warne & Co 
Beatrix Pottery story books, Dean ‘Bonzo’ annual, 
etc. 
£60-100

BOX LOTS

610 
A box containing assorted ceramics, to include 
various Royal Doulton and Coalport decorative 
wall plates, a Poole pottery fi gure of a dolphin, a 
small collection of china bells, plus various costume 
jewellery, etc. 
£20-30

611 

A box containing assorted 19th century ceramics, to 
include: an Ironstone China octagonal jug of ‘Hydra’ 
type, two selections of early 19th century ‘Fruit Girl’ 
pattern transfer-printed teawares, of small size, in 
red and in green respectively, a late 19th century 
part teaset, etc. 
£30-50

612 
A box containing a mixed selection of assorted 
oriental ceramics, to include two vases, each of 
ovoid form, having fi gurative panel decoration 
with gilt detail (both a/f), a part teaset, to include 
teapot, teacups, saucers, etc., each decorated with 
birds in fl ight, a vase of ovoid form, the grey glaze 
having painted decoration depicting a bird amongst 
blossom, etc. 
£30-50
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638 
A box containing a brass framed fi re screen inset 
with a hand painted mirrored panel, brass kettle with 
trivet stand, brass ladle and toasting fork, a brass 
Christmas 1914 soldiers First World War gift tin, a 
Victorian 1901 one penny coin inset dish, etc. 
£30-50

639 
A box containing fi ve Italian pottery bird ornaments, 
each with painted ‘Naples’ marks to bases, a pair of 
Royal Doulton bone china candle sticks decorated 
in Canton pattern, a Ronson table lighter, a pair of 
knopped brass candlesticks, brass dish, oriental jar 
and cover, etc. 
£30-50

640 
A box containing a Canon T50 35mm camera, 
Kodak Duafl ex camera, Samsung AF slim 200m 
35mm camera, etc. 
£20-30

641 

A box containing a mixed selection of mid 20th West 
German pottery, to include assorted sized vases, 
one Scheurich example of bulbous form having 
merging green and orange light lava glaze, another 
Dumler Breiden example of ovoid form with fl ared 
neck, having geometric glazed design on textured 
cream ground, etc. (Qty). 
£50-80

642 

A box containing a mixed selection of mid 20th West 
German pottery, to include assorted sized vases, 
one Scheurich example of tall slender form with blue 
lava glaze, another by the Bay factory circa 1960, 
the yellow ground having two horizontal blue bands, 
etc. (Qty). 
£50-80

643 
Three boxes containing a mixed selection of mid 
20th West German pottery, to include assorted 
sized vases and jugs, one Schurich example, having 
blue glaze in Alaska design, another Marzi & Remy, 
example with geometric design, plus a number of 
various sized vases having lava glaze, etc. (Qty). 
£50-80

632 

A box of containing a mixed group of collectables, 
to include a selection of glassware, including etched 
drinking glasses and three items of cranberry glass, 
a large metal jardiniere, assorted cigar coupons, a 
mantel clock, etc. 
£20-40

633 
Four boxes of glassware, to include assorted 
shaped cut glass decanters, a large quantity of 
assorted sized drinking glasses, bowls, jugs, etc. 
£40-60

634 
A box of assorted collectables, to include a large 
selection of plated cutlery, scales and weights, a 
boxed wooden chess set and a mantel clock, the 
dial marked Tempora. 
£40-69

635 
A box of assorted ceramics, to include a Royal 
Doulton part teaset, in the Lichfi eld pattern, 
comprising ten saucers, ten tea cups, ten side 
plates, sucrier and milk jug, plus a Wedgwood oval 
serving platter with printed blue fl oral design, an 
Aynsley plate, pedestal dish and trinket pot, each 
with painted design depicting still life of fruit, two 
small Royal Worcester plates, etc. 
£30-50

636 

A box containing two Swarovski ‘Fabulous 
Creatures’ fi gures, ‘The Dragon’ and ‘Pegasus’, 
each original box, plus a Swarovski display plaque 
detailed ‘Fabulous Creatures 1996-1998’, and four 
various Swarovski display stands, together with a 
mechanical money box modelled as a golfer and 
caddy, plus a pair of plaster book ends modelled as 
golf bags. (Some a/f). 
£80-120

637 
Two boxes containing a good mixed selection of 
assorted collectors plates, to include Coalport, 
Royal Doulton, etc., majority within original boxes, 
together with a single bound volume The Bradford 
Book of collector’s plates. 
£40-60

627 
A box containing a World War One British War 
medal and Victory medal pair, each engraved 48330 
PTE L Hands North D FUS, a 1902 Coronation 
commemorative medal in fi tted case, a gold 
plated crown wind pocket watch, the inner cover 
engraved with detail 2nd BN R W Fusiliers, a pair 
of Wedgwood Jasperware cuffl inks, a Bulova 
Ambassador Gentleman’s automatic wristwatch in 
original box, a pair of Carl Zeiss Binoculars, (a/f), 
blue Kodak box camera, other cameras, etc. 
£60-100

628 

A box containing a box of assorted plates, to 
include a Royal Crown Derby bone china example 
decorated in the old Imari palette, a Royal Doulton 
hand painted fl oral patterned plate with burnished 
gilt border, together with a Victorian fi ve piece 
Coalport dessert service, etc. 
£30-50

629 

A box containing assorted German porcelain items, 
to include a Coburg basket modelled with cherub 
and fl ower heads, another basket, a shell dish, two 
pairs of fi gures, etc. 
£30-50

630 
Two boxes containing assorted collectables, to 
include a Staffordshire pottery fl atback group of a 
couple, a Japanese vase, a Jack in the Pulpit vase, 
a pair of carved ox horns, a pair of brass candle 
sticks, fans, prints, brass ceiling light, clocks, etc. 
£30-50

631 
Two boxes of assorted ceramics, to include Lilliput 
Lane cottages, Nao fi gures, Royal Albert jar and 
cover, Poole vase, Beswick cats, Coalport teawares, 
souvenir spoons, etc. 
£40-60
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654 

A box containing a mixed group of ceramics, to 
include a Chinese Junyao-style vase, of cylindrical 
form with waisted neck and stylised twin handles, 
having merging purple and blue glaze ground, a 
Turkish glass vase of compressed bulbous form, 
having gold and red design to the body, plus a 
facsimile Galle glass vase with fl oral design, etc. 
£80-120

655 

A box containing a selection of small desk items, 
to include a Sailor fountain pen, having back resin 
body and nib marked 21K, in fi tted maker’s box, 
an inlaid wooden box, the cover lifting to reveal 
two lined compartments, a desk clock with globe 
surmount, etc. 
£50-80

656 

A box containing assorted Chinese blue and white 
porcelain, to include a ginger jar of ovoid form with 
foliate decoration, a wine pot of cylindrical form, 
with slender spout, waisted neck and fl at circular 
cover, the whole with banded fl oral decoration, etc. 
£100-150

657 
Two boxes containing assorted lighting, to include 
an Art Nouveau style stable stamp, 27.5” (68.5cm), 
and assorted gilt candelabras with scrolled arms, 
plus assorted metalwork, to include a watering can 
(lacking cover), a kettle (lacking cover), a circular 
basket with handle, various reeded moulds, etc. 
£50-80

648 
A box containing a Limoges Patek Philippe 
collection 2004 commemorative dish, in original 
box, an Ermengildo Zegna Patek Philippe 2005 
silk tie, in original box, two Patek Philippe pins, a 
cased pair of hallmarked silver table place markers, 
Watermans and Cross pens, cameras, etc. 
£50-80

649 
Two boxes containing a mixed selection of assorted 
items, to include two unframed watercolour studies 
of game birds and ducks, each signed J C Harrison, 
two mantle clocks, toy ‘Jack in the box’, plaster 
religious fi gure, etc. 
£40-60

650 
A box containing a selection of Royal Doulton 
‘Bunnykins’ children’s feeding plates, bowls and 
mugs, to include some examples marked Barbara 
Vernon. 
£40-60

651 
A box containing a Paragon dinner, tea and coffee 
service in the ‘Country Lane’ pattern, to include two 
oval meat plates, two lidded tureens, six settings 
of dinner, dessert and side plates, soup bowls, tea 
cups, and saucers, plus a sucrier, milk jug, etc. 
£50-80

652 

A box containing a W R Midwinter Ltd part dinner 
service in ‘Ming Tree’ pattern designed by Jessie 
Tait, comprising two oval serving platters, two 
tureens with covers and nine dinner plates. 
£40-60

653 

A box containing a mixed group of works of art, to 
include an eastern enamel vase, of bulbous form 
with fl ared neck, having blue and red panelled 
decoration, a pierced metal vase of cylindrical 
form, on knopped hardstone stem, stepped base 
and three feet, plus a softwood box, with pierced 
decoration to the whole, and central hand painted 
panel depicting two peacocks to the hinged cover, 
etc. 
£80-120

644 

Two boxes containing a mixed selection of mid 
20th West German pottery, to include assorted 
sized vases with lava glaze and other decoration, 
one example of slight baluster form, with red, grey 
and blue textured glaze, another W-Keramik vase 
having ovoid body with tall tapering neck, decorated 
with merging brown and grey glaze, the interior of 
light blue, the neck with vertical stripe design, plus 
assorted other examples. (Qty). 
£50-80

645 
Three boxes containing a mixed selection of mid 
20th West German pottery, to include assorted 
sized vases and ewers, one Bay Keramic example 
of slight baluster form, the textured cream glaze 
decorated with painted fl oral design, another smaller 
Dumler and Breiden example, the body of baluster 
form with tapering neck, having speckled ground 
with horizontal red and black stripe design, etc. 
(Qty). 
£50-80

646 
Two boxes containing a mixed selection of mid 20th 
German pottery, to include a set of thirteen Dumler 
and Breiden west German vases, each having 
textured cream ground with horizontal yellow, red, 
green and black horizontal bands, together with 
a selection of assorted East German pottery, one 
Strehla example with grey lava glaze decorated with 
horizontal green bands, another of bulbous form, 
the light blue glaze having central dark blue band, 
etc. (Qty). 
£50-80

647 

A large group of assorted 20th century west German 
pottery vases and pots with covers, to include a 
Carstens example, the large vase having yellow 
glazed ground with central textured banding and 
two lobed borders, another Scheurich example 
of tall slender form with waisted neck, the yellow 
glaze decorated with horizontal bands containing a 
geometric pattern, etc. 
£50-80
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669 
A box containing a mixed selection of silver plated 
items, to include a muffi n dish, Art Deco butter dish, 
tea service, condiment set, etc. 
£20-30

670 
A box containing early 19th century corkscrew, 
having bone handle of barrel form, 5.25” (13.5cm) 
long, another example with loop handle, a pair of 
brass and pottery candlesticks, plus a set of bone 
dominoes. 
£40-60

671 
A group of assorted collectables, comprising a 
Birmingham hallmarked silver comb cover, with 
raised foliate decoration, a pair of silver plated 
teaspoons with hockey stick detail to the handle, a 
group of military clips detailed SJAA, etc. 
£30-50

672 
A black Bakelite telephone, a mahogany framed 
shield shaped wring toilet mirror, and an oak framed 
tray inset with a coloured engraving depicting a view 
of Syon House at Isleworth, after Boydell. 
£50-80

673 
A Cartier ladies printed silk scarf in original box, 
together with seven china trinket boxes and covers, 
to include Royal Worcester examples, together with 
a Crown Staffordshire fl oral encrusted dish. 
£50-80

674 

A box containing a small selection of assorted 
Roman coins, a 19th century framed and glazed 
watercolour depicting a young girl dressed in a wide 
brimmed hat and paisley shawl, carrying a wicker 
basket along a country road, signed A F Cell, and 
two modern Imari pattern plates. 
£50-70

664 
A box containing a Royal Doulton Lord Horatio 
Nelson Character mug, assorted glass decanters, a 
Pollocks Toy Theatre, cast metal ‘Jolly’ money box, 
doll, three modern cased hallmarked silver spoons, 
similar cased spoon and fork, coins, etc. 
£50-80

665 

A box containing a Shelley teaset, comprising 
twelve teacups, twelve saucers, a milk jug, sucrier, 
twelve dessert plates and two larger plates. 
£80-120

666 

A box containing assorted glassware, to include 
Venetian and Bohemian miniature vases, ruby 
fl ashed scent bottles, atomiser, etc. 
£30-50

667 

Two boxes containing assorted ceramics, to include 
a Coalport Aesthetic blue and gilt cup and saucer, 
Paragon dish, numerous cabinet miniatures, etc. 
£40-60

668 
A box containing a mixed group of framed etchings 
and other prints, to include one example depicting a 
rural landscape, together with another illustrating a 
ruined castle, etc. 
£30-50

658 
A box containing seven assorted carriage lamps 
c.1900, comprising fi ve of rectangular form and two 
of hexagonal form. (7). 
£50-80

659 
A box containing a selection of Carlton Ware 
‘Australian Design’, table wares to include toast 
rack, leaf pattern dish, etc., Beswick celery dish, 
etc., and a Clarice Cliff ‘Corn on the Cob’ oval dish. 
£40-60

660 

A box containing a good mixed selection of 
assorted items to include WMF plated cutlery, 
candelabra, etc., two Norwegian pin dishes, two 
part tea services. Royal Winton, Grimwades plate, 
Doulton plate medina glass vase, ware ‘Johnny 
Walker Ashtrays, etc. 
£40-60

661 
A box containing a Grundig TK25 reel to reel tape 
recorder, a Grundig GCM3 microphone, a ‘Crown 8’ 
Cine Camera, Bladon brass bodied blow lamp, ‘AA’ 
car badge on applied carved wooden stand, Curtis 
and Harvey diamond grain gunpowder tin, and two 
mortars and pestles. 
£40-60

662 
A box containing an unusual cribbage board. formed 
from the butt of a rifl e, with brass inlay and applied 
Royal Engineers cap badge, an unusual Abbey 
National Commemorative ‘Brick’, as salvaged 
from 221 B Baker Street, together with a similar 
commemorative bottle of water, framed print, etc. 
£30-50

663 

A box containing a good mixed selection of 
predominantly 19th century lustre glazed pottery 
jugs and sugar bowls. 
£80-100



Paintings
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680 
A group of assorted prints and paintings, to include 
three limited edition prints of foxes, two 20th century 
oils on canvas, the fi rst a river scene, signed Cafi eri, 
the second a posy, signed Bernard, etc. 
£30-50

681 
Alvar Sunol (Spanish, b.1935)
Four signed embossed lithograph prints
Abstract portrait studies
Each signed and numbered in pencil and three with 
paper label for Elizabeth Gordon Gallery, Durban 
verso
Each 20” x 25.5” (51cm x 65cm)
Framed under glass. (4). 
£100-200

682 
A group of fi ve assorted prints, to include a Russell 
Flint example depicting a street scene and signed 
in pencil lower right, two limited edition prints, each 
depicting a landscape in the pointillist style, both 
signed Durrant, entitled and numbered, etc. 
£40-60

683 
Birmingham interest, a group of fi ve framed and 
glazed limited edition prints of Hockley, by Ron 
‘Smudge’ Smith (b. 1928),comprising: ‘Swallow 
Raincoats’ (Fine in the Rain), Scribban’s Bakery, 
New Street Railway Station, The Turk, Hockley 
Passenger Railway station, each 13.5” x 16.25” 
(33.5cm x 41cm), framed and glazed. 
£30-50

678 

Two Chinese silk panels, the fi rst of rectangular 
form depicting two birds seated upon a blossom 
tree, 22.25” x 9” (56.5cm x 23cm), the second of 
square form depicting fl oral arrangements within a 
foliate boarder, 16.5” x 15.5” (42cm x 39.5cm), each 
framed and glazed. 
£40-60

PAINTINGS

675 

A group of four assorted framed paintings, to 
include an oil on board depicting a Continental 
street scene, an oil on canvas depicting fi gures on a 
shore at low tide with ruins in the distance, an oil on 
canvas depicting a winged fi gure cradling another 
fi gure in fl ight, plus another oil on board depicting a 
still life of fruit and fl owers. (4). 
£40-60

676 

A 19th century wall hanging picture frame with 
pierced decoration, depicting cupids, caryatids and 
classical fi gures, 5.75” (14.5cm) high. 
£80-120

677 

A continental tapestry wall hanging, probably 
18th century, depicting a female saint holding 
book and cross beneath Royal Arms, 62” x 39.5” 
(157.5cm x 100cm), (s/d), 
£200-300

679 

Frank Worth (1923-2000), A collection of limited edition black and white silver gelatin prints, to include 
Grace Kelly at the premiere of Rear Window, 1954 (printed later), Alfred Hitchcock, Grace Kelly and 
Oleg Cassini at the premiere of Rear Window, 1954, Marilyn Monroe with car on the set of How to 
Marry a Millionaire, 1953, Lauren Bacall, Betty Grable and Marilyn Monroe on the set of How to Marry 
a Millionaire, 1953, Marilyn Monroe and Ralph Edwards at the 1952 Hollywood Entertainers’ Baseball 
Game, 1952, Marilyn Monroe with Carl Reiner, 1955, Rita Hayworth Sunbathing in her Garden, 
Hollywood, 1939, Rita Hayworth in Burbank, CA, 1939, Elizabeth Taylor at Home in Los Angeles, 1948, 
all with photographer’s blind stamp. (15). 
£2,000-3,000
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695 
Two boxes containing a good large mixed selection 
of assorted pictures and prints, to include 
watercolours signed Guy Pearson, Phil Osment, etc. 
£100-200

696 
A framed and glazed railway poster, ‘Lancashire & 
Yorkshire Railway and Liverpool Overhead Railway’, 
29.75” x 19.25” (75.5cm x 49cm). 
£60-90

697 
Two oil paintings on board, the fi rst depicting 
a Continental landscape scene of lakeside 
town, indistinctly signed lower right, 4.25” x 6” 
(11cm x 15cm), together with another similar, both 
framed under glass, (frames a/f). 
£40-60

698 
Watercolour on paper, Highland lake scene with 
cattle, entitled verso Spring Morning Loch Lomond, 
indistinctly signed lower right, in card slip, framed 
and glazed, 9.25” x 11.75” (23.5cm x 30cm). 
£30-50

699 

Paul Visser, (Dutch, later 20th century)
Three oil paintings on canvas
Each depicting coastal scenes with boats
All inscribed verso ‘Amsterdam’ and dated ‘72 to ‘79
Largest 23” x 35”, (58.5cm x 89cm)
in pine frames, (3). 
£60-90

700 

Circle of Edwin Harris, (1855-1906)
A pastoral scene with cattle at a bend in the river, 
thatched hay barns to the fore
Oil on canvas, inscribed ‘Edwin Harris’ lower left
19.5” x 29.5”, (49.5cm x 75cm)
in later cloth slip and gilt frame 
£80-120

689 
S F Smitheman, a signed limited edition coloured 
print, ‘HMS Victory leading the line at Trafalgar’, 
another similar example ‘HMY Britannia leaving 
Tower Bridge for the last time’, a W L Wyllie 
coloured print, ‘The Birth of Titan’, Erwin Rommel 
framed picture displays, Dan Ackroyd signed 
photographic image, other signed pictures, etc. 
£80-120

690 
Richard Peters, a signed limited edition print, ‘Class 
Eastwood’, a large printed panel, ‘WSS Enterprise 
NCC 1701-D’, Rolling Stones print, framed picture 
cards and a large selection of assorted coloured 
pictures and prints, etc. 
£80-120

691 
A group of ten framed and glazed prints, each 
depicting coastal or lakeside scene, largest 
26” x 26” (66cm x 66cm). 
£60-100

692 
A limited edition signed print signed Dorothea 
Buxton Hide, depicting two tigers bathing, 17” x 25” 
(43cm x 63.5cm), together with two watercolours, 
signed T B Fowler, 1918, the fi rst depicting a rural 
scene with castle in the background, the second 
depicting a thatched cottage, each in gilt frame, 
6.25” x 9.25” (16cm x 23.5cm). 
£30-50

693 

A limited edition Dunlop print by Michel Raimon, 
signed and numbered 417/500, depicting the engine 
of the Jaguar D type which won the 24 Hours of Le 
Mans 1957, in card mount and frame, certifi cate of 
authentication verso, 20.5” x 26.5” (52cm x 67.5cm). 
£30-50

694 

Three framed and glazed hand-coloured engraved 
maps, the fi rst ‘The Road from York to West-
Chester’, the second ‘Westmoreland’, plus another 
‘Anglesy’, largest 13.5” x 18” (34cm x 45.5cm). 
£60-90

684 
Govinder Nazran, (1964-2008), a limited edition 
print, ‘’Boo Dog’ titled, numbered and signed 
in pencil, in card mount and frame under glass, 
13.25” x 15” (33.5cm x 38cm), together with a resin 
sculpture modelled as a blue dog, 4” (10cm) high. 
£50-80

685 
Eight Vanity Fair framed and glazed coloured prints, 
Sovereigns No 3, No 4 and No 5, Statesmen No 15, 
No 23, No 38 and No 71, and Men of the Day No 34. 
£40-60

686 

A pair of framed prints depicting hunting scenes, 
after J Charlton, the fi rst titled ‘A good start’, the 
second ‘The meet’, in card slip and wooden frame 
under glass, 18.75” x 13.75” (47.5cm x 35cm). 
£30-50

687 

Tony Smith, a signed limited edition coloured print, 
‘Il Leone - World Champion’, signed in pencil Nigel 
Mansell, six other motor racing prints signed by 
Nigel Mansell, other motor racing pictures and 
prints, etc. 
£150-250

688 
Norman Neason (1915-2010), Gardeners tending a 
vegetable patch, watercolour, signed in pencil and 
dated 1999, 4.5” x 7” (11.5cm x 17.75cm), together 
with a selection of Neason coloured prints, to 
include some signed examples. 
£80-120
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708 
Joseph Such (fl . 1866-1875)
Rural view of a river and bridge before a cottage
Oil on paper
Signed to lower right hand corner
23.5” x 13.5” (59.5cm x 34.25cm)
In card mount and framed under glass
Together with a small oil on canvas of a shepherd 
before a windmill, unsigned, 7.25” x 5.5” 
(18.5cm x 14cm), framed under glass. (2). 
£50-80

709 

R McCormack
A Middle Eastern desert scene with shepherds and 
fl ock
Oil on board
Signed lower left
14.5” x 11.5” (37cm x 29cm)
In oak frame 
£40-60

710 

An Oil on canvas depicting an alpine scene, 
indistinctly signed (a/f), a coloured print depicting a 
street scene, signed to mount Openshaw, 13” x 19” 
(33cm x 48cm), a framed and glazed limited edition 
print Life Force II, signed Shaw to lower right of 
mount 180/195, plus three watercolours, two 
framed. (5).
£50-80

711 
A framed oil on board, landscape at sunset, 
signed John T Wood to lower right, 19.5” x 26.5” 
(50cm x 67.5cm), together with another oil on board 
by the same hand, label verso reads ‘No6 Lost cat 
in ‘where’ house, watercolour and ink, John T Wood, 
69’, 8” x 14.5” (20 x 37cm). 
£40-60

712 
A hand painted and gilded orthodox wooden 
ikon panel depicting The Madonna and Child, 7” 
(18cm) x 4,75” (12cm). 
£60-90

705 
Willis Pryce, oil painting on board, landscape 
study, titled verso Monsaldale Derbyshire, signed, 
7.5” x 9.5” (19cm x 24cm). 
£20-30

706 

A framed and glazed Mughal watercolour
Depicting Indian hunting scene with fi gures and 
various animals including elephants, horses, camel, 
etc.
4.5” x 7.5” (11.5cm x 18cm)
In card mount and modern frame. 
£80-120

707 

Roland Green (1896-1971)
Three pheasants perched on a branch before a 
woodland
Watercolour
Signed to lower right hand corner
3.5” x 4.75” (9cm x 12cm)
In pierced metal frame under glass with easel 
support verso
Together with another watercolour of pheasants 
fl ying over a stream, signed and dated W Jones 
1895, 12.5” x 8.5” (31cm x 21.5cm), in card mount 
and framed under glass. (2). 
£50-80

701 

James Herbert Sovell (1861-1935)
Still life with vase and fl owers
Oil on canvas
Signed lower right
16” x 12” (41cm x 30cm)
Unframed 
£100-150

702 
English school (early 20th century)
Three quarter length portrait study depicting cloaked 
female holding quill before a dark ground
Oil on board
Unsigned
25” x 33” (63.5cm x 84cm)
In gilt frame 
£50-80

703 

Oliver Clare (1853-1927),
Still life with fruit,
oil on board,
signed lower right hand corner,
11.5” x 9.5” (29cm x 24cm),
In gilt frame 
£100-200

704 
English School
Landscape scene, Dovehouse Farm, Dovehouse 
Lane, Solihull
Oil on canvas
Indistinctly signed lower left hand corner
17.52 x 29.5” (44.5cm x 75cm)
In gilt frame 
£80-120
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720 

Michael Crawley (modern), a framed and glazed 
watercolour, titled verso, ‘Snowy Day in New York 
City, signed, 14.25” x 10.25” (37cm x 26cm). 
£80-120

721 

Michael Crawley (modern), a framed and glazed 
watercolour, titled verso ‘2,000 Guineas, The Start 
Newmarket’, signed, 11” x 16” (28cm) x 40.5cm). 
£60-90

722 

Michael Crawley (modern), a framed and glazed 
watercolour titled verso ‘The Metropolitan 
Tower, New York’, signed, 15.5” 11.5” 
(38.25cm x 29.25cm). 
£80-120

716 

J T Pagan 19th century, a pair of oil paintings on 
canvas, continental town scenes, signed and dated 
1880, 9.5” x 7.5” (24cm x 19cm). 
£150-200

717 

19th century English school an oil painting on board, 
marine study of naval warship with members of 
crew in rowing boat to the fore, inscribed verso 
‘Still Waters Off Macau 1845’, 8.25” x 6.25” 
(21cm x 16cm). 
£100-150

718 

An oil painting on board impressionist study of 
moored sailing vessels, indistinctly signed, inscribed 
verso, 5.25” x 6.75” (13.25cm x 16.5cm). 
£60-90

719 

Michael Crawley (modern), a framed and glazed 
watercolour, titled verso ‘River Thames Pool of 
London’, signed, 10” x 17” (25.5cm x 43.25cm). 
£80-120

713 

A 19th century English school, an oil painting on 
canvas, laid on board, study of an inquisitive dog 
investigating a coopered barrel, containing sheets 
and washing, 10 1/2” (26.75cm) x 12” (30.5cm). 
£50-80

714 

Edward Taylor (1838-1911), watercolour, half length 
portrait study depicting a young girl holding a fan, 
signed, 5.25” X 3.25” (13.25cm x 8.25cm). 
£60-90

715 

19th century English school, oil painting on canvas 
laid on board, study of a spaniel near his kennel, 
inscribed verso ‘A Spaniel The Property of Mr 
Isade Stuart? of Monkseleigh Farm’, 5.25” x 7.75” 
(14cm x 19.5cm). 
£60-90
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734 

John Murray Thomson (1885-1974) oil painting 
on canvas, highland scene with deer to the fore, 
signed, 17.5” x 23.5” (44.5cm x 59.5cm). 
£150-200

735 

English school a late 19th century oil painting on 
canvas, oval head and shoulder portrait depicting a 
young lady dressed in a bonnet and shawl. 
£150-200

736 

Walter Sydney Stacey (1846-1929) oil painting on 
board, titled verso ‘Across The Marshes’, signed, 
9.5” x 13.25 (24cm x 34.25cm). 
£100-150

737 

Roger John Collins oil on board, an extensive rural 
landscape with view of a grand Broadland Church, 
Norfolk, signed, 9” x 11.5” (23cm x 29cm). 
£50-80

729 

19th century French school oil on panel, three 
quarter length portrait study, a young lady draped 
in a silk shawl, marked verso ‘Muller Paris’ 12” x 9” 
(30.5cm x 23cm) . 
£150-200

730 
Malcolm Bennett (1942 - ), an oil on panel, titled 
verso ‘Boulder Shore’, 6” x 6.25 (15.25cm x 16cm), 
signed. 
£80-120

731 
Cyril Hamersma (1919-1994), oil on panel ‘The 
Clowns’, signed, 24” x 17.25” (61cm x 43.75cm). 
£80-120

732 

English school an oil on canvas, horse racing 
scene, the dash to the winning post, 14” x 17.25” 
(35.5cm x 44.5cm), indistinctly signed and dated 
38’. 
£150-250

733 

A framed and glazed watercolour, fox hunting group, 
titled ‘A Good Gallop’, signed. 
£100-150

723 
School of Burne Jones, a pencil and charcoal 
sketch, half length portrait study depicting a 
young girl, signed with initials, 17.5” x 13.5” 
(44.5cm x 34.25cm). 
£40-60

724 

Lucy Hill (early 20th century) oil painting on 
canvas, portrait study of the dog ‘Waverly’, 
indistinctly signed and dated 1908, 23.5” x 19” 
(59.5cm x 48.25cm). 
£150-200

725 
Early 19th century Italian school, an oil painting on 
copper panel, head and shoulder portrait study of 
Christ with crown of thorns upon his head, 13” 10” 
(33cm x 25.25cm). 
£80-120

726 
19th century English school, a pair of framed 
and glazed pastel portraits, half length studies of 
young girls, each with ringlet hair and wearing lace 
dresses, 19.25” x 13.25” (49.5cm x 33.5cm), each 
indistinctly signed. 
£80-120

727 
A frame and glazed modern mixed media painting 
depicting a group of gathered fi gures, titled verso 
‘Brothers In Arms’, 11.5” x 10” (29.25cm x 25.25cm), 
see label verso. 
£60-90

728 

H Barnett (early 20th century) two framed and 
glazed watercolours, Connemara landscape 
studies, each signed and dated 1914 and 
1918, 7.5” (19cm) x 10” (25.5cm) and 7” x 10” 
(17.75cm x 25.5cm). 
£40-60
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749 
Vera Lowe, (20th century)
Alleyway, Haworth III
Oil on board
Signed lower left
13.25” x 8” (33.5cm x 20.5cm)
In gilt frame 
£30-50

750 

English School, (late 19th century)
Portrait of a young child
Oil on canvas laid on board
Indistinctly signed lower left
20.75” x 17.25” (52.5cm x 44cm)
Framed 
£100-150

751 

George Stanfi eld Walters, (1838-1924)
Watercolour heightened with white
Sailing boats at sea
13.5” x 19” (34.5cm x 48cm)
In card slip and wooden frame under glass 
£60-90

752 
A grey wash watercolour depicting Bishop Lloyds 
Palace Chester, signed lower right Eldred Bennett, 
14.25” x 10.25” (36cm x 26cm), in card mount, 
framed under glass. 
£40-60

745 

19th century English school, an oil painting 
on board, study of two terriers, 4 1/2” x 7” 
(11.5cm x 16.75cm) 
£60-90

746 

Early 19th century continental school oil on canvas, 
half length portrait study, lady in red dress with ruff 
collar, 22 1/2” x 18 1/2” (47cm) 
£150-250

747 

Attributed to George Cattermole, (1800-1868)
Watercolour
Interior scene with two gentleman consulting the 
contents of a box
Indistinctly marked lower right hand corner
6.5” x 9.25” (16.5cm x 23.5cm)
In card slip and gilt frame under glass 
£80-120

748 
Olive Bagshaw, (20th century)
End of the day
Agricultural scene
Oil on canvas
Signed lower left
11.25” x 15.25” (28.5cm x 38.5cm)
Framed 
£30-50

738 
British school (mid to late 20th century) oil 
painting on board, fi gural study, 15.5” x 7.5” 
(38.25cm x 19cm). 
£50-80

739 
Sally Ducksbury a framed and glazed coloured print, 
titled in pencil ‘Vulnerable Lady’, signed in pencil by 
the artist and dated 60. 
£40-60

740 
Tom Westley (20th century), oil on board, half 
length portrait study of a nude female, 15.5” x 11” 
(39.25cm x 28cm), signed and dated 53. 
£100-150

741 
British school, a framed and glazed gouache, full 
length portrait study of nude female, 13” x 16.25” 
(33cm x 41.5cm). 
£60-90

742 

Thomas Bush Hardy (1842-1897), watercolour, 
Brixham trawlers at anchor in Torbay harbour, 
signed and inscribed, 7” x 10” (17.75cm x 25.25cm). 
£150-200

743 
19th century English school oil on canvas, rural 
scene with solitary fi gure and cattle before a 
thatched farm house, 12” (30.5cm) x 17 1/2” 
(44.5cm) 
£50-80

744 

19th century English school, a framed and glazed 
water watercolour, three quarter length portrait study 
depicting a lady seated sewing at a table, 8 3/4” 
(22.25cm) x 6 3/4” (17.25cm) 
£50-80
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760 

William Bower Dalton, ARCA, (1868-1965)
Two early 20th century watercolours,
the fi rst a coastal scene, identifi ed as ‘Tunis or 
Algiers’ verso,
12.5” x 9”, (32cm x 23cm), in wash-lined card 
mount, framed under glass,
plus a moonlit harbour scene with cruise liner,
monogrammed and dated 1934 lower right,
9” x 12.5”, (23cm x 32cm). (2).
Provenance: from the family of the artist, by 
descent. 
£100-150

761 

William Bower Dalton, ARCA, (1868-1965)
A group of six early 20th century watercolours,
To include ‘Trees by edge of lake’,
monogrammed lower right, 6.5” x 9.5”, (16.5cmx 
24cm), plus two further of castles, and three further 
landscapes. (6).
Provenance: from the family of the artist, by descent. 
£100-150

762 

An oil on canvas board
Grazing cattle in a meadow
Indistinctly signed lower left
15.75” x 17.25” (40cm x 44cm)
In gilt frame 
£100-150

757 

19th Century Italian School
Oval half length portrait study depicting a classical 
female
Oil painting on panel
8.5” (21.5cm) high 
£60-100

758 

William Bower Dalton, ARCA, (1868-1965)
Two early 20th century watercolours,
the fi rst entitled ‘New York Harbour’ in a later hand 
verso,
6.25” x 7.5”, (16cm x 19cm), in card mount, framed 
under glass,
plus a second larger watercolour entitled ‘Southern 
USA’ verso,
monogrammed and dated 1946 lower left,
10.5” x 13.5”, (26.5cm x 34cm), (2)
Provenance: from the family of the artist, by 
descent. 
£100-150

759 

John Copley, (1875 - 1950), ‘The Orchestra Pit’, an 
etching, signed in pencil lower right, inscribed with 
dedication to W.B Dalton (William Bower Dalton), 
8” x 17.5”, (20cm x 44.5cm), in card mount and oak 
frame under glass. 
£100-150

753 

Michael Crawley (modern)
Two framed and glazed watercolours
Each titled Verso ‘River Thames, St Pauls’ and 
‘There Off! Newmarket’
Each signed
11.5” x 19” (29cm x 48.25cm)
11.25” x 15.25” (28.5cm x 39.75cm) 
£100-200

754 

19th Century Continental School
A single framed and glazed set of three watercolours
Military studies
Largest example 11” x 9” (28cm x 22.75cm) 
£150-250

755 

H G Glindoni (1852-1913)
‘The Minuet’
Interior scene with dandy and lady about to dance
Watercolour
Signed and dated 1894
14” x 10” (35.5cm x 25.5cm) 
£60-100

756 
P Kilner (20th century)
Last moments of the Bismarck
Oil painting on canvas
Signed
20” x 30” (50.75cm x 76cm) 
£50-80
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766 

An 18th century oil on board
Continental School
Three fi gures include a female nude in a garden 
setting
9.5” x 7.75” (24cm x 19.5cm)
With gilt frame 
£200-300

767 
George Willis-Pryce (R.B.S.A. 1866-1949)
Five oils on canvas
Waterside landscapes with distant fi gures
Signed to lower edges
Each approx. 11.25” x 7.25” (28.5cm x 18.5cm)
Each in swept gilt frame, four with artist plaque 
£200-300

768 

E. Florino, (20th century),
Malaga, oil on canvas,
signed and dated lower left 1907 E Florino,
19.25” x 36.75” (49cm x 93.5cm), in wooden frame,
together with two smaller examples on board by the 
same hand. 
£200-300

769 

William Frederick Yeames (1835-1918)
Portrait of a young woman
Oil on canvas
Signed, monogrammed and dated 1864 to bottom 
left hand corner
24.5” x 19.5” (62cm x 49.5cm)
In gilt frame 
£300-500

764 

An oil on board
Langdale Pikes
Landscape scene
Signed to lower right E Evans
14.5” x 25” (37cm x 63.5cm)
Framed 
£30-50

763 

Robert Fowler (Scottish 1853-1926)
Three framed and glazed oils on board
The fi rst ‘Lands of Dee’ depicting a seascape, plus 
two other rural scenes
All signed lower right hand corner
The fi rst 11.5” x 15.75” (29cm x 40cm) 
£150-250

765  

ARR Govinder Nazran, (1964-2008)
Doves
Oil on canvas
30.25 x 30.25” (77cm x 77xcm)
In silver painted wooden frame 
£500-800
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776 

Late 18th century Italian school oil painting on 
canvas, landscape with distant fi gures and building, 
20” x 20” (51cm x 51cm). 
£200-300

777 

George Fox (1876-1916) oil on canvas, tavern 
interior scene ‘A Military Disaster’, signed 20” x 30” 
(51cm x 76.25cm). 
£300-400

778 

Edward Armfi eld (1817-1896) oil on canvas, study 
of two terrier dogs closely observing a rat, signed 
11.5” x 15/5” (29cm x 39cm). 
£400-600

773 

Manner of Bruegel, a Dutch 18th century oil on 
panel, depicting a group of three fi gures eating 
under a tree, 6.5” x 6” (16.5cm x 15.25cm). 
£250-350

774 

19th century Dutch school oil on panel, extensive 
landscape with fi gures and horses to the fore, see 
label verso, 10” x 13.5” (25.5cm x 34cm). 
£350-450

775 

19th century Dutch school, a pair of oil paintings on 
canvas, shipping scenes with sailing vessels upon 
heavy seas, 7” x 9.5” (17.75cm x 24cm). 
£250-350

770 

Attributed to James Stinton (1870-1961)
Four watercolours
Each depicting a bird in fl ight, three of pheasants 
and one of a hummingbird, over a spray of foliage
Each signed to lower edge
Largest 7.75” x 6.5” (20cm x 16.5cm)
Each in card mount and framed under glass
James Stinton was the youngest son of John 
Stinton Senior and began work for the Grainger 
factory before moving to Royal Worcester in 1902 
where he specialised in painting game birds. 
£200-400

771 

James Stinton (1870-1961)
A group of pheasants crouched in an open fi eld
Watercolour
Signed to lower edge
Oval 8” x 6.5” (20.25cm x 16.5cm)
In card mount and framed under glass
James Stinton was the youngest son of John 
Stinton Senior and began work for the Grainger 
factory before moving to Royal Worcester in 1902 
where he specialised in painting game birds. 
£100-150

772 

James Stinton (1870-1961)
Five watercolour studies on one sheet
Each depicting one or two pheasants beside foliage
Three with signatures within the composition
Sheet 9.75” x 7.75” (25cm x 19.5cm)
In card mount and unframed
James Stinton was the youngest son of John 
Stinton Senior and began work for the Grainger 
factory before moving to Royal Worcester in 1902 
where he specialised in painting game birds. 
£100-150

779 
19th Century Dutch School
Evening scene with buildings 
and bridge burning near a 
river
Oil painting on panel
8” x 10.5” 
(20.25cm x 26.5cm) 
£200-300
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783 

William Thornley (1857-1935)
A pair of oil paintings
Coastal scenes
Fishing boats at dawn and dusk, with fi gures on beach to the foreground
Each signed lower right hand corner
Each 9” x 15” (23cm x 38cm)
Unframed 
£700-1,000

784 

Emilio Millan Ferriz (1859-)
Fishing boat
Oil on canvas
Signed lower left
12” x 21.25” (30.5cm x 54cm)
Framed 
£400-600

780 

19th Century English School
Half length portrait study
Oil on board
Titled verso ‘Mrs Brock’
13” x 11” (33cm x 28cm) 
£300-500

781 

Neapolitan School
Watercolour
Naples, 1837
Signed Di Vito lower left and titled lower right
18” x 26.75”
In card slip and framed under glass 
£300-400

782 

Frank Walton, RI, ROI, (1840-1928),
“St. Ives Bay Cornwall, Godrevy Lighthouse”
Watercolour
Signed lower left,
Exhibition label of the R.B.C (Royal British Colonial 
Society of Artists) verso, plus James Bourlet stock 
label, and original artist’s address label and price 
£31.0.0.
23.5” x 17.5” (59.5cm x 44.5cm)
In gilt slip and swept gilt frame under glass
Provenance: The current owner is the great-great 
granddaughter of Frank Walton. 
£200-300

785 
Alfred Heaton Copper 
(1864-1929)
Langdale Pikes from 
Windermere
Watercolour
Signed lower right
10.5” x 14.75” 
(26.5cm x 37.5cm)
In card slip, framed and 
glazed 
£600-800
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789  

An oval painted portrait miniature on ivory, depicting 
a head and shoulder study of a gentleman in blue 
dinner jacket, with memorial lock of hair to the 
reverse having seed pearl band, in brass oval frame 
under glass, with brooch fi xture verso, 2” x 1.75” 
(5cm x 4.5cm). 
£150-200

788 

ARR James Lawrence Isherwood, (1917-1988)
‘Woman outside 76 School St., Wigan’,
acrylic/oil on artist’s board,
signed recto, entitled and priced at 81 guineas 
verso,
12” x 10”, (30.5cm x 25cm), unframed 
£150-200

786 

ARR James Lawrence Isherwood, (1917-1988)
‘Wigan Blue People’
acrylic on artist’s board,
signed and dated ‘79,
entitled priced at 131 Guineas verso,
14” x 18”, (35.5cm x 46cm), unframed
Provenance: by repute given to the father of the present owner, then a journalist on a North West newspaper, by Isherwood himself. 
£400-600

787 

ARR James Lawrence Isherwood, (1917-1988)
‘Rain, Wigan Bus Stop’
acrylic on artist’s board,
signed and dated ‘67,
entitled and priced at 41 guineas verso,
14” x 18”, (35.5cm x 46cm), unframed
Provenance: see previous lot. 
£200-300
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793  

A 19th century painted portrait upon ivory panel, half length study of a young 
gentleman seated in a library chair, 4.5” x 3” (11.5cm x 7.5cm). 
£80-120

791 

A 19th century sketchbook containing numerous watercolour and pencil studies, depicting various landscape 
scenes and botanical subjects, plus two pages with affi xed memorial locks, together with an oval painted 
Indian Mughal miniature, depicting a head and shoulder study of a male in traditional dress, in oval frame 
under glass. 
£40-60

792 
A 19th century circular portrait miniature, head and shoulder study depicting a young female with long fl owing 
red hair, her head tilted back and her eyes looking upwards, signed Bertin, 2.5” (6.5cm) diameter. 
£50-80

790  

An oval painted portrait miniature on ivory, depicting 
a head and shoulder study of a gentleman in 
dark blue coat, in brass frame under glass with 
suspension ring, platted memorial hair to the 
reverse, surrounding a gilt monogram ‘J W’, 
2.75” x 2.25” (7cm x 5.5cm). 
£200-300

794  

A 19th century oval head and shoulder portrait miniature upon ivory panel, 
depicting a young girl, within glazed yellow metal brooch style mount, the reverse 
glazed panel inset with a woven hair memorial, 2.25” (5.5cm) high. 
£150-250

Notes



Clocks
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802 
A Fattorini & Sons patent automatic alarm clock 
in stained wooden case, an early twentieth 
century stained wooden cased clock with Ansonia 
movement, an early twentieth century mantel clock 
with line inlaid decoration, the silvered dial with 
black Arabic numerals, etc. 
£30-50

803 

A box containing assorted clocks, to include: an 
Art Deco shagreen-effect mantel clock named to 
rear BROOK & SON EDINBURGH, 6”, (15cm) high, 
plus a Winterhalder & Hoffmeier clock (a/f), inlaid Art 
Nouveau clock, arched early 20th century mantel 
clock with HAC Co movement, etc. 
£80-120

799 
A selection of Seiko, London Clock Company and other wall clocks, the majority with quartz mechanisms and 
within original boxes. 
£150-250

800 

A good second quarter 19th century single fusee wall clock. The 12-inch white -painted convex Roman dial 
inscribed ‘FIELD Tonbridge Wells’, the wire-driven single fusee movement with shouldered brass plates, the 
case with convex-glazed brass bezel over fan-reeded ‘ears’ flanking a curved lenticel, 19.5”, (49.5cm) high. 
£400-600

CLOCKS

795

A fruitwood cased Vienna wall clock, circa 1900, 
with Roman chapter ring framing repousee floral 
decoration, the two train movement striking on 
a gong, the case with split column decoration, 
29” (74cm). 
£50-80

796 
A spring-driven Vienna wall clock, the 7-inch Roman 
dial with Art Nouveau brass centre, the case having 
ring-turned split columns on reeded base, 39”, 
(99cm) high. 
£80-90

797 

An unusual carved eagle wall clock, the 6-inch 
Roman dial with eagle motif and banner beneath XII, 
the two-train movement operating via the bird’s tail 
as pendulum, in a two-tone carved case modelled 
as a bald eagle perching upon a branch with 
blossom and pine cone, 24.5”, (62cm) high. 
£200-300

798 

A W.A. Perry, English single fusee wall clock, the 
silvered face and dial originally fitted with Arabic 
numerals (now lacking) and shaped metal hands, 
the brass plate four pillar movement impressed 
MADE IN ENGLAND and numbered 491, 13.75” 
(35cm) square, together with an Eastman Kodak 
No.1A pocket. 
£60-90

801 

An early 20th century oak wall calendar, of circular 
form with three windows displaying day, date and 
month, adjusting on wooden rods to the rear, 12” 
(30.5cm) diameter. 
£150-200
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808 

An Imhof mantel clock, the blue enamelled dial with 
gilt fi nished numerals and division, the open scroll 
cage case containing a singing bird automata to its 
base, 9” (23cm). 
£100-150

809 
A modern Hermle mantel clock, of A-frame skeleton 
clock design, the 4-inch silvered chapter ring and 
Breguet hands framing exposed in-line mechanism, 
single-train timepiece movement with passing-strike 
on bell surmount, housed in a four-glass case with 
hinged front door, between beech pediment and 
apron, 11.75”, (30cm) high overall. 
£50-80

806 

A 19th century French cloisonne enamel and green 
onyx mantel clock, the 4.25-inch gilt chapter ring 
having Arabic hours framing an enamelled centre 
and within a further enamelled edge, the back plate 
stamped Japy Freres, Made in France, 2311 4 11 
and A 1, with further enamelled mercury pendulum, 
all within a four glass green onyx and enamel case 
having baluster columns leading to the toupie feet, 
the case 13.75” (35cm) high. 
£300-400

804 

A box containing a Comitti mahogany veneered 
reproduction Banjo shaped wall hanging barometer, 
reproduction brass cased ships style bulkhead clock 
and barometer, and a mixed selection of modern 
alarm clock. 
£150-250

805 

A late 19th century French cast brass mantel clock, 
Japy Freres, Paris, circa 1890. The 3.5-inch Roman 
dial with trefoil hands, the two-train movement, 
striking on a bell, with Exposition stamp, the shaped 
waisted case with cast fl oral surmount, on cast 
apron and four scroll feet, 12.5”, (32.5cm) high. 
£60-90

807 

A 19th century white marble clock garniture, the 3.5-inch white enamel dial having Arabic hours and quarters 
and decorated with fl oral swags, with a sunburst pendulum and within a brass and white marble case having a 
bird and fl ower bouquet surmount, garland swag tied with a bow, four columns over a shaped base with rope 
twist detail and raised upon four toupie feet, fl anked by two further candelabra having twin foliate scrolling 
branches, the case 14.5” (37cm) high. 
£150-200
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813 
Two mantel clocks, the fi rst a reproduction example 
by Comitti, with white Roman dial , the single-
train timepiece movement with lever platform 
escapement, the arched case with brass pine cone 
fi nial to the spreading surmount, on brass ogee 
bracket feet, 11.25”, (28.5cm) high, together with a 
French black slate and rouge marble mantel clock, 
with single-train timepiece movement. (2). 
£40-60

814 

A Christian Huygens reproduction bracket clock, 
19” (48.25cm) high, two Fox and Simpson 
reproduction mantel clocks, and a similar London 
Clock Co example, (4). 
£200-300

812 

A late 19th century French red boulle mantel clock 
A. D. Mougin, Paris, circa 1890. The 3.5-inch dial 
with Roman cellular chapter ring, the two-train 
movement with Hors Concours Exposition stamp, 
numbered 2962 45, the shaped waisted case 
with cast surmount, bulging top and mounted 
shoulders on cast apron and four scroll feet, 
13.75”, (35cm) high. 
£120-180

810 

A late 19th century carved and stained walnut 
bracket style mantle clock, the dial marked 
‘W Kibble 22 Gracechurch Street London’, the 
whole enclosed by a hinged glazed panel door, 
14” (35.5cm) high. 
£150-200

811 

A late 19th century French walnut mantel clock, 
the 3-inch white-enamelled Roman dial with 
Breguet hands, the single-train timepiece movement 
stamped ‘BREVETE A PARIS’, the pyramidal 
case with globe surmount over brass Fahrenheit 
thermometer scale (lacks bulb), on studwork-applied 
base, 13”, (33cm) high. 
£80-120

815 

A late 19th century French brass and champleve enamel mantel clock garniture, the clock by Japy Freres & 
Cie, Paris, retailed by Benetfi nk & Co., London. The 3.75-inch dial with cellular Arabic chapter ring, inscribed 
‘BENETFINK & CO LONDON MADE IN PARIS, framing fi ligree rosette centre, the two-train movement, 
numbered 445 48 and with Japy Freres Exposition stamp, striking on a coiled gong, the architectural case with 
female bust surmount over stepped spreading top with enamel cartouche, the beaded bezel within enamel 
surround between pilasters, on enamel cartouche-centred base, 15”, (38cm) high, on blue plush-lined giltwood 
plinth and ebonised stand, together with a pair of near-matching urns, each with beaded rim and enamelled 
everted neck over twin handles, fl oral sprays between ring handles, and friezes on turned socle and stepped 
base with spreading bracket feet, 9.25”, (23.5cm) high, on plinths and circular ebonised stands, with a pair of 
circular glass domes. 
£500-700
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819 

A Cartier desk timepiece, the 1.75-inch white 
enamel dial having Roman numerals and marked 
Cartier Paris, the back plate with two winders 
having inset blue gem cabochons and further 
marked Cartier Paris, Swiss Made, within a mottled 
veneer-effect circular surround having tri-tone metal 
detail, 3.25” (8.25cm) high. 
£100-150

820 

A 1920s Asprey silver and enamel desk clock, the 
2-inch dial having Arabic minutes and marked 8-day 
Asprey, within a square silver mount decorated with 
blue guilloche enamel with easel support verso, 
hallmarked Birmingham 1925, 2.75” (7cm) high. 
£100-150

821 

A Jaeger LeCoultre ‘Marina’ musical alarm clock. 
Model 2173, circa 1960s, the black rectangular front 
with anchor and triple wave motifs above three-
masted sailing ship (galleon), behind lucite glazing, 
the back-wound 8-day movement with musical 
alarm setting, in brushed brass case with black 
sides, 5”, (12.5cm) high 
£250-350

818 

A Jaeger LeCoultre Atmos mantel clock. 
No. 332199, the 5-inch white chapter ring with 
Arabic quarters and dagger batons framing 
exposed movement, over disc torsion pendulum 
in a canted brushed and mirrored brass and lucite 
case with bubble level dial behind removal front 
glass, stamped beneath “LECOULTRE & CIE METAL 
CALIBRE 528-8 SWISS”, 9.25”, (23.5cm) high 
£300-400

816 

A Liberty & Co Tudric pewter and enamel mantel clock, model No. 01155, the 3.5-inch circular dial enamelled 
in blue and green, with copper Roman chapter ring, the single-train timepiece movement stamped MADE IN 
FRANCE, the shaped low-arched case with foliate dial surround and corner panels, stamped marks MADE IN 
ENGLAND TUDRIC PEWTER 01155 SOLKETS, 11.5” wide x 7” high, (29cm x 18cm). 
£400-600

817 

A hide cased desk clock, the enamelled face 
decorated with four leaf clover, lady bird, horse 
shoe and swallow, with decorated metal surround 
and seed pearls, (s/d), the white dial having blue 
Roman hours and black Arabic minutes, with 
pocket watch type movement and balance wheel, 
2.5” (6.5cm) high. 
£120-180
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826 

A Dolland of London gilt metal cased pocket 
barometer, the silvered dial with black divisions 
measuring from 23 - 31 inches, in original leather 
travel case. 
£40-60

825 

An Edwardian oak cased combination desk clock 
and barometer, the case of castellated turret form, 
14” (36cm) high. 
£50-80

822 

A late 19th century French ebonised travel clock, 
Japy Freres & Cie, Paris, the 3.5-inch white Roman 
dial with Breguet hands, the two-train movement 
striking on a bell, in ebonised case with turned carry 
handle over hinged rear door on bun feet, internal 
paper label of “Stephenson Watch and Clock 
Maker High St Stratford on Avon”, 7.5”, (19cm) high. 
£120-180

823 

A late Victorian holosteric combination pocket 
barometer and thermometer, the metal case with 
circular silvered dial and curved mercury fi lled 
thermometer tube, case 2.75” (7cm) diameter. 
£60-90

824 

A late Victorian combination pocket barometer and 
thermometer, the gilt fi nished case with circular 
silvered dial and curved mercury fi lled thermometer 
tube, case 2” (5cm) diameter. 
£60-90

827 

A good late 19th century brass gothic revival combination desk clock. The 3.5-inch silvered Arabic chapter 
ring framing partially visible Brocot escapement to a single-train timepiece movement , the case with lobed 
corners framing C-shaped mercury Reaumur/Fahrenheit thermometer, in turn framing a compass, the front 
with rosette friezes, spirally-reeded columns and ring-turned feet, 7”, (18cm) high excluding carry handle. 
£400-600
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833 

A brass corniche-cased carriage clock. Circa 1900, 
with white Roman dial, lever platform escapement 
and single-train timepiece movement, 4.5”, 
(11.5cm) high excluding carry handle. 
£50-80

834 

A brass carriage clock with alarm. Circa 1900, 
with white Roman dial and subsidiary Arabic alarm 
dial, lever platform escapement and single-train 
timepiece movement, 4.5”, (11.5cm) high excluding 
carry handle 
£70-100

831 

A good late 19th century lacquered brass gorge-
cased repeating carriage clock with alarm. The 
white-enamelled dial with Roman hours and Arabic 
minutes over subsidiary Arabic alarm dial, the two-
train movement with lever platform escapement, 
numbered 3424, striking on a coiled blued steel 
gong and stamped F. D. to gong block, the case 
with large bevelled glazed roof panel, also numbered 
3424 beneath, 5.5”, (14cm) high excluding handle, in 
original travel box with numbered winder. 
£500-700

832 

An ‘Angelus’ brass-cased carriage clock retailed by 
Asprey, the white-enamelled dial with Roman hours 
and Arabic minutes, inscribed ‘Asprey’ beneath 
XII, with Breguet hands, the single-train timepiece 
movement, with lever platform escapement, marked 
‘Angelus Made in England 11 Jewels, in a corniche 
case, 5.25”, (13.5cm) high excluding handle. 
£150-200

828 

A late Victorian/Edwardian carved walnut 
combination desk clock. Comprising a single-train 
timepiece with 3.5-inch white Roman dial and 
vertically-mounted lever platform escapement, and 
a conforming aneroid barometer, fl anking a mercury 
Fahrenheit and Centigrade thermometer, with oval 
housing with rope-twist surround on integral base, 
12” wide a 9” high, (30.5cm x 23cm). 
£120-180

829 

A 20th century French brass carriage clock, L’Epee, 
Sainte Suzanne. The white-enamelled dial with 
Roman hours and Arabic minutes, the eleven-jewel 
single-train timepiece movement with lever platform 
escapement, crossed hammers stamp, the multi-
piece case 4.5”, (11.5cm) high excluding handle. 
£80-120

830 

A miniature brass cased carriage clock, the dial 
having Roman numerals and fi nely engraved with 
scrolling foliage, within a brass case having further 
fl oral engraving and four knopped columns raised 
upon four bun feet, 3.5” (9cm) high excluding swing 
handle. 
£150-200
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839 

An early 19th century inlaid wheel or banjo 
barometer, the circular dial marked Lione Somalvico 
& Co., 125 Holbn Hill, London, measuring from 
28 to 31 inches of pressure, below a thermometer 
and with shell and fl ower-head inlay to the wooden 
mount, 39” (99cm) high. 
£80-120

840 

An old reproduction walnut stick barometer. In the 
early 18th century taste, the break-arched printed 
paper scale with remarks, with (detached) veneer 
beneath hinged glazed cover, the moulded trunk 
with exposed mercury main tube to a square cistern 
with hinged cover, 35.5”, (90cm) high. 
£120-180

837 

A brass cased ‘mignonette’ carriage clock. With 
white Roman dial marked MADE IN FRANCE, 
with lever platform escapement and single-train 
timepiece movement, the case with facetted 
columns, 3.25”, (8.25cm) high excluding carry 
handle. 
£100-150

838 

A 20th century oval mignonette carriage clock, 
L’Epee, Sainte-Suzanne, having a white Roman 
dial, the single-train timepiece movement with lever 
platform escapement and crossed hammers stamp, 
the case 3”, (7.5cm) high excluding handle. 
£80-120

835 

A brass corniche-cased carriage clock. Circa 1900, 
with white Roman dial, lever platform escapement 
and single-train timepiece movement, 4.5”, 
(11.5cm) high excluding carry handle. 
£50-80

836 

A brass corniche-cased carriage clock. Circa 1900, 
with white Roman dial, lever platform escapement 
and single-train timepiece movement, 4.5”, 
(11.5cm) high excluding carry handle. 
£50-80
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A fi ne George III mahogany-case 8-day 
brass dial longcase clock. Richard 
Donisthorpe, London, circa 1775. The 
12-inch break-arched dial having a 
silvered chapter ring with Roman hours 
and Arabic minutes framing a matted 
centre with subsidiary seconds dial over 
signature crescent engraved “Rich’d 
Donisthorpe London” in cursive script, 
within rococo scroll spandrels, the 
fi ve-pillar movement rack-striking on a 
bell, the case with pagoda-topped hood 
having pierced fretwork panel between 
brass ball-and-spire fi nials on reeded 
pedestals over stop-fl uted columns , the 
trunk with conforming quadrant columns 
fl anking a fi gured break-arched long 
trunk door with moulded border, on a 
panelled stepped base with bracket feet, 
91.5”, (231cm) high. 
£1,200-1,800

841 842 

An early 19th century oak and mahogany-cased 
30-hour painted dial longcase clock, Bradfords of 
Totnes, circa 1820. The 11-inch square Roman dial 
with fl oral spandrels, the movement countwheel-
striking on a bell, the case with swan-neck pediment 
and crossbanded trunk door on bracket feet, 
82”, (208cm) high. 
£80-120
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845 

An early 19th century oak- and mahogany-cased 
30-hour painted dial longcase clock. Weight, 
Dursley, circa 1820. The 12-inch square Arabic 
dial having subsidiary calendar aperture over 
signature, within painted fl oral spandrels, the 
movement countwheel-striking on a bell, the case 
with fl at hood on turned columns , the trunk with 
crossbanded long door, on a two-plank base with 
plinth, 77”, (195.5cm) high. 
£200-300

844 

An early 19th century inlaid oak-cased 30-hour 
longcase clock, Woodley & Walker, Kineton 
(Warwickshire), circa 1820. The 12-inch white-
painted square Roman dial inscribed ‘WOODLEY 
& WALKER Kineton’, over calendar aperture 
within fl oral spandrels, with countwheel-striking 
movement, the case with swan-neck scroll 
pediment over turned columns, the crossbanded 
and lozenge-inlaid short trunk door between reeded 
pilasters on crossbanded base and bracket feet, 
79”, (201cm) high. 
£200-300

843 

An 18th century and later walnut-cased 30-hour 
longcase clock. The period 11-inch square brass 
dial with Roman dial and Arabic minutes framing an 
engraved scene of a sailing boat in an estuary, the 
period posted-type movement countwheel-striking 
on a bell, the 20th century walnut-veneered oak 
case with scroll pediment over turned columns, 
fi gured long trunk door and crossbanded base on 
plinth, 82”, (208cm) high. 
£120-180
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848 

An early 20th century oak cased grandmother clock, 
the lion and turned column, carved case of arched 
topped form with hinged glazed panelled door 
opening to reveal a brass fi nished circular dial with 
black Arabic numerals and hands, with triple weight 
mechanism, upon stepped base and bun feet, 
76” (193cm) high. 
£300-500

847 

An early 19th century oak- and mahogany-cased 
30-hour painted dial longcase clock. Evans, 
Shrewsbury, circa 1820. The 11-inch square dial 
having Roman hours and Arabic minutes framing 
subsidiary calendar aperture beneath signature, 
within painted bat’s wing spandrels, the movement 
countwheel-striking on a bell, the case with pierced 
scroll-topped hood on fl uted columns , the trunk 
with crossbanded long door, conforming base and 
wavy apron, 75.5”, (192cm) high. 
£200-300

846 

An early 19th century Welsh oak- and 
mahogany-cased 30-hour painted dial longcase 
clock. Parry, Blencarreg, circa 1820. The 11-inch 
break-arched Roman dial having subsidiary calendar 
aperture over signature, within painted cottages to 
spandrels and a lady seated within a landscape to 
arch, the movement countwheel-striking on a bell, 
the case with swan-neck hood on fl uted columns, 
the trunk with conforming quadrant columns 
fl anking a crossbanded long trunk door, on a 
crossbanded base with canted corners and plinth, 
81”, (206cm) high. 
£200-300
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855 

A Victorian mahogany wall mirror, of girandole 
type, the circular plate with border of oval panels, 
within moulded surround, the shaped cresting over 
semicircular trough between campana-form wall 
sconces over turned pendants and spilt-turned base 
with shaped apron, 25”, (63.5cm) high. 
£50-80

856 

A frameless mirror, of rectangular form with 
printed Art Deco style decoration, 27” x 20.5” 
(68.5cm x 52cm). 
£30-50

857 
A suite of Omega watch retail shop display cabinets, 
all in pale beech veneer, comprising: a tall square 
cabinet on pedestal base with branding to top, a 
bowfront vitrine, a bowfront modular three-section 
cabinet, a fl at-front double-door cupboards, a chair 
and two stools, plus Omega signage, etc. 
£200-400

858 
A collection of assorted shop retail display cabinets, 
to include: an unbranded tall pedestal cabinet, 
three mahogany Knight & Gibbons units each with 
in-roof lighting, open shelves and cupboard base, a 
Royal Selangor cabinet, a Frederick Constant shop 
counter, etc. 
£100-200

851 

A Queen Anne wall mirror, of rectangular form, 
the glass with curved and bevelled edged walnut 
surround, 19.25” x 15” (49cm x 38cm) including 
frame. 
£150-250

852 
A lacquered wall mirror, of scalloped arched form, 
the frame decorated with Oriental fi gures and fl oral 
motifs upon a cream ground, 38” (96.5cm) long. 
£30-50

853 

An oak framed wall mirror, the bevelled edged 
mirror of rectangular form, with conforming 
carved rectangular oak frame, 13.75” x 9.75” 
(35cm x 25cm). 
£50-80

854 

A Chinese zitan wood wall mirror, the pierced and 
carved frame detailed with heads of birds amidst 
leaves and berries. 
£80-120

FURNITURE

849 

An imposing black-painted cast iron three-
tier fountain. The three dished bowls each of 
graduated reeded circular form with rolled wavy 
rim, interspersed with fl uted tapering columns 
on a bulbous pedestal applied with three 
swan-like birds, raised on domed circular base, 
43” diameter x 98” high approx.., (109cm x 249cm). 
£800-1,200

850 

A cast copper fi gural fountain head. Modelled as 
a young boy holding a large fi sh, its open mouth 
drilled as the spout, on a circular socle base, the 
whole with verdigris patination, 36”, (91.5cm). 
£200-300
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870 

A large early 19th century canterbury, having 
fi ve dividers to the rectangular top over a ribbed 
frieze, raised upon four knopped and tapering legs 
terminating with brass castors, 28.5” (72.5cm) wide. 
£150-200

871 

An early 20th century oak-cased canteen of Kings 
pattern cutlery, of brass-bound Campaign style with 
label of Carrington & Co, London, enclosing three 
blue baize-lined trays with twenty-four table forks 
and dessert spoons, eighteen dessert forks, twelve 
teaspoons, six egg spoons, four salt spoons, ladle, 
basting spoon etc., no knives, together with another 
part canteen and a vacant canteen box. (3). 
£100-200

872 

A 19th century rosewood veneered teapoy, the top 
of sarcophagus shaped form, with hinged opening 
cover lifting to reveal a part fi tted compartment 
interior, with vacant mixing bowl apertures, the 
whole upon a turned and tapered carved pillar stand 
and shaped platform base, 31” (78.75cm) high. 
£150-250

864 
A small selection of furniture, comprising a late 
Victorian oak sideboard having a breakfront top 
over two convex drawers and a small twin-door 
compartment, fl anked by further single drawers 
and cupboards enclosing interior shelves, the 
whole having foliate carving and ring handles, 
58.5” (148.5cm) wide, an overmantel mirror having 
three stepped shelves and further rectangular and 
arched mirror plates, an easy chair having fl oral 
upholstery, and a small bureau. 
£40-60

865 
A set of six (4 + 2 arm) oak dining chairs, each 
having a cane-work panel to the foliate carved back 
with barley-twist columns and further scroll carved 
frieze to the block and twist front legs, each with 
green upholstered seats, 47.25” (120cm) high, (s/d). 
£50-80

866 
An early 19th century inlaid mahogany side 
table. The crossbanded top with rounded front 
corners and a central bat’s wing patera, the 
frieze with projecting central table on ring-turned 
and tapering legs, 38” x 17.75” x 29.5” high, 
(96.5cm x 45cm x 75cm). 
£40-60

867 
A George III oak hanging corner cupboard, the 
moulded dentil cornice and blind fretwork frieze over 
a panelled crossbanded door enclosing straight-
fronted shelves, 45”, (114cm) high, together with an 
oak bureau. (2). 
£50-80

868 

A late 17th/early 18th century oak three panel 
coffer of transitional design, circa 1700, the hinged 
cover with notch-carved short sides, the front 
of three recessed panels on end stile supports 
and cut-away sides, 46” x 15.5” x 24” high, 
(107cm x 39.5cm x 61cm). 
£100-150

869 

A William IV rosewood pedestal games table, having 
banded inlay to the hinged rectangular top opening 
to an inlaid board for chess, chequers and cribbage, 
raised upon an octagonal tapering pedestal, 
quadripartite base and bun feet terminating with 
casters, 30.25” (77cm) high, (s/d). 
£100-150

859 

A mixed collection of furniture, to include a silver 
chest with painted name ‘F. Gaitskell-Burr’, plus 
two further silver chests, a serpentine-front canteen 
table, leather suitcases, large bellows, etc. 
£150-250

860 
A late 19th century carved oak music cabinet, 
the rectangular top over arch-glazed door with 
stippled fl oral spandrels, enclosing four shelves 
behind a silk curtain, 21” x 13.75” x 35” high, 
(53cm x 35cm x 89cm), together with an octagonal 
occasional table of similar date, the square undertier 
with gallery. (2) 
£50-80

861 
A mixed collection of small furniture and metalwork, 
to include a reproduction brass bodied telescope on 
wooden stand, a Victorian circular adjustable piano 
stool, a 19th century mahogany cheese coaster (a/f), 
brass kettles, copper coal bucket, etc. 
£80-120

862 
A mixed selection of assorted furniture to include 
and early 20th century R A Lister coopered oak 
barrel planter, upon splayed oak base, a set of 
mahogany open wall shelves, an oak single pedestal 
desk, a 19th century corner cabinet, cutlery boxes, 
snap top table, chair’s, etc. 
£100-200

863 

A reproduction oak display cabinet, the upper 
section with carved scrolled pediment above twin 
glazed panelled doors, opening to reveal twin fi tted 
interior shelves, the base fi tted with twin panelled 
cupboard, the whole upon squat cabriole supports, 
52” x 18” x 79.5” (132cm x 46cm x 20cm). 
£100-150
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879 

A large early 20th century oak library bookcase. 
The upper stage having a moulded cornice over 
four astragal-glazed doors enclosing adjustable 
shelves, the lower stage with four plain glazed 
doors, on plinth base, 88” x 20” x 96” high, 
(223.5cm x 51cm x 243.5cm). 
£200-300

880 

An Edwardian mahogany display cabinet or 
vitrine. The moulded cornice over a pair of shaped 
arch-glazed doors, headed by scroll-carved 
panels and enclosing a fabric-lined interior with 
three serpentine shelves, separated by a central 
carved vertical panel with fl oral pendant, on 
scroll-incised wavy apron and cabriole front legs, 
50” x 14” x 66” high, (127cm x 35.5cm x 167.5cm). 
£100-150

876 
A mid 20th century oak school desk, with lidded 
brass inkwell, marked ‘Kingfi sher, West Bromwich’, 
upon black painted metal supports, together with 
a bugle. 
£40-50

877 

A Chinese marble topped hardwood side table or 
vase stand, the circular top having inset pink marble 
panel over a foliate scrollwork carved wavy apron 
and raised upon four square legs terminating with 
lion’s paw and ball feet, 18.5” (47cm) high. 
£150-200

878 

A late Victorian carved mahogany bookcase cabinet. 
The upper stage having a moulded dentil cornice 
and fl uted frieze over a pair of double-arched glazed 
door enclosing three adjustable shelves, the lower 
stage with a pair of short drawers over panelled 
cupboards, enclosing a further shelf, on plinth base, 
48” x 18” x 87.5” high, (122cm x 46cm x 222cm). 
£250-350

873 

A 19th century Chippendale Revival mahogany 
fold-over card table. The rectangular top enclosing 
a green baize-lined playing surface, the frieze with 
ovolu-moulded edge and foliate scroll quadrants 
on moulded chamfered square section legs, 
36” x 18” x 28.5” high, (91cm x 45.5cm x 72.5cm). 
£100-150

874 

A Lee Longlands (Birmingham) golden oak dining 
suite. Comprising a draw-leaf table on cabriole 
legs, 42” square closed/72” extended x 30” high, 
(107cm/183cm x 76cm), with retailer’s plaque 
beneath, and a matching set of six (4 + 2 arm) chairs 
each with moulded top rail, spindle splats between 
scroll-topped stiles, and drop-in seat on cabriole 
front legs. (7). 
£150-200

875 

A small mid Victorian walnut Sutherland table. The 
top and oval fl aps with fi gured border and ebony 
and boxwood stringing raised on turned tin end 
standards and gatelegs, the latter with brass caps 
and ceramic castors, 22.5” x 5.5” closed/28.5” 
open x 21” high, (57cm x 14cm/72.5cm x 53cm). 
£50-80
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888 

A small early 20th century mahogany bowfront chest 
of drawers (as canteen). The crossbanded top over 
brushing slide and four long cockbeaded drawers 
with brass swan-neck bale handles, on splayed 
bracket feet, the drawers containing an extensive 
selection of Dixon of Sheffi eld EPNS cutlery for 
sixteen place settings, one drawer fi tted, two 
further green baize lined (one compartmentalised), 
the chest 29” x 20” x 28.5” high, 
(74cm x 51cm x 72.5cm), together with a Mappin 
and Webb canteen box containing further matching 
fl atware. Comprising: sixteen dinner knives and 
forks, sixteen lunch knives and forks, sixteen 
dessert spoons and soup spoons, seven teaspoons, 
seven serving spoons, sixteen fi sh knives and 
forks, seven demitasse coffee spoons, carving knife 
and steel, four ladles, two cheese knives, two fruit 
spoons, in all some 95 pieces approx. 
£200-300

889 
A set of Regency mahogany open wall shelves, 
the three shelves each with triple-reeded front, 
between shaped sides with conforming reeding 
and incised scroll terminals, 43” x 7.25” x 38” high, 
(109cm x 18.5cm x 96.5cm). 
£50-80

890 

An early 20th century golden oak ‘monk’s 
bench’. Of typical form with tilting moulded 
rectangular top, the underside incised with 
foliage and shield, upon standing lion supports 
fl anking a box seat, the base with two linenfold-
carved panels, 41.5” x 17” x 29.5” high (closed), 
(105.5cm x 43cm x 75cm). 
£100-150

884 

A Middle Eastern carved and inlaid folding 
occasional chair. The mother-of-pearl star-inlaid 
shaped back with Arabic script cartouche over fi ve 
conforming splats, nine-section seat and x-frame 
support with sledge feet, 34.5”, (87.5cm) high open. 
£50-80

885 
Two early 20th century Chippendale Revival carved 
mahogany dining chairs. Of similar design, each 
with pierced vase splat over drop-in seat on cabriole 
front legs with foliage carved knees and ball-and-
claw feet. 
£40-60

886 
A 19th century mahogany-veneered twin 
pedestal desk. The fi gured rectangular top over 
central frieze drawer and kneehole between two 
banks each of three drawers, all with Dutch-
style punch-decorated backplate bale handles, 
on bracket feet, 45” x 23.5” x 28.75” high, 
(114cm x 59.5cm x 73cm). 
£50-80

887 

An early 19th century mahogany cellaret. Of tapering 
oval form with hinged cover enclosing a metal liner, 
raised on four tapering square section legs with 
brass swivel castors, 21.5” x 15.25” x 25.25” high, 
(54.5cm x 38.5cm x 64cm). 
£150-250

881 

A 17th century and later inlaid oak coffer, the later 
four-plank hinged lid with moulded edge, the period 
front with fl eur-de-lis and scroll frieze over four 
variously carved fl owerhead panels separated by 
marquetry dog-tooth stiles, 64” x 23” x 27” high, 
(163cm x 58.5cm x 68.5cm). 
£150-200

882 

An Edwardian inlaid sideboard. The inverted 
bow-breakfront top with low galleried back over 
satinwood-inlaid frieze simulating fl uting, the 
satinwood-strung front having a central section with 
drawer over tambour-fronted cupboard, fl anked by 
bowfront cupboards each enclosing a shelf, raised 
on tapering square section legs with spade feet, 
70” x 21” x 42” high, (178cm x 53.5cm x 106.5cm). 
£80-120

883 

A mid-Victorian burr walnut fold over card table, 
The top of cartouche form with boxwood stringing, 
enclosing a red baize-lined playing surface, raised 
on four turned supports, conforming stretcher, 
and four splayed legs with carved scroll feet 
and ceramic castors, 37” x 18.5” x 29” high, 
(94cm x 47cm x 73.5cm). 
£80-120
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897 

An early 19th century mahogany bow-front chest of 
drawers. The boxwood-strung top over two short 
and three graduated long cockbeaded drawers with 
oval brass backplate bale handles on shaped apron 
with integral bracket feet, 42” x 21” x 39” high, 
(107cm x 53cm x 99cm). 
£150-250

898 
A George III stained pine bedding box or trunk. The 
hinged two-plank top enclosing a candle-box, the 
sides with iron carry handles, on moulded apron, 
31.5” x 18” x 20” high, (80cm x 46cm x 51cm). 
£50-80

899 

A mid 18th century mahogany side table, the 
oblong top with re-entrant corners over a single 
long ebony and boxwood-strung cockbeaded frieze 
drawer and a wavy apron on four cabriole legs with 
unusual fan-shaped pad feet, 30” x 20” x 27” high, 
(76cm x 51cm x 68.5cm). 
£120-180

900 

A Victorian oak canterbury, of two divisions with 
spindle-turned uprights between matching corners 
on four turned legs with brass caps and castors, 
17” x 11.5” x 17” high, (43cm x 29cm x 43cm). 
£80-120

894 

A late 19th century Continental carved walnut 
vase stand, the square top carved with central 
fl owerhead, stippled foliate spandrels, guilloche 
border and lunettes, over larger undertier linked 
by four dragon monopodiae, 27.25”, (69cm) high, 
together with a 19th century folding chair, the back 
carved with sea creatures fl anking a crown, over 
barley-twist columns and notched stiles on X-frame 
support. (2). 
£80-120

895 

A 17th century-style oak geometric chest of 
drawers, early 20th century, The two-plank 
rectangular top over two short and three graduated 
long drawers each with canted oblong panels 
having split bobbin-turned borders framing brass 
teardrop handles, between fi elded twin-panelled 
sides, on bun feet, 39” x 19” x 44.5” high, 
(99cm x 48cm x 113cm). 
£60-90

896 

A Victorian rosewood framed Prie Dieu Char, the 
tapestry panel upholstered back fl anked by turned 
columns, the overstuffed tapestry panel upholstered 
seat upon carved cabriole forelegs and splayed rear 
supports. 
£80-120

891 
A Victorian mahogany oval shaped snap top table, 
the plain top with moulded edge above a vase with 
turned column and carved triform base, 52” x 45” 
(132cm x 114.25cm), together with a set of fi ve 
Country Chippendale-style dining chairs, each with 
open backs and pierced vase splat, above drop in 
upholstered seat, (6) 
£200-300

892 

A late 19th century carved oak mirror-back 
sideboard, the upper stage having a foliage-
carved cornice with gadrooned frieze over 
bevelled mirror plate between stippled panels 
and freestanding fl uted baluster columns, 
above a shelf on conforming supports before a 
base frieze, the lower stage with stepped top 
over two drawers each carved with a ‘Green 
Man’ mask between foliate scrollwork, above a 
pair of conforming cupboard doors enclosing 
shelf, on plinth base, 62.75” x 23” x 80.5” high, 
(159.5cm x 58.5cm x 204.5cm). 
£100-150

893 

A carved oak box settle, circa 1900, the back 
with foliage-carved toprail over three panels each 
stipple-carved with a fl owering plant, the hinged 
seat carved with fl owerheads and foliate scrolls 
between open arms, over matching two-panel front 
and sides, on bun feet, 48.5” wide x 38.5” high, 
(123cm x 98cm). 
£50-80
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907 

A Victorian mahogany miniature chest of drawers, 
the rectangular top with low three-quarter 
gallery over four long drawers between pilasters 
headed by foliate scroll capitals, on bun feet, 
15.75” x 11” x 17.5” high, (40cm x 28cm x 44.5cm). 
£200-250

908 

A late 19th century French oak revolving tub salon 
chair, in Louis XV style with foliate scroll cresting 
and scroll arms framing a padded tripartite back, 
the cane seat with buttoned squab, the whole, 
upholstered in pale yellow striped silk, revolving on 
a base with four cabriole legs and carved apron, 
35”, (89cm) high. 
£150-200

909 

A small late 19th century French giltwood double-
cane bergere tub salon chair, in the Louis XVI taste, 
the back with single-cane centre panel between 
double cane panels, the guilloche-carved frame with 
central shell, over cane seat (s/d) on stop-fl uted 
front legs, 29”, (74cm) high. 
£80-120

904 

A large 19th century mahogany sideboard, the 
raised shaped back with shell and scroll carved 
detail, above a base with plain top and serpentine 
front, the central drawer above a cupboard 
section enclosed by twin hinged doors, fl anked 
by end cupboards containing cellaret and other 
drawers, enclosed by hinged panel doors with 
carved and moulded decoration, 83.5” x 70” x 27” 
(212cm x 178cm x 68.5cm). 
£250-350

905 

An early 20th century walnut-legged stool, the 
stuff-over rectangular seat with gilt damask 
fabric (A/F) on four cabriole legs with mahogany 
staining, raised on well-carved ball-and-claw feet, 
20.5” x 16” x 20” high, (52cm x 40.5cm x 50.5cm). 
£50-80

906 

A Victorian pine box seat or ottoman, the wine 
plush-covered octagonal top on waisted body with 
brass ring handles, moulded base and bun feet, 
15” diameter x 18” high, (38cm x 46cm). 
£40-60

901 

A 19th century Chinese black-lacquer work 
table, the hinged oblong cover having a raised 
central panel with gilt decoration of fi gures on 
a terrace, within four panels and re-entrant 
corners, enclosing a further vignette to underside 
over a fi tted interior centred by a tray of fi fteen 
compartments, two lidded, concealing a sliding 
frame previously housing a wool drawer, between 
full-depth compartments, raised on lyre-form 
end standards, shaped stretchers and paw feet, 
25.5” x 17.5” x 28” high, (64.5cm x 44.5cm x 71cm). 
£350-450

902 

An Art Nouveau inlaid mahogany stool, the 
hinged rectangular seat enclosing metal plaque 
PIONEER COMPLETE FURNISHING STORES 
BOLD ST. LIVERPOOL, on boxwood-strung body 
between twin end standards each inlaid with a 
tall fl owering plant between bulging supports with 
ball fi nials (two missing), 23.5” x 14” x 27” high, 
(59.5cm x 35.5cm x 68.5cm). 
£90-140

903 

A late 19th century oak Thebes stool, probably 
designed by Leonard Wyburd and made by B. North 
or William Birch for Liberty & Co, circa 1884, the 
dished square seat with stitched tan hide panel over 
turned stretchers with decorative angular struts (two 
missing), raised on four supports with ring-turned 
waisted lower section, 17” square x 14” high, 
(43cm x 35.5cm). 
£200-300
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916 

A French brass-mounted rosewood and marquetry 
bijouterie table, the brass-bound top of serpentine-
sided kidney form with bevelled glazing enclosing 
wine plush interior, the serpentine body inlaid to 
all sides with diaperwork, the front with kneehole 
drawer, all sides with foliate mounts, raised on four 
brass-edged slender cabriole legs with cast sabots, 
22” x 13” x 28.5” (56cm x 33cm x 72.5cm). 
£400-600

917 

A 19th century Venetian carved giltwood 
torchere or lamp stand, The serpentine-sided 
oblong top decorated to imitate lace, over 
Blackamoor monopodia extending as a foliage-
carved tripod support, with painted highlights, 
12.25” x 10.75” x 30”, (31cm x 27cm x 76cm). 
£150-200

918 

A George III mahogany cellaret, the hinged square 
cover, with central brass loop handle, enclosing 
a four-division interior fi tted with later cut glass 
whisky decanters, the body with lion mask ring 
handles on four unusual cast ball-and-claw feet, 
the balls rotating as castors, 12.5” square x 16.75”, 
(32cm x 42.5cm) 
£300-400

913 

A pair of Chinese marble-inset blackwood easy arm 
chairs. Each toprail carved with gourds and leaves, 
over a marble-inset back of quatrefoil design, the 
solid seat between open scroll arms on sledge base, 
31”, (79cm) high. (2). 
£400-600

914 

A Chinese hardwood side table or altar table. 
The cleated rectangular top over cushion-
moulded frieze on four square section legs 
with spade feet, 35.5” x 17.5” x 34.25” high, 
(90cm x 44.5cm x 87cm). 
£150-250

915 

A Chinese brown lacquer cabinet on stand. The 
rectangular top and twin doors fi nely decorated 
with birds in landscapes, within fl oral borders, the 
latter with brass strap hinges enclosing a shelf, 
the matching stand having a stepped moulded 
top on shaped apron and square tapering legs 
with multiple stretchers linked to an undershelf, 
36” x 21.25” x 54” high, (91.5cm x 54cm x 137cm). 
£300-400

910 

A George III oak and mahogany Lancashire mule 
chest, the hinged top opening to the vacant interior, 
having six crossbanded short false drawers over 
three working to the front, all with brass swan-neck 
bale handles, between fl uted quadrant columns 
and the whole raised upon four ogee bracket feet, 
61” x 21.5” x 37.5” high, (155cm x 54.5cm x 95cm). 
£400-600

911 

A Chinese marble-topped carved blackwood centre 
table, the circular top with inset grey-white marble 
top within segmented border, the pierced apron 
carved with fruiting vines, on six shaped supports 
and wavy stretcher with two-tier six-spoke base, 
29.75” diameter x 28.75” high, (75.5cm x 73cm). 
£250-350

912 

A set of four Chinese marble-inset blackwood dining 
chairs, matching the preceding lot, each of ‘balloon 
back’ form with fruiting vine cresting and splat, the 
latter centred by a marble panel, the serpentine-
fronted solid panelled seat on cabriole front legs 
with H-stretcher. (4). 
£400-600
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923 

A French marble-topped walnut bonheur-du-jour. 
The superstructure with pierced brass three-
quarter gallery to the grey-veined white marble 
top, above a tambour front enclosing a shelf, 
over two panelled short drawers, the lower stage 
having a brass-bound fold-over top above two 
further drawers on inlaid tapering square section 
legs terminating in spade feet, 24.5”x 15” x 45.5” 
(62cm x 38cm x 115.5cm). 
£300-500

924 

A George III and later oak dresser with rack. The 
upper stage having an ogee-moulded inverted 
breakfront cornice over pierced wavy valance 
and three shelves with stay-rails between fi elded 
panelled pilasters, the lower stage having a later 
top over a T-shaped arrangement of cockbeaded 
drawers with brass bale handles between ogee-
arched panelled cupboard doors, on stile feet, 
71” x 22” x 83” high, (180cm x 56cm x 211cm). 
£500-800

921 

An unusual carved oak elbow chair of wainscot type, 
mid 18th century and later, the back with opposed 
scroll cresting above stipple-carved panel with date 
‘1761’ over stipple-carved and scroll-edged vase 
splat between palmette stiles, the planked solid 
seat with notched border between open arms on 
palmette frieze, the whole raised upon blocked and 
turned front legs, spindle-turned front stretcher, and 
carved parallel side stretchers, 39”, (99cm) high. 
£150-250

922 

A George III mahogany chest-on-chest or tallboy. 
The upper stage having a dentil-moulded cavetto 
cornice above a fl uted frieze over two short and 
three graduated long cockbeaded drawers each 
with brass oval backplate bale handles, the long 
drawers with escutcheons, between inlaid canted 
corners simulating stop-fl uting, the lower stage of 
three long confi rming drawers on wavy apron and 
integral tall bracket feet, 42” x 21.5” x 77.5” high, 
(107cm x 54.4cm x 197cm). 
£300-500

919 

An unusual set of early 19th century oak folding 
library steps, having fi ve single-plank treads, the 
uppermost bow-fronted, between shaped sides, 
with easel support, hinged stretcher, and a folding 
two-position hand-rail with slender facetted baluster 
uprights linked by curved rail with scroll terminal, 
70”, (178cm) high opened with rail in high position, 
alternately 38”, (96.5cm) to upper tread (with rail in 
down position), when folded 77.25”, (196cm). 
£200-300

920 

An Edwardian inlaid mahogany sideboard, 
Hewetson, Milner & T. Heaton Ltd., Tottenham 
Ct. Road, London W., the upper stage of 
inverted breakfront form with twin cabinets each 
having a cavetto-moulded cornice over ebony 
and boxwood-strung door with bevelled oval 
glazing enclosing a shelf, fl anking a matching 
lunette mirror beneath foliate scroll spandrels, 
the lower stage with rectangular top over twin 
cupboards inlaid with ribbons and swags, 
fl anking two crossbanded short drawers with 
brass backplate handles, one with oval brass 
plaque as above, on six tapering square section 
legs with spade feet, 60.5” x 19.5” x 60” high, 
(153.5cm x 49.5cm x 152.5cm). 
£100-200
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927 

A rare set of eighteen (16 + 2 arm) Regency mahogany dining chairs. Each 
having a shallow reeded bar toprail over reeded urn splat between reeded bars 
and channel-moulded stiles, the slightly bow-front overstuffed seat on tapering 
square section legs with H-stretcher, the elbow chairs additionally with reeded 
downswept arms, twelve with matching fl ecked pale blue fabric. (18). 
£2,000-3,000

928 

Birmingham interest: A fi ne mid 19th century rosewood collector’s cabinet, the 
moulded rectangular top centre by an inset bronze or brass plaque engraved 
“PRESENTED TO THE SOCIETY OF ARTS BY SIR EDW’D THOMASON, KN. 
1849”, the front having a pair of brass-lined glazed doors enclosing two columns 
each of twenty-seven shallow drawers each with brass number and knob handle, 
on bun feet, 30” x 16.75” x 39.5” (76cm x 42.5cm x 100cm).
Sir Edward Thomason (1769-1849) was apprenticed to Matthew Boulton at 
the age of sixteen. In 1793 he took over his father’s premises in St. Phillip’s 
Square. In 1802 he patented a new design for a corkscrew, and this proved 
hugely successful with 130,000 examples made by 1818. Thomason’s factory 
also successfully patented and made extending toasting forks, sword sticks and 
mining tokens, which became especially pertinent during the currency shortages 
of 1806/7 in the midst of the Napoleonic Wars.
After branching out into close-plated fl atware, Thomason evolved into silver 
production and entered his mark at the Birmingham Assay Offi ce in 1815. His 
most famous production of this period was a facsimile of the Warwick Vase, for 
which he issued a bronze medallion in 1820.
With his success came recognition in the form of Civic honours: High Bailiff of 
Birmingham in 1818, Vice-Consul for Birmingham to nine countries (including 
Russia, Prussia, France and Spain) 1830-38, and fi nally a Knighthood awarded by 
William IV in 1832. Having written his memoirs in 1845, he retired to Warwick and 
died there in 1849. His body was buried in the family tomb in St. Phillip’s Church. 
£2,000-3,000

925 

A Victorian mahogany wind-out extending dining table. The moulded 
oblong top extending with two additional leaves on fl uted turned tapering 
legs with ceramic castors, 48” x 55” closed/96.5” open x 29” high, 
(122cm x 140cm/245cm x 74cm). 
£400-600

926 

A late Victorian mahogany half tester bed, the raised back with hanging corner 
canopy, supporting brass curtain rails and turned fi nials, the plain railed base 
with shaped footboard, decorated with an applied oval veneered panel within a 
carved and moulded surround, 89” x 85.5” x 65.25” (226cm x 217cm x 165.5cm), 
plus a 19th century mahogany bureau, the hinged fall panel front opening to 
reveal a fi tted interior and leather writing surface, above and front fi tted with 
four long graduated cockbeaded drawers, and ogee shaped bracket feet, 
42.25” x 43” x 21” (107cm x 109.25cm x 53.25cm). 
£250-350 
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930

An inlaid rosewood bureau de dame, circa 1900. 
The shaped superstructure with central long mirror 
between shelves with brass spindle supports and 
smaller mirrors beneath, the wavy-topped fl ower-
inlaid sloping fall enclosing drawers and a sliding 
well, over fl ower-inlaid wavy frieze raised on slender 
cabriole legs with gilt sabots, 30” x 20” x 56” high 
(76cm x 51cm x 142cm).
£300-500

929 

An imposing Victorian mahogany library bookcase. Of fi ve-section inverted breakfront design, the upper stage 
having a moulded cornice over fi ve arch-glazed doors, each enclosing four adjustable shelves, separated 
by carved scrolls and pendants over panelled pilasters, the lower stage with conforming pilasters fl anking 
three central glazed cabinets with single shelf, between unusual ‘trompe l’oeil’ ends with encased truncated 
book spines to the doors, each enclosing three drawers with fl ush-fi tted brass handles, all upon plinth base, 
112.5” x 19.5” x 96” high, (286cm x 49.5cm x 244cm). 
£1,500-2,000

 931

A near pair of late 19th century mahogany bookcases, each with an upper section having a projecting 
shaped cornice, above an arched glazed panelled door enclosing adjustable wooden shelves, the base with 
a  moulded edge above three long graduated drawers, the whole upon a plinth style base, each approximately 
90.5” x 42.5” (230cm x 108cm).
 £500-800

Notes



An auction of 
Coins & Medals
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An auction of 
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Monday 14th November at 10am
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The Watch Sale
Tuesday 29th November at 11am

For more information please contact Conrad Cunningham 
on 0121 212 5506 or email conrad@fellows.co.uk Previously sold at auction.



Fellows & Sons Ltd carries on business, including 
the conduct of Auctions, on the following general 
conditions.  This includes business with Bidders, 
Buyers, Vendors, consignors, users of this website, 
and with all those present on the Premises prior to or in 
connection with an Auction (all as hereinafter defined). 

1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 The following defined terms are used in these 
Conditions :

“Auction” means any Auction conducted by Fellows, 
either at their premises or elsewhere (including any 
internet-based auctions);

“Auctioneer” means Fellows or its authorised 
Auctioneer, as appropriate; 

“Bidder” means a bidder at an Auction, including 
bidders personally present at the venue and those 
bidding by telephone or over the internet or otherwise;

“Buyer” means the bidder whose bid was the last bid 
when the Auctioneer brings down the hammer; 

“Conditions” means these terms and conditions;

“Consigned Property” means the items consigned by 
the Vendor to Fellows for offer at an Auction; 

“Deliberate Forgery” means an imitation made with the 
intention of deceiving as to authorship, origin, date, age, 
period, culture or source but which is unequivocally 
described by Fellows in the catalogue as being the work 
of a particular creator and which at the date of the sale 
had a value materially less than it would have had if it 
had been in accordance with the description;

“Fellows” means Fellows & Sons Ltd;

“Hammer Price” means the level of bidding reached (at 
or above any reserve) when the Auctioneer brings down 
the hammer;

“Includes” means “includes but not limited to”, and 
“including” means “including but not limited to”

“Lot” means any Consigned Property accepted by 
Fellows for offer at Auction;

“Stated Rate” means Fellows’ published rates of 
commission for the time being and value added tax 
thereon (also available on request);

“Terms of Consignment” means any stipulated terms 
and rates of commission on which Fellows accepts 
instructions from Vendors [or their agents;

“Total Amount Due” means the Hammer Price in 
respect of the Lot sold together with any premium, 
commission, value added tax chargeable and any 
additional charges payable by a defaulting Buyer under 
these Conditions;

 “Vendor” means the vendor of an item (including 
Consigned Property) which is submitted to Fellows for 
offer for sale at an Auction;

“Website” means this website;

“You” means any user of the Website.

2. WEBSITE

2.1 You may access most areas of the Website without 
registering your details with us. Certain areas of the 
Website are only open to you if you register.  By 
accessing any part of the Website, you shall be 
deemed to have accepted these Conditions notice 
in full. If you do not accept this legal notice in full, 
you must leave the Website immediately.  

2.2 Fellows may revise these Conditions at any time 
by updating this posting. You should check the 
Website from time to time to review the then current 
legal notice, because it is binding on you. Certain 
provisions of this legal notice may be superseded 
by expressly designated legal notices or terms 
located on particular pages at the Website.  

2.3 Unless otherwise stated, the copyright and other 
intellectual property rights in all material on the 
Website (including without limitation photographs 
and graphical images) are owned by Fellows 
or its licensors. If you breach any of the terms 
in this legal notice, your permission to use the 
Website automatically terminates and you must 
immediately destroy any downloaded or printed 
extracts from the Website.  

2.4 No part of the Website may be reproduced or 
stored in any other website or included in any 
public or private electronic retrieval system or 
service without Fellows’ prior written permission.  

2.5 Any rights not expressly granted in these 
Conditions are reserved.  

3.  VISITOR MATERIAL AND CONDUCT

3.1 Other than personally identifiable information, 
which is covered under our Privacy Policy, any 
material you transmit or post to the Website 
shall be considered non-confidential and non-
proprietary. Fellows shall have no obligations 
with respect to such material. Fellows and 
its designees shall be free to copy, disclose, 
distribute, incorporate and otherwise use such 
material and all data, images, sounds, text and 
other things embodied therein for any and all 
commercial or non-commercial purposes.  

3.2  You are prohibited from posting or transmitting 
to or from the Website any material: that is 
threatening, defamatory, obscene, indecent, 
seditious, offensive, pornographic, abusive, liable 
to incite racial hatred, discriminatory, menacing, 
scandalous, inflammatory, blasphemous, in 
breach of confidence, in breach of privacy or 
which may cause annoyance or inconvenience; 
or for which you have not obtained all necessary 
licences and/or approvals; or which constitutes 
or encourages conduct that would be considered 
a criminal offence, give rise to civil liability, or 
otherwise be contrary to the law of or infringe 
the rights of any third party, in any country in the 
world; or which is technically harmful (including, 
without limitation, computer viruses, logic bombs, 
Trojan horses, worms, harmful components, 
corrupted data or other malicious software or 
harmful data). 

3.3  You may not misuse the Website (including, 
without limitation, by hacking).  

3.4 Each registration is for a single user only. Fellows 
does not permit you to share your user name and 
password with any other person nor with multiple 
users on a network.

3.5 Responsibility for the security of any passwords 
issued rests with you.  

4. THE VENDOR

4.1 Fellows shall act as agent of the Vendor only.  
Any contract for the sale of a Lot will be formed 
between the Vendor and the Buyer.

4.2 The Vendor warrants and represents to Fellows 
and the Buyer that the Vendor is the sole and 
true owner of the Consigned Property or is 
properly authorised by the sole and true owner 
to consign it for sale and is able to transfer good 
and marketable title to the property free from 
any third party claims.  The Vendor warrants and 
representatives that the Vendor has revealed all 
pertinent information that the Vendor possesses 
about the items, including in relation to any repairs 
or alterations that may have been carried out.  The 
Vendor shall indemnify Fellows and the Buyer 
against any loss and expense caused by any 
breach of this clause 4.2.

4.3 The Vendor shall be entitled to place prior to the 
Auction a reserve on any Lot, being the minimum 
Hammer Price at which Lot may be sold. Reserves 
must be reasonable and Fellows may decline to 
offer goods which in Fellows’ opinion would be 
subject to an unreasonably high reserve (in which 
case goods carry the storage and insurance 
charges stipulated in the terms of consignment).  
Reserves will not be accepted on items with a 
bottom estimate less than £100.  The Auctioneer 
also reserves the right not to accept items which 
they deem to be unsuitable for Auction.  Any 
estimate given shall be an opinion and is not an 
undertaking of any kind.

4.4 A reserve once set cannot be changed except 
with the written prior consent of Fellows.

4.5 Where a reserve has been placed only Fellows 
may bid on behalf of the Vendor. 

4.6 The Vendor authorises Fellows to deduct 
commission from any sold items at a rate of 15% 
(plus VAT) on any item with a hammer price of 
£3,000 (or under) or 12.5% (plus VAT) on items 
over £3,000.  Loss or liability for damage will be 
charged at a rate of 1.5% (plus VAT) calculated 
on the hammer price.  A Marketing fee of £10 (plus 
VAT) will be charged for each Lot, if unsold we will 
charge a nominal handling fee of £5 (plus VAT).  All 
items below £35 are subject to a minimum fee of 
£5 (plus VAT) per Lot.

4.7 Fellows will pay the Hammer Price achieved for 
the Lot (less its commission and applicable fees in 
accordance with clauses 4.6, 9.2 and 9.3),to the 
Vendor on receipt of payment of the Total Amount 
Due in full by the Buyer.

4.8 The Vendor authorises Fellows in their discretion 
to negotiate a sale by private treaty in the case of 
a Lot unsold at Auction, in which case the same 
charges will be payable as if the Lot had been sold 
at Auction.

4.9 Fellows do not themselves undertake the 
collection of any items but may, as the Vendor’s 
agent, instruct a contractor on behalf of the 
Vendor. Fellows accepts no liability for the actions 
of such contractor who contracts with the Vendor 
direct.

4.10 Fellows disclaims all liability for items delivered to 
their saleroom without sufficient sale instructions, 
and reserves the right to make a minimum 
warehousing charge of [£1.00] per item per day. 
Unsold items are subject to the same charges if the 
Vendor does not remove them within a reasonable 
time of notification. If not removed within three 
weeks Fellows reserves the right to sell the items 
and defray charges from any net proceeds of sale or 
at the Vendor›s expense to consign them to the local 
authority for disposal.  Fellows disclaims any liability 
for default by the Buyer or for paying out the Vendor 
before receiving payment by the Buyer.

4.11 Subject to clause 4.9, Fellows holds all items 
on their premises and in their custody covered 
against the risks of fire, burglary and water 
damage on the scale of charges notified in the 
terms of consignment and payable by the Vendor 
up to the date of any sale and (in Fellows› 
discretion) the Buyer thereafter until collection.

4.12 The right of Fellows to bid on behalf of the Vendor 
is expressly reserved. The Vendor acknowledges 
that Lots are sold subject to the stipulations of 
these Conditions in their entirety and on the Terms 
of Consignment as notified to consignors at the 
time of the entry of the Lot. 

4.13 The Auctioneer reserves the right to dispose of 
any item that in their opinion is unsaleable.  Items, 
including electrical goods and soft furnishings, 
which do not comply with current legislation will 
not be offered at Auction.

4.14 Any items unsold after an Auction will be reoffered 
in a subsequent Auction at a reduced reserve to 
be agreed within seven days.  The Auctioneer may 
request the removal of an item if a reduced price 
cannot be agreed; items not removed within 14 
days will be subject to a storage charge.

4.15 A charge of 10% (plus VAT) based on the middle 
estimate – plus any other charges incurred – may 
be levied for any Lot withdrawn by the Vendor 
from offer at an Auction.  If the item has to be 
returned by post (or any other method) the Vendor 
will be responsible for this charge.  These charges 
are to be paid before the item is returned.

4.16 By submitting the item to Fellows for offer at 
Auction, the Vendor agrees to the Terms of 
Consignment and authorises Fellows to deduct 
the specified charges.  

5. PUBLICITY

5.1 Any catalogue and buyer guides are provided for 
information only and do not form part of these 
Conditions.  The catalogue and the buyer guides 
may contain additional terms and conditions.  

5.2 Fellows reserve the right to use any photographs, 
background information, and research for publicity 
purposes both before and after the sale.

6. THE AUCTION

6.1 Any Auction shall be conducted at the absolute 
discretion of the Auctioneer.

6.2 The Auctioneer shall conduct the Auction with 
reasonable skill and care.  For example, what 
constitutes a bid shall be at the absolute discretion 
of the Auctioneer, acting with reasonable skill and 
care.

  6.3 The Auctioneer shall have the right to refuse any 
bid which does not exceed the previous bid by at 
least 10% or by such greater proportion as the 
Auctioneer shall in his or her absolute discretion 
direct.

6.4 Where two or more bids at the same level 
are simultaneously received by the Auctioneer, 
the Auctioneer at his absolute discretion shall 
determine which bid to prefer.  Subject to 
the foregoing, where two or more bids at the 
same level are simultaneously received by the 
Auctioneer, any bid by a Bidder personally present 
at an Auction shall take preference over any bid 
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submitted by telephone or over the internet.  Any 
bid made or attempted by telephone or over the 
internet shall be deemed to have been made only 
if received by the Auctioneer.  

6.5 Fellows shall have the right, at its absolute 
discretion, to refuse admission to its premises or 
attendance at (or participation in) any Auction by 
any person.

7. BIDDERS

7.1 Bidders may be required to register their 
particulars. Bidders attending in person may be 
required to satisfy Fellows’ security arrangements 
before entering any part of the premises to view or 
bid. 

7.2 You accept full liability for all bids submitted via 
your My Fellows account. 

Once a bid has been made by a Bidder on our 
website, the bid can be lowered or increased up 
until 9am on the day of the auction. You must sign 
into your My Fellows account to do this and you 
will receive an email confirmation for any changes 
made. 

Should a bid be placed in error on the website 
you must contact Fellows immediately. Failure to 
contact Fellows before the auction takes place will 
result in liability for the full payment of the item.  

7.3 Subject to clause 6.3, the highest Bidder at the 
Hammer Price shall be the Buyer.  Any dispute 
about a bid shall be settled at the Auctioneer’s 
absolute discretion. 

7.4 Bidders are deemed to act as principals unless 
there is a written prior acknowledgement by 
Fellows that a Bidder is acting as an agent for a 
named principal. 

7.5 Bidders are strongly encouraged to attend the 
Auction in person.  Bidders shall be responsible 
for any decision to bid for a particular Lot and 
shall be deemed to have carefully inspected and 
satisfied themselves as to its condition.  Neither 
Fellows nor its employees or agents shall be 
responsible for any neglect or default in doing or 
failing to do so.  

7.6 Bidders are given ample opportunities to view and 
inspect before any sale and prospective Buyers 
must satisfy themselves as to all such matters.  
Neither Fellows or its employees or agents nor 
the Vendor accept liability for the correctness of 
such opinions and all conditions and warranties, 
express, implied or statutory are hereby excluded.

8. THE BUYER

8.1 Immediately a Lot is sold, the Buyer shall:

(a) give to Fellows their name and address and, if 
requested proof of identity, and 

(b) pay to Fellows the Total Amount Due.

8.2 [Fellows may, at its absolute discretion, agree 
credit terms with the Buyer before an Auction 
under which the Buyer may be entitled to take 
possession of Lots up to an agreed value in 
advance of payment by a stipulated future date of 
the Total Amount Due.]

8.3 Cheques shall not be acceptable by Fellows 
(unless Fellows in its absolute discretion permits 
payment by such method) nor are third party 
references or credit facilities with other Auction 
houses. If a cheque is tendered Fellows reserves 
the right to instruct its bank to check the Buyer’s 
status and account balance before exercising 
any discretion. Any credit arrangement must be 
settled at least 4 days before the relevant sale. 
Any permitted payment by credit card shall carry 
an extra charge to the Buyer of such percentage 
of the Total Amount Due as is displayed on the 
premises.

8.4 Any payments by a Buyer to Fellows may be 
applied by Fellows towards any sums owing from 
that Buyer to Fellows on any account whatever 
without regard to any directions of the Buyer or 
his agent, whether express or implied.

9. THE PURCHASE PRICE

9.1 On the first £50,000 of the Hammer Price (of any 
Lot) the Buyer will pay the Hammer Price and 
a premium of 20% (plus VAT on the total of the 
Hammer Price and the premium). Value Added 
Tax is charged at the rate prevailing by law at the 
date of sale

9.2 On the excess over £50,000 of the Hammer 
Price (of any individual Lot), the Buyer will pay 
the Hammer Price and a premium of 10% (plus 
VAT). The said premium not being negotiable and 
payable by ALL Buyers. The Vendor authorises 
Fellows to retain beneficially the premium payable 
by Buyers.

9.3 Value Added Tax on the Hammer Price is imposed 
on all items affixed with an asterisk thus - *. 

9.4 Live Online Bidding Charges – Buyers will pay a 
commission charge of an additional 3% of the 
hammer price if lots are successfully purchased 
online via a live bidding platform such as Live 
Auctioneers and the-saleroom.com.

10. TITLE AND COLLECTION OF PURCHASES

10.1 The ownership of any Lot purchased shall not 
pass to the relevant Buyer until they have made 
payment in full to Fellows of the Total Amount 
Due.

10.2 Buyers shall at their own risk and expense take 
away any Lot that they have purchased and 
paid for not later than 2 working days following 
the day of the Auction after which they shall 
be responsible for any removal, storage and 
insurance charges.

11. DEFAULT BY BUYER OR VENDOR

11.1 As Fellows act as agent for the Vendor, Fellows 
is not responsible for default by the Vendor or the 
Buyer.

11.2 If any Lot is not paid for in full and taken away 
in accordance with these Conditions, or if there 
is any other breach of these Conditions, Fellows 
as agent for the Vendor shall at its absolute 
discretion and without prejudice to any other 
rights it may have, be entitled to exercise all or any 
of the following rights and remedies:

(a) to proceed against the Buyer for an action for debt 
or damages for breach of contract;

(b) to rescind the sale of that Lot and/or any other 
Lots sold by Fellows to the defaulting Buyer;

(c) to re-sell the Lot by Auction or private treaty. 
If a lower Hammer Price is achieved on the 
re-sale than that achieved on the original sale the 
defaulting Buyer shall be liable for the difference 
(after crediting any part payment and adding any 
re-sale costs). Fellows will account to the Vendor 
for any surplus achieved on a re-sale, however, it 
shall only be required to account to the Vendor 
for any resulting deficiency in the event that it 
receives payment of such sum in full from the 
defaulting Buyer.

(d) to remove, store and insure the Lot at the expense 
of the defaulting Buyer and, in the case of storage, 
either at Fellows’ premises or elsewhere;

(e) to charge interest at a rate not exceeding [1.5%] 
per month on the total amount due to the extent it 
remains unpaid for more than 2 working days after 
the sale;

(f) to retain that or any other Lot sold to the defaulting 
Buyer until that Buyer pays the total amount due;

(g) to reject or ignore bids from the defaulting Buyer 
at future Auctions or to impose conditions before 
any such bids shall be accepted;

(h) to apply any proceeds of sale of other Lots due 
or in future becoming due to the defaulting Buyer 
towards the settlement of the total amount due 
and to exercise a lien on any of the Buyer’s 
property in Fellows’ possession for any purpose.

12. DELIBERATE FORGERIES

12.1 Subject to clause 12.2, any representation or 
statement by Fellows (including in any catalogue) 
as to authorship, genuineness, origin, date, 
age, provenance, condition or estimated selling 
price is a statement of opinion only. Prospective 
Buyers are given ample opportunities to view and 
inspect before any sale and prospective Buyers 
must satisfy themselves as to all such matters. 
Neither Fellows or its employees or agents nor 
the Vendor accept liability for the correctness of 
such opinions and all conditions and warranties, 
express, implied or statutory are hereby excluded.

12.2 Any Lot which proves to be a Deliberate Forgery 
may be returned to Fellows by the Buyer within 
21 days of the Auction provided it is in the same 

condition as when bought, and is accompanied by 
particulars identifying it from the relevant catalogue 
description and a written statement of defects. If 
Fellows is satisfied from the evidence presented 
that the Lot is a Deliberate Forgery Fellows shall 
refund the money paid by the Buyer for the Lot 
(but not the amount of any consequential loss, 
damages, expenses or interest) provided that (1) if 
the catalogue description reflected the accepted 
view of scholars and experts as at the date of sale 
or (2) the Buyer personally is not able to transfer a 
good and marketable title to Fellows.  

13. LIMITATIONS OF LIABILITY

13.1 All members of the public on the premises are 
there at their own risk and must note the lay-out of 
the accommodation and security arrangements. 

13.2 Any indemnity under these Conditions shall 
extend to all actions, costs, expenses, claims and 
demands whatsoever suffered or incurred by the 
person entitled to the benefit of it and Fellows 
declares itself to be a trustee of the benefit of 
every such indemnity so far as it is expressed to 
be for the benefit of its employees and agents.

13.3 While Fellows endeavours to ensure that the 
information on the Website is correct, Fellows 
does not warrant the accuracy and completeness 
of the material on the Website. Fellows may make 
changes to the material on the Website, or to 
the products and prices described in it, at any 
time without notice. The material on the Website 
may be out of date, and Fellows makes no 
commitment to update such material. 

13.4 The material on the Website is provided “as is”, 
without any conditions, warranties or other terms 
of any kind. Accordingly, to the maximum extent 
permitted by law, Fellows provides you with the 
Website on the basis that Fellows excludes all 
representations, warranties, conditions and other 
terms which, but for this legal notice, might have 
effect in relation to the Website.  

14. GENERAL

14.1 Any notice to any Buyer, Vendor, Bidder or viewer 
may be given by first class mail or email in which 
case it shall be deemed to have been received by 
the addressee 48 hours after posting or sending.  
All notices to Fellows must be sent in writing and 
email is not acceptable.

14.2 Any indulgence extended to any person by 
Fellows notwithstanding the strict terms of these 
Conditions or the Terms of Consignment shall 
affect the position at the relevant time only and 
in respect of that particular concession only; 
in all other respects these Conditions shall be 
construed as having full force and effect.

14.3 These Conditions and any disputes or claims 
arising out of or in connection with it or their 
subject matter or formation (including non-
contractual disputes or claims) are governed by 
and construed in accordance with the law of 
England.  

14.4 The parties irrevocably agree that the courts of 
England have exclusive jurisdiction to settle any 
dispute or claim that arises out of or in connection 
with the Agreement or its subject matter or 
formation (including non-contractual disputes or 
claims).

15. SHIPPING

15.1 We offer a tracked and insured shipping service for 
all items with the exception of those in our Antiques 
& Fine Art sales. 

15.2 Items posted outside of the UK will incur a £30 
charge 

15.3 Within the UK, hammer totals under £100 will incur 
a £10 charge

15.4 Hammer totals over £100 will incur a £20 charge

15.5 Larger items, as well as those exceeding a value 
of £20,000 or weighing in excess of 2kg may be 
subject to additional fees



The buyer’s premium is 20% (+ VAT) or 24% (VAT inclusive) on the first £50,000 of any individual lot. 
For any individual lot in excess of £50,000, the buyer’s premium is 10% (+ VAT) or 
12% (VAT inclusive). 

Lots prexed with * will carry VAT at 20% on the hammer price.

Monday 24th October 2016 
Antiques & Fine Art

The bids will be executed as cheaply as is permitted 
by other bids in the room or reserves.

I have read and agree to comply with the 
Conditions of Sale as printed in the catalogue.

Any account for items purchased on my behalf will 
be settled within 24 hours of the sale and the items 
collected within two days of sale.

Please complete in block capitals.

Please bid on my behalf for the lot(s) shown below. 

Name

Address

    Postcode

Telephone

Email

Signed    Date 

Lot Price Lot Price Lot Price Lot Price

Commission Bidding Slip

£50 - £100, £5 each bid; £100 - £200, £10 each bid; £200 - £300, £20 each bid; £300 - £500; 
alternate £20 and £30 bids; £500 - £1,000, £50 each bid; £1,000 - £2,000, £100 each bid;
£2,000 - £5,000 alternate £200 and £300 bids; over £10,000 - £1,000 each bid.

Any bids shown not complying with these increments will be MOVED UP to the next 
increment.

Buyer’s Premium Please note the bidding increments
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Follow us on….

facebook.com/fellowsauctions pinterest.com/fellowsauctions

@fellowsauctions youtube.com/fellows1876

fellowsauctions

London Office (Valuations by appointment) | 3 Hill Street | Mayfair | London W1J 5LA  | 020 7127 4198

London Office

Fellows’ London offi ce offers valuations by appointment, please call to 
arrange a time to visit. 

London Offi ce 
3 Hill Street 
Mayfair
London 
W1J 5LA

Telephone: 020 7127 4198
Email: london@fellows.co.uk 

Birmingham Saleroom

Situated in the heart of Birmingham’s Jewellery Quarter, Fellows is easily 
accessible from all parts of the United Kingdom, Europe and beyond.

Head Offi ce & Saleroom
Augusta House 
19 Augusta Street 
Birmingham 
B18 6JA

Telephone: 0121 212 2131
Fax: 0121 212 1249
Email: info@fellows.co.uk



Head Office & Saleroom | Augusta House | 19 Augusta Street | Birmingham B18 6JA
London Office (Valuations by appointment) | 3 Hill Street | Mayfair | London W1J 5LA 

Tel 0121 212 2131  |  Tel 020 7127 4198  |  Fax 0121 212 1249  |  www.fellows.co.uk


